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Abstract
Marty Kaden can fly. A champion Taekwondoist with serious hopes and a good
chance of making the United States team, propelling him all the way to the Olympic
Games one day, he takes his chosen martial art seriously. Trouble looms on the horizon,
however, and soon brings Marty down to Earth. After suffering defeat at the hands of an
arch-rival, Marty spins out of control. Worse, his master instructor disappears under what
Marty believes are mysterious circumstances. Yet no one will take him seriously-the
police, his mother, his master's assistant. None of them shares his concern. Marty's
despair sends him on a wild journey that threatens his life and his dream.
Watching her son suffer, his mother, Sarah, who hides a terrible secret about the
tragic death of Marty's father, finally joins forces with her estranged son. This leads the
two on yet another journey, fraught with hope and despair, but ultimately pulls the two
closer together.
Marty was written for young adult males, those who enjoy action novels, yet anyone
of any age can find truths in the plight of a single mother and her 15-yel:lr-old son
struggling to make it in a world gone mad.
The comprehensive introduction covers the process of the writing of the novel, the
author's background and a survey of literature important to the subgenre of boys' action
novels and novels outside the genre, including a book from the Harry Potter series, as
well as books on the craft of fiction writing. Among others, these include Earnest
Hemingway's Death in the Afternoon and Eudora Welty's One Writer's Beginnings, both
books on writing and fine embodiments of their own advice.
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Introduction

I. Process

Marty on the Edge traveled a long, arduous, sometimes lonely road to arrive at its
present state, as a 266-page novel of which the first 207 pages are submitted as the body
of my Creative Thesis. As mentioned in my thesis prospectus and petition, the novel
existed before I enrolled at Eastern as a graduate student. Although in rough condition,
the novel drew the attention of a major publisher. Ultimately, the publisher decided the
story didn't fit its list. Discouraged, I laid it aside for the time being, hoping to return to it
eventually. A journalist for many years, I had pursued fiction only as a sideline. But this
success encouraged me to begin a more thorough study of the craft. Before enrolling in
Dr. Kilgore's advanced fiction course, I had not considered using the novel as a thesis
project. But in a conference with Dr. Kilgore, I agreed with his suggestion that we put a
few of the early chapters before the group of students in the workshop. Their feedback
encouraged me to think seriously about rewriting Marty.
In subsequent workshops my classmates and Dr. Kilgore pointed out the problems
and the positives of the book. It needed massive revision. I had been its writer, editor,
reviser and proofreader and had lost my objectivity. By then, I had completed numerous
other projects in the course and had done quite well, receiving A's on all of my
assignments. The feedback on the novel helped me see the problems and Dr. Kilgore
pointed me toward the solutions.
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The work and changes I have made, which I detail below, can't be measured in
quantitative terms but must be looked at as qualitative improvements. The novel did
increase from 247 to 266 pages during the summer of 2002, but that hardly begins to tell
the story of the revision. I examined the novel line-by-line, deleting, rewriting,
transposing whole sections and, in general, applying what I had learned in the study of
fiction as a craft and what I had learned as a graduate student. Hopefully, I have created a
thought provoking and ultimately publishable novel.
Prior to these revisions I had the bones of a good story; I just needed help
connecting the skeleton. The opening scene disoriented readers, placing them in a
massive non-descript blank space where the big tournament was about to open. Details
had to be added to sketch in the setting and put the reader at Marty's shoulder. To break
up a massive curtain of narration, I wrote and rewrote much dialogue and description. But
the biggest problem in the first chapter was its cliched, Rocky-like ending, in which
Marty wins the day. Besides, the chapter seemed entirely too long, so I moved the entire
sparring scene to a new chapter.
Chapter Two finds Marty in a battle for his status and stature in Taekwondo,
potentially excluding him from national prominence and a chance at a slot on the national
team. To inject greater realism into the story, I had to rewrite the scene so that Marty
loses the fight. This created a massive problem. The tone of the entire fight sequence had
to be changed. I wanted to increase the tension by slowly showing how a fighter, even a
great one like Marty, can be taken apart. His losing created a challenge for me as writer
and Marty as competitor. The remaining chapters had to be adjusted to allow for the
defeat.
v

Three is an entirely new chapter and constructs the new path that Marty must now
travel. He is crestfallen, and because he so closely identifies with Taekwondo, he must
now reconstruct his perception of an identity shattered by defeat. This presented a
difficult problem. I couldn't be too heavy-handed in rebuilding his self-esteem as though
it were a broken toy; he had more problems than losing a weekend tournament. The loss
merely brought them to the surface, and it was by exploring these, rather than his merely
athletic challenges, that I tried to find a realistic way to rebuild his confidence.
Ultimately, his quest to track down his master instructor, whose disappearance clouds
Marty's mind with memories of his father's death, helps elevate his self-esteem, but only
after he has faced the deeper problem of his unresolved grief. At the same time his
embattled relationship with his mother had to reach some kind of resolution. These
parallel situations required finesse to avoid excessive melodrama, which I found to be a
problem in the first version.
The original manuscript of Marty suffered from other, numerous minute
problems: awkward, clunky sentences, stilted dialogue, and shallow characterization. To
ferret these out, I scrutinized each chapter line by line, rewriting most sentences and
adding depth to characters. There were entirely too many of these changes to record, but I
will attempt to highlight the major changes, especially those that reflect new territory.
The character of Marty's mother, for example, needed ... something. She didn't
quite ring true. She was, for a lack of a better description, out of sync with her attitude
toward her son and the harsh reality of her situation. As a widowed mother with the
responsibility of raising a willful child, she experiences what all single parents sufferguilt, remorse, fear, anger, grief, loneliness, burdensome financial debt, an implied,
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cautious reawakening of her sexuality, and even hope for the future-all at the same time.
This emotional tilt-a-whirl creates tension not only within herself but in the relationships
with those around her-especially the one person whom she loves the most and can
therefore safely vent to: Marty. I wanted the reader to feel her side of the story as well as
Marty's as they coexist in an atypical single-parent-family dynamic.
To accomplish that at the technical level, I expanded her point of view while
being careful not to trample on Marty's point of view. In subsequent drafts, she emerges
as a vital point-of-view character in many more scenes.
As bad as all of this sounds, I hesitate to label this family as dysfunctional. Certainly,
they aren't candidates for "The Jerry Springer Show." Put simply, I had to paint the
picture of a relationship in trouble. Confusion, guilt and untended grief over the suicide
of Marty's father underscore the entire novel. This and other themes and subplots had to
be strengthened or eliminated entirely to achieve realism throughout and avoid a sitcom
feel-the kiss of death for any serious novel.
To add to the realism, I wrote more dialogue for all major characters. During this
stage, I read aloud almost every dialogue exchange. I wanted the reader to hear while

seeing the characters. Depending on their importance to the story, other characters were
either given more or less dialogue or received more or less attention. Other point-of-view
problems kept cropping up and had to be repaired.
Chapter Twenty-four, which includes the ending (not contained in the following
excerpt), had to be rewritten to compensate for changes early on in Chapters Two and
Three. In the original manuscript I had brought to Eastern, Marty's master instructor,
Master Kim, was a wise mentor, guiding his students while understanding the awesome
vii

power that he held over them, and especially over Marty. He was a "Mr. Miyagi" type, an
overly sentimental if not done-to-death characterization. I needed to make him more
human and fallible; yet I didn't want M-Kim to emerge as a total villain. Most martial
arts instructors aren't, and I didn't want him to come across as an instructor of that ilk.
Marty found his master, who had disappeared under mysterious circumstances early
on in the original draft I intended the original draft to play out so that, under M-Kim's
guidance, Marty would begin to realize his dream of winning a gold medal at the
Olympic Games. In the new story, Marty still manages to find his master, but this time
Marty faces another dilemma: He may have to strike out on his own, or pursue another
instructor in order to reach his goal. Ultimately, the story is about the process Marty must
go through during the entire story, not the end result. In the new draft, I resolve M-Kim' s
actions in terms of self-deception; Master Kim makes a very human mistake: He ignores
his immigration status and faces the possibility of deportation. Problems with the INS can
drag on for years and M-Kim's story, too, remains realistically unresolved. This new
denouement called for a total rewrite of the ending, with corresponding revision of all
other chapters.

II. Backstage

Marty grew out of many aspects of my life and personality. Other characters were
composites of real people I have worked and studied with in the martial arts. Kim
happens to be a very common name in Korea and among Taekwondo masters, some of
whom I have known and studied with.
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Most factual information on Taekwondo in Marty comes from my experience. My
study of Taekwondo began in 1973. I took up teaching three years later, and I've refereed
at many major competitions, including several like the one described in Marty. Yet I did
not rely on my own experience for all the factual information. Here, I must say that some
of the factual content had to be tweaked slightly to facilitate movement through the story.
However, most of the scenes involving Taekwondo and its physical, mental and technical
(rules) aspects were very much the real thing. For the sake of consistency and validitythe spelling of Taekwondo terminology and correct rules of competition-I consulted the
non-fiction book Taekwondo Kyorugi: Olympic Style Sparring.
My conception of Taekwondo also emerges in the novel. Unlike baseball or football,
Taekwondo is a living philosophy. That is, it permeates each minute of every day. It lies
at the root of how I treat myself and other people. I may fail or fall far short of what I
believe to be the ideal, but not without first considering integrity, honor, courage and
other intrinsic concepts of TKD. Taekwondoists strive to live by its tenets--courtesy,
integrity, perseverance, self-control and indomitable spirit. I believe the emergence of
Taekwondo as a "sport"--or at least its separation from the more traditional aspects of
the art-has watered down these guiding principles and placed undue emphasis on
violence. I hope to illuminate that dilemma in Marty so that other Taekwondoists,
especially adolescents, and martial artists in general will question their attitudes.
After my father died of natural causes when I was eight, I grew up in a similar
situation, a single-parent family. So I identified with Marty's emotional chaos, and I
witnessed my mother's struggle and could empathize with Sarah's. The death of a parent
deals a devastating blow to a child at any age. The numbness, the feeling of isolation,
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grief, all cast an emotional--0r worse, emotionless-shadow over the family, not easily
recognizable looking from the inside out.
As a troubled teen, I chose Taekwondo to help me out of an emotional quagmire.
This choice wasn't necessarily a conscious one, just as Marty's continued pursuit of
excellence wasn't a conscious choice for him. Taekwondo helped fill a hole punched in
my life-and Marty's life-by the loss of a parent. It took me thirty-eight years, thirty of
those studying Taekwondo, to overcome many of the resulting problems. Although
Taekwondo eased the pain, it never replaced my father's love and influence. Marty faces
a long path to discover his truth. Perhaps in subsequent revisions of the manuscript he
will make measured progress until he comes to terms with his demons, just as I have. For
now, though, Marty has reached a logical stopping point, his emotional upheaval at last
brought into the open.

III. Research

Research played a large role in bringing Marty on the Edge to its present state. At
the core of my research, reading other works, both adult and Young Adult fiction, mostly
from the subgenre of action novels for boys, seemed somehow most important. Certainly,
for the sake of validation of my ability as a writer of fiction, for the sake of craft and for
the sake of bringing reality to the page, this research proved priceless. Yet the magic that
reading plays in improving a writer's writing remains nebulous at best. Whether we
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writers absorb the intricacies of craft from reading successful (or not so successful)
writers, or if writers read simply because that's what the nature of a writer calls for will
forever remain shrouded.
Furthermore, theoretical and other readings on criticism contain value, but only at
the level of critical reading and, perhaps, at the level of control over the actual writing.
That is, thinking about structure in terms of criticism while in the trenches can either
make writers suffer performance anxiety or enliven them to the infinite possibilities
embedded within their prose.
Certainly, John Noell Moore provided insightful information in his book

Interpreting Young Adult Literature: Literary Theory in the Secondary Classroom. Its
contents will be uppermost in my mind in subsequent novels. I don't have the space or
feel it necessary to cover all the literary theories Moore uses to unravel the meanings in
Young Adult literature.
Moore emphasizes that the key point of his book was to show that Young Adult
literature can be read from many different angles, seen in many different lights (31 ).
Casting various shades of light on my own work, I discovered I had written a coming of
age story, and one of quest for identity. At some level I knew these things, but Moore
validated those inklings. Certainly, I wanted the reader to gain his or her versions of the

truth from the text, to interact with the text, as in a reader-response reading. My primary
motivation for wanting to write fiction is provoking feelings within the readers, directing
their attention to previously unthought of possibilities.
I thought it more important to investigate some fine works of Young Adult
literature and to consider some fine classics for mature readers, as well.
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Paul Fleischman's reality-check for youths, Whirligig, focuses on the aftermath of
a suicide attempt by a teen who has been rejected by a girl at a party. He survives. Yet a
second teen, Leah Zamora, who innocently drives another car in the oncoming lane, dies
as a result of the head-on crash. The protagonist simply closes his eyes and lifts his hands
from the wheel, without thinking of the consequences to other drivers. Issues central to
the book's theme-rejection, substance abuse, sudden death and its consequences, anger,
grief, forgiveness, atonement, even Divine intervention-are contemporary themes
adolescent readers deal with frequently.
These issues are central in my work, though perhaps not as overtly and
didactically expressed. Marty is obsessed with Taekwondo and M-Kim. Arguably, we
can consider that obsession an addiction, perhaps a healthy one, but no less potentially
damaging. Certainly, Marty falls into a state of depression that his mother fails to
recognize or directly address. Fleischman's book showed me that young adults do think
about these issues. At least his publisher thinks so.
The Chief, by Robert Lipsyte, addresses delicate issues, including the prejudicial
treatment of the Native American, the plight of a would-be writer, who just happens to be
black, and, almost as an afterthought, the shady business of boxing. The boxing
sequences gave me confidence in the effectiveness of similar scenes I wrote in Marty.
Chief is an uplifting novel, perhaps unrealistically so. It contains an essence of romance
that appeals to the age group I hope to tap with my novel. And its main character could
be considered a model for Marty. Yet Lipsyte's minimalist approach struck me as too
lean, and the central character, a Native American boxer, felt flat.

xii

Holes, by Louis Sachar, addresses a justice system gone awry and a teen
ensnarled in its lumbering search for justice. Sachar also looks at negative and positive
aspects of character, the value of friendship, and loyalty in the shadow of a complex
backstory, which comments harshly on racism. Stanley overcomes many obstacles, many
disappointments to reach his goal of freedom, just as Marty must overcome the prejudices
and realistic fears of the doubters he faces.

Fallen Angels by Walter Dean Meyers addresses this country's involvement in the
most divisive conflict since the Civil War and still a flashpoint: the Vietnam war. Meyers
allows readers to see the war's effects on everyone involved. The book manages to
implicate the U.S. government but only to a point. More than that, it quite aptly places the
war in a broader social context; neither America nor Vietnam will ever be the same. Of
the novels I read, Fallen Angels touched me most deeply, as a technical success and an
emotional experience. Its style helped me to gauge the potential impact of my own
writing.
Although outside my selected subgenre, other classics and popular novels demand
attention from any serious writer of fiction. Two of these books concern writing and are
excellent models of their own advice. Earnest Hemingway's Death in the Afternoon and
Eudora Welty's One Writer's Beginnings meet and exceed these requirements. The other
is just pure fun and fantasy.
Some novels cut across all genres. Though it was outside the scope of my
intended genre, I looked at Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone to see what this cultural
craze was about. Harry Potter seems to appeal to a broad audience of children, young
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adults and adults. They (and I) rave over J. K. Rowling's fantasy novels. Rowling's book
is a playful romp through the imagination, hopefully still present in all of us.
Marty, too, has fantasies. Winning a gold medal is one, living peaceably with his
mother is another, one that he doesn't yet fully realize nor understand. Rowling gave me
permission to explore that playfulness and imagination in future revisions. Moreover, she
writes seamless backstory.
In Death in the Afternoon, Hemingway puts a sanguine spin on the grim "sport"
of bullfighting while delivering authoritative and relevant advice to all writers, not just
beginners. Death is his theme, violent sudden death, that moment in time that freezes the
moment of sudden death in the consciousness like a color snapshot framed against the
black page of a scrapbook.
I was trying to learn to write, commencing with the simplest things, and
one of the simplest things of all and the most fundamental is violent death.
It has none of the complications of death by disease, or so-called natural
death, or the death of a friend or some one you have loved or have hated
[ ... ] I had read many books in which, when the author tried to convey it,
he only produced a blur, and I decided that this was because either the
author had never seen it clearly or at the moment of it, he had physically
or mentally shut his eyes[ ... ] (2)
Life experience, of course, is what Hemingway speaks of, not the stuff of mere
existence, however. As a former EMT/paramedic, I looked into the face of death many
times. The last breath escaping the lungs, the eyes rolling back in their sockets into white
crescents, the boneless flaccidity of a newly dead body, the stench, the liquid expulsion
xiv

from loss of bowel control forever brands all five (perhaps six) senses. These experiences
force the fearful ego to confront itself. The tension between reality and the protective
curtain of denial, death's distance from our own uneasy existence, seeds the writer's
mind with cold yet undeniable reality. It becomes the writer's job to fashion words of
stark description to relay those and many other life experiences to the reader. How can a
writer do that if he (or she) wasn't there? Or if, repeating what Hemingway says, "he had
physically or mentally shut his eyes" (2)? Possible? Yes. Imagination is a powerful
companion to all writers, but not as effective teacher as raw experience.
Good writing captures the moment forever on the page. Hemingway keeps
bullfighting alive for all of us to experience through his book: "Suppose a painter's
canvases disappeared with him and a writer's books were automatically destroyed at his
death and only existed in the memory of those that had read them. That is what happens
in bullfighting" (99). Thus, the job of the writer: a scribe of the unforgettable.
Yet, perhaps we should allow Hemingway a while to speak for himself, as the
narrator tells an "old lady" a story:
The doctor tossed the saucer full of iodine in his face. As he came
toward him, blinded, the lieutenant fumbled for his pistol. The doctor
skipped quickly behind him, tripped him and, as he fell to the floor, kicked
him several times and picked up the pistol in his rubber gloves. The
lieutenant sat on the floor holding his good hand to his eyes.
'I'll kill you!' he said. 'I'll kill you as soon as I can see.'
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'I am the boss,' said the doctor. 'All is forgiven since you know I
am the boss. You cannot kill me because I have your pistol. Sergeant!
Adjutant! Adjutant!'
And this: 'Hold him tight. He is a little delirious.'
One of the stretcher-bearers came in.
'Captain Doctor.
'What do you want?
'The man in the dead-house'Get out of here.
'Is dead, Captain Doctor. I thought you would be glad to know.
'See, my poor lieutenant? We dispute about nothing. In time of
war we dispute about nothing' (143-4).

Old lady: 'Is that the end? I thought you said it was like John
Greenleaf Whittier's Snow Bound.
'Madame, I'm wrong again. We aim so high and yet we miss the
target.

Old Lady: 'You know I like you less and less the more I know you.
'Madame, it is always a mistake to know an author' (144).
Authors do take risks in writing. Not everyone will like what writers write; some will
even scorn them, label them as hate-mongers or heretics. Yet as a writer, you have a duty
to say it and say it with all the honesty and tools of creative writing you have at hand.
Anything less devalues an author's capital of credibility. (More later on the art of lying).
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Turning inward to the world of the imagination, on the one hand, and on the other
melding what a writer finds there with experience sounds easy. It isn't. Yet Southern
writer Eudora Welty accomplishes it with the ease that most of us only dream of, and she
does it with the lilting prose of the poetic.
In One Writer's Beginnings, distilled from a series of lectures, Welty explains how
her upbringing gave her the tools to become one of the most respected writers of the
twentieth century. She says,
I don't know whether or not my father's Ohio family, in having been
Swiss back in the 1700s before the first three Welty brothers came to
America, had anything to do with this; but we all of us have been timeminded all our lives. This was good at least for a future fiction writer,
being able to learn so penetratingly, and almost first of all, about
chronology. I was one of a good many things I learned almost without
knowing it; it would be there when I needed it. (3)
Welty's childhood was filled with unintentional gifts, including the gift of reading (her
mother once saved her books first from a housefire) from her parents and her own ability
to hear an internal "voice" that would create the writer she would become.
Ever since I was first read to, then started reading to myself, there has
never been a line read that I didn't hear. As my eyes followed the
sentence, a voice was saying it silently to me. It isn't my mother's voice,
or the voice of any person I can identify, certainly not my own. It is
human, but inward, and it is inwardly that I listen to it. It is to me the voice
of the story or the poem itself. The cadence, whatever it is that asks you to
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believe, the feeling that resides in the printed word, reaches me through
the reader-voice. [ ... ] The sound of what falls on the page begins the
process of testing it for truth, for me. Whether I am right to trust so far I
don't know. [ ... ]
My own words, when I am at work on a story, I hear too as they go, in
the same voice that I hear when I read in books. When I write and the
sound of it comes back to my ears, then I act to make my changes. I have
always trusted this voice. (11-12)
Again, the power or the desire (I'm not sure which rules) to observe and record events
helps to create a sturdy foundation for a good writer.
What was thus dramatically made a present of to me was the secure
sense of the hidden observer. (20)
I suppose I was exercising as early as then the turn of mind, the nature
of temperament, of a privileged observer ...
A conscious act grew out of this by the time I began to write stories:
getting my distance, a prerequisite of my understanding of human events
is the way I begin work [ ... ] (21)
These books are not the kind that teach you the grammatical-what nouns, adjectives,
verbs and adverbs are and where and when or if they should be used. Rather, these books
imbue writers with a sense of artful poetical prose. Welty's prose speaks in a voluminous
whispering that sweeps readers-writers up without them ever being aware of it.
The books listed above rank high in importance for my research, but writers of any
genre can't forget the history on which their craft was laid upon.
xviii

Unlike the contemporary young adult literature listed above, early Young Adult
books concentrated mainly on society's expectations of youth, without regard for their
needs, according to Mary Lystad. Books from the time of the American Revolution to
around 1850 were didactic in nature, designed primarily to teach adolescents about
religion and accepted societal norms of the time (Lystad 27). Laura Ingalls Wilder's
writings about a girl coming of age in the Midwest were very popular books of around
the 1930s (31), at about the time novels were being read for their entertainment value, not
just instructiveness. Lystad says, "The feelings of adolescents, both negative and positive,
were discussed openly, as were social problems" (31).
Of more historical significance to my work was Horatio Alger Ragged Dick, or Street

Life in New York, series of the late 191h century. The series, published in 1868 (in book
form), the same year as Alcott's Little Women, follows the "inspiring tale of a young
bootblack who raises himself up in the world." The story generated such popularity that
its 135 volumes sold millions of copies< http://wwwprinceton.edu/-eng366/rd.html>.
Examining the history, theory and criticism of Young Adult literature allowed me
to put terms to and to frame what I had been attempting to accomplish in my writing for
quite some time. Yet above all else, fiction writing, regardless of genre, requires a
knowledge of the craft itself, the nuts and bolts of it, assembling words to engage your
readers and keep them engaged for, say, three- to four-hundred pages or more. After all,
theory is an afterthought, a way of deciphering intended or unintended meaning.
So more than the criticism, theory and history of young adult literature, writing
fiction really boils down to knowing the craft and absorbing it at a gut level. This, I have
studied for years through reading literature and writing Marty and a previous novel,
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which is patiently growing mold, waiting for me to dust it off and apply my newly gained
knowledge to its reclamation.
A logical starting point for an examination of the craft seems to be the business of
plot. Plot has always perplexed me, not that I didn't understand its meaning, just that I
question relying on its use. Perhaps my dislike of outlining non-fiction essays leaks into
fiction writing. I resisted the compulsion to plot the novel down to the last minor event.
Hallie and Whit Burnett agree that writers should not let themselves become enmeshed in
plot. "The important thing for a writer is to lose himself in the story at every stage of
development, and to remain immersed until the end in the pleasures of his creation" (26).
Plotting or relying too heavily on plot can strangle creativity. That isn't to say that
I didn't have some idea of where I was going when I began Marty. I just didn't allow that
to become set in stone. That would be forcing a structure onto a piece of art. Did
Michelangelo create a mould for the statue of David? As Stephen King notes, life is not
plotted, so why plot a novel? He claims to have plotted only a few of his 35 or so novels
and says that most of his novels begin with a situation rather than plot (161).
Craft requires knowing how to coax your readers through your story. Near the
beginning, perhaps in the second draft, that means looking to theme or thesis to give your
reader something to focus on, to look forward to. Yet creative writers must, I argue,
unlike non-fiction writers, guard against pounding readers over the head with thesis.
Readers come to a fiction novel with the expectation of being entertained or enlightened,
not preached to for four hundred pages on, say, social, political or psychological ills.
Stephen King asserts that theme comes after story and story always comes first (201). He
tells writers to establish the story, then on second draft look for elements of theme.
xx

In Fallen Angels, Myers's story, I argue, wouldn't have such impact if he had
written an expose on the Vietnam war. Instead, he constructs what seems a whole world
of war, which makes victims out of both the soldiers and the villagers that peopled the
Vietnam countryside. He puts names to the faces and places, bringing the horrors of war
to life for a new generation, who could not be familiar with the brutalities both sides
committed. He holds their attention toward the blood and guts, the destruction of a way
of life, inside both countries, and refuses to release readers. They can't tum away from a
war rendered in realistically brutal language and vivid images through the eyes of the
grunt soldiers who lived it. He infuses his book with technical reality that pulls the reader
ever closer-Claymores (mines) misfire; soldiers get lost in the "green;" in the night and
in the darkness of their own fear; companies of American soldiers are cut to shreds by
their own crossfire. All this devastation is wrought because of a squabble over political
ideology and an arbitrary line on the map.
Tension builds as the soldiers begin to realize the insane futility of war, and the
protagonist articulates his uncertainty through his doubts after the sudden death of their
lieutenant:
I wanted to talk to him more about why Lieutenant Carroll had died. I
wanted to talk to everybody about it, but nobody could deal with it. Lobel
had thought it was his fault. He said if he had shot more maybe he would
have got the guy that got Carroll. Maybe. Maybe somebody didn't order
enough bombs dropped, or enough shells fired into some sector three
months ago. But why was Carroll even here? What was he doing so far
from Kansas City? So far from his bookstore on Minnesota Avenue? (138)
xxi

Through his protagonist, Meyers expresses the themes that, one, this war, perhaps all war,
is senseless, and, two, these soldiers had lives, now erased; families and friends will now
suffer an immense loss. In other words, he puts faces and names to statistics. Through
adherence to theme, Meyers shows readers the insidious deconstruction of these men,
struggling to maintain their humanity, into machines of war. In other words, in Meyers's
story as in Marty, theme becomes the vital, underlying message or messages subliminally
transmitted to the reader through events and words.
If theme fuels narrative, then story drives the novel. The thesis may occur to the

writer or change as the story progresses. In writing Marty I didn't start out with a single
idea or a set of controlling issues that I wanted to communicate; I wanted to tell a story of
a youth who wanted desperately to attain an Olympic gold medal and in doing so
somehow honor the memory of his deceased father. Sure, Taekwondo builds character,
and that message began to emerge, along with others. But whatever message or messages
finally emerge for the reader depend on how the reader interprets my text.
The backdrop of Taekwondo would have allowed for a myriad of narratives;

Marty was just one. Embedded in Marty, there is a story of "coming of age" and one of
quest for deconstructed identity. One of the main issues I think has to do with the
physical and emotional costs of a sport that is expensive, dangerous and time consuming.
What's the payoff? What makes it worthwhile to Marty? Common sense all seems to
favor his quitting the sport, especially after he loses. But his passion for the sport and the
aesthetic value of the art, in defiance of all obvious reason, finally validates it.
This tension, drawn out through his arguments with Sarah and the contrast
between Marty and Wabar, is a large part of what I hope makes the story thematically
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interesting and true. As I said, I didn't begin writing with these things in mind; they
began to take form on their own, given the personalities of the characters and the
situations in which they find themselves.
As much as theme or story, another concern was believable characters. Could
readers spot something in a portrayal about which they could say, "Hey. Yeah. That is so
true"? The more layers I applied to the characters, the more they seemed to pop off the
page. That is, they took on a life and personality that at times helped me decide which
way to take the story.
During these times, the writing seemed to become more an act of meditation than
concentration. I didn't have to think about words, they just somehow found their way on
the paper. Those times occurred less frequently than I liked, but writing became a near
effortless act when it happened. I must admit the experience came with greater and
greater frequency as I became more familiar with the characters. More and more, I would
ask myself, "What would Marty do?" or "What would Sarah do?" in a situation. When
the answer came without effort, I had my answers. Much of the time, however, the words
came through an effort like trying to shake coins back through the slot of a piggybank.
The bottom line here is that writing is hard work The words don't arise from some
magical inner or outer compartment, a place outside, where the muse dwells, but from
what Stephen King figuratively calls "the basement," a place where the work is hard
(138). He says writers need to have a place where they can go, shut the world out and
take their writing seriously. Good writing and therefore story come from diligently and
repeatedly sitting down before the pad and pen, the typewriter or, in my case, the word
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processor. King says, "[Y]ou must do two things above all others: read a lot and write a
lot" (139).
Creating something meaningful from the jumble of memories, thoughts and
experiences in the writer's head takes time and effort. The words just don't appear on the
paper in clean and crisp prose. So, just as any writing, creative fiction needs ... no ...
demands revision, rewriting, editing and proofreading. This is the writer's chance to
clean up any messes made on the page, before they sneak into print. As an exercise, I
edited a passage in Browne and King, '"You can't be serious,' she said in astonishmenf'
(48) to the following: "My God. You're not serious," she said. Even without "My God,"
my version would still suggest "astonishment" because of the added interjection. The
change shortens it and sends the mind's "ear" a more urgent message. The sentence is a
more direct, declarative statement. Of course, embellishment can be added to provide
emphasis. Key words like "not" could have been italicized or the sentence could have
been punctuated with an exclamation mark. Caution must be taken here. Too many
exclamation marks are like weeds. Before you know it they've strangled the petunias. So
the writer should gauge their use judiciously. Carefully combing through the story will
help eliminate pesky problems.
This stage also gives the writer the opportunity to look for other weaknesses in the
writing. Almost without fail, active voice is better than passive (King 116-7). The girl

wrote the paper; not, The paper was written by the girl. Change what you can to active
voice and make sure the passive voice needs to be passive.
The revision stage is also a good time to look for dialogue problems. Good
dialogue comes from good listening skills. Writers of fiction, I argue, must become
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purposeful listeners and keen observers. They must use the right words, words their
characters would use. So they should put their thesaurus in a locked drawer and throw
away the key.
The first word that comes to mind, I find, is usually the right one. In a broader
sense, this applies, too, to the rhythm of spoken language, the "dialect," the appropriate
vernacular that affects the syntax of the spoken words. In everyday speech, people just
don't talk as if they're orating on a formal occasion. Stylized language such as that in
Lincoln's Gettysburg Address in the mouth of your drug-dealing thug would certainly
stick out like a sore thumb. Yet figurative language-such as metaphor and simile--can
strike a unique note of familiarity with your reader, unlike the simile I wrote in the last
sentence of the previous paragraph, while transcending the mere meanings of words.
"Sore thumb" strikes a familiar chord, yes, but too familiar. It's a cliche. I think the
simile of coins going back through the slot in a piggy bank from above was much more
evocative. It rings with just the right note of familiarity. Yet it also demonstrates the need
for surgical precision. The wrong metaphor or simile can clank inside the readers' brain;
figures of speech can be quite slippery.
Renne Browne and Dave King expand on the problem of word choice and
solutions to avoid writing grating dialogue. They warn the writer, just as Stephen King
does (119), not to use adverbial attribution tags to pump up dialogue. "Adverbs are not
your friend," says King (117). Let your character establish tone through dialogue and the
writer won't be tempted to butt his way into the story to make the point. Browne and
King say,
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Imagine you're at a play. It's the middle of the first act, you're getting to
know the characters, and you're getting really involved in the drama
they're acting out. Suddenly the playwright runs out on the stage and yells
'Do you see what's happening here? Do you see how her coldness is
behind his infidelity? ... ' You get it, of course, and you feel patronized.
(48)
Also in King's top level of the writer's "toolbox," he puts vocabulary. He explains,
and I agree, that vocabulary is important. However, as King says, the writer should avoid
bloating sentences with words that are forced and too long (110). He emphasizes that
writers should make little conscious effort to improve their vocabulary. Come with what
you have (107). Reading widely will bolster the writer's vocabulary sufficiently (110).
Surprisingly, grammar plays a strong role in fiction writing. King places it in the
first level of his writer's toolbox, because it affects sentence structure. "Bad Grammar
produces bad sentences" (113). This is true to a point. Sentence fragments and other nongrammatical devices used in fiction are acceptable, if the writer meets at least two
criteria: Does it work? Would the grammatically correct work better? (114)
Probably the best place to end this rather lengthy introduction is a short discussion
on the major sin most beginning writers-including this one-commit. This not-so-easy
concept is the temptation to tell the story instead of showing it to the reader. Good
description, including abundant details, makes for good writing. Pull the reader into the
text with accurate detail, including realistic dialogue. Don't try to summarize the action,
Browne and King say (1-2). Ifl succeed in showing the story, you, the reader, won't be
able to put the book down.
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Fiction writing is one of the few trades that allows its practitioners to lie. But, that
pure, joyful act of creation is, I argue, what taps and stimulates the imagination. Marty
Kaden and his mother Sarah, Master Kim or Wabar, as they appear in the following novel
excerpt, or the situation that brought them together, to my knowledge, never existed
except for the shape they took in my head and on the page.
The lying must stop here.
Their human flaws, emotions, reaction to this situation do exist. They must.
Otherwise, we are left with hollow characters with shallow, unbelievable actions and
reactions. At this level, the truth must be told, just as in all good works of fiction. What
follows is the version of truth and fiction extracted from my vision of life.
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Marty on the Edge
By Bill Feltt

Chapter One
Filled to near capacity, Freedom Hall Expo Center vibrated with anticipation. Marty
Kaden could almost reach out and touch the excitement. He sat on the shiny hardwood
floor in a full side-split.
They all waited in the huge holding area. Raw concrete walls of the mammoth sports
complex, used usually by the University's basketball team in season, rose up around
them. The lights burning high above him gave their white uniforms a bluish tint. Sweaty
bodies gyrated around him, their musky odor closing in on him at times, moving away at
others, talking low, but always talking, talking off a case of the nerves.
An occasional peal of laughter escaped the line of the younger competitors, maybe

fighting for their first time at such a high level, maybe for their last, depending on the
outcome.
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He'd always been tall for his age, long of limb, even at four, when he had started his
studies in Taekwondo. He knew he had to warm up. He worked his body now, stretching I
each muscle to its full length, which went well beyond that of most of the competitors
who warmed up around him.
He sat with the fifteen-year-old black belts, most rangy and lean like Marty, with
knotty bands of muscle like the thoroughbreds he and his mother had seen race through
the Kentucky bluegrass on their drive to Louisville.
"Hey, Marty."
He leaned forward to see Jeremiah's smiling face. He was in line with those in his
own division, the big boys, heavyweights. Marty nodded and waved. "Quiet!" yelled a
red-shirt volunteer. A big man in a red shirt and jeans allowed his glare to linger across
the group of what appeared to be 12-year-old red belts. They hushed as if switched off.
He knew their excitement.
He himself remembered the wide-eyed surprise of many adults by a 6-year-old
kicking past their noses, sometimes brushing the skin with his bare foot. His dad's huge
body would shake with laughter at that look. By twelve, he could fly over a group of
eight in-line men, sidekicking through a three-inch stack of wood at the other end of the
chain.
Marty smiled and waved at Jeremiah, who held his fist in the air.
Marty's group did their warm-ups without much chatter. They had to. Black belts
were expected to set an example for the lower ranks, especially the younger competitors.
If a black belt got out of line and it got back to his instructor, they would be doing

knuckle pushups until their arms burned.
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Except for separating girls from boys in tournaments, it made no difference whether
you were male or female in Taekwondo. Marty tangled with girls quite often in class.
Some could lash out with bullwhip kicks that stung like wasps.
The opening bouts would begin soon, and the chatter among the players grew with
each passing minute. Around him, a couple hundred other Taekwondoists moved through
their warm-up routines, some in groups, some alone. Today's group was only a fraction
of those who would fight and perform before the thousands of spectators during the fourday event--days, as Marty well knew from past experience, that could go into the wee
hours.
They represented areas from coast to coast and border to border, Hawaii and
Alaska-more than 4,400 boys and girls, according to the announcements given over the
loud speaker by some guy with a nasal voice. Marty'd gone to bigger tournaments, but
not to one more important, not in his mind.
The thought brought butterflies out in quivering bunches in his gut. Normal, as Sa
buhm nim Kim had always told him. He sucked in a deep breath and let it out slowly.
And if M-Kim, as Marty called his Taekwondo master-not to his face of course-said
it, then it just was.
Why wouldn't he be a little on edge? Today he would win the Junior Olympics in his
division. No question about it. Done deal. Forget about failure. Forget everything, except
Taekwondo. That's how it had always been. Friends, family, school, all drifted into the
background.
He drew his long legs together straight in front of him and folded himself in half, his
forehead resting on his knees. Strange, sitting there, even after all these years, a picture,
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then a video flickered in his head. A three-, maybe four-year-old boy-face scorched
with tears-dinging to his father's determined hand, tugged along with the gentle yet
authoritative prodding of his voice, edging him toward the front door.
This battle, contrary to his mother's wishes, his father had won. He wanted his son to
study the martial arts, something he'd never been able to afford for himself, yet had
always wanted.
What clinched it for his mother, to hear his mom tell it, was that Marty was so shy he
wouldn't dare venture onto the playground at the park if another kid came within fifty
feet of him. She was reluctant to talk about the past, but had filled in some of the details.
Marty remembered only bits and pieces. Kicking and punching, tournaments of all sorts
in so many places, years of sweat, fear-and yes-sometimes blood. All of it mingled
together in a way he couldn't understand, maybe never would understand, with the death
of his father.
A herd of four-year-olds scurried past in pursuit of a red-shirted woman leading them
to their position in line. He smiled at them. Their eyes darted dreamily in other directions.
Most seemed to want to be elsewhere, watching fireworks or the local fire departments
showing off their long red fire trucks in hometown parades. Not him. Not ever.
He couldn't separate his life from Taekwondo, any more than he could bring back his
father or stop thinking about him. Marty rarely talked about him, a lump kept the words
packed in a painful knot in his chest. Sometimes his mother would talk about him, but
only for so long before the she bit back the tears and the memories.
How strange things happen, as if fated, he thought. Master Kim had nearly been
stricken from his life altogether. A garbled comma splice-fix!] At seven, after his
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father's death, his mother couldn't afford a commercial school. She had taken him away
from M-Kim, away from his second home, to the YMCA. The YMCA instructor hadn't
even made black belt. (A brown belt, a 2nd kyu at that.) He wasn't a bad guy; it wasn't
that at all. He just couldn't give Marty what he needed, what he craved-an Olympic
gold medal.
That's when M-Kim had come calling. He told his mother that, because Marty had
shown a talent rarely seen at that age, he would let him attend his school at a reduced
rate, with a scholarship of sorts, though much later Marty found out M-Kim never had
come through with the check.
At first his mother had put up a fuss. But as she had told all their friends, she had
never seen a kid go on about anything so much. "He'd've driven me batty if I hadn't
given in."
Marty caught his mother on more than one occasion watching him, a look in her
moist eyes that confused him; then her gaze would fall from his. Perhaps she thought she
had failed him. He didn't understand her or most adults for that matter. They never said
what was on their minds.
Despite her fear of him getting hurt, she had done what she could to get him to class
regularly. Marty knew that she would have much rather seen him in a baseball suit,
shagging flies on a hot July afternoon.
He'd tried to explain to his mother what Taekwondo gave him, and about the
Olympics, too. He didn't have the words. What seven-year-old did? So he had given up.
All he could tell her was, "You gotta be there. It's like ... like well I don't know. You
just get in this ... place ... your body ... you don't think, not like thinking about writing
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your spelling words or something weird like that." Even now he still couldn't adequately
explain. Still he had tried. He remembered ... he remembered wanting to please her, or
was it to shock her? He wasn't sure now. "It's like ... gosh mom ... I don't know." So he
had pounded his small fist into his open hand- whack whack whack. "They land right
where it hurts."
Her face had pinched together in revulsion. But she didn't know; how could she know
about Taekwondo. She rarely asked. When he talked about it, she didn't have the time to
hear it or she was too tired.
All she could say: "You take this crap too seriously, Marta. Gotta learn to relax. Get
some friends, other than your buddies down at the school." Then she'd smile sadly and
tousle his straw-colored hair.
He sensed the heat of the competitors rising around him as they warmed up their
bodies with axe kicks and high snapping roundhouses cracking in the air. They stretched
and groaned as tight muscles let go.
They were everywhere. Most were limber, spreading out like rag dolls, across the
floor, in 180-degree side splits, leaning their upper bodies forward, their chests pressed
effortlessly against the floor.
Hundreds there were, pacing, reaching, their backs jackknifed, foreheads pressed
forward against the knees of their board-straight legs. Some meditated in lotus positions.
Anything to ratchet up the intensity of mind and body to the heights they'd have to
reach-if they had even a glimmer of hope of winning the Juniors.
You had to want it bad. Marty couldn't think of anything tougher to get or more
excellent to have than that gold medal. Most had no clue of what it took, the buzz you
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needed in your head to get it, even before you stepped into the ring. Even then, one lapse
in concentration, you were done for the day. Pack ice on those bruises, boy, and go on
home.
Marty knew what it took. He'd learned from the best: Master Nak Son Kim.
He could smell the sharp plastic odor of his vinyl chest guard close to his face as he
finished his own warm-up. He didn't like them, but each competitor had to wear
protection to soften the blows.
The salty sweat smell of excitement, oozing from the mass of Taekwondoists, had
become a part of his warm-up ritual. Marty supposed it was like a golfer taking in the
scent of a freshly mown golf course, just before the big match, though admittedly more of
a gross-out. He sucked the salt-smell through his nose with a deep cleansing breath, held
it, then released it slowly.
It occurred to him that the red-white-and-blue chest guards turned them into weird

turtles, though quick moving turtles, colorful enough for the Fourth of July weekend.
Standing now, he shook his arms inside the loose sleeves of his do-bok, twisted his
neck around in a circle, breathing in and out ... in and out.
The competitors were supposed to stay with their divisions, but now they broke from
their groups and stood in twos or threes, fidgeting, kicking the air, talking fast and
furiously, barely taking time to breathe.
Red-shirted volunteers streamed around the isolated groups everywhere, ticking off
detail after detail from their clipboards-too many details if you asked Marty; he just
wanted to get it on.
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The announcer called the audience to attention, a clear sign that fighting time grew
near. The volunteers began to herd kids grouped by age and rank here and there.
The black belts hived together in an uneasy camaraderie, instilled through years of
their instructors barking at them about sportsmanship. Yet Marty knew unspoken rivalries
just underneath the surface were straining to be resolved.
At black belt level there were two kinds of Taekwondoists, those who competed and
those who knocked those who competed. He'd taken a lot of crap from the second group:
"It's just a game," his friend Wabar had told him. '"All a game. Tag,' you're it.' Now,
forms, that's where it's at. There's got to be more to this stuff than just beatin' each
other's brains out."
The game was about to heat up. His group was called to attention and lined up behind
a group of younger black belts.
Marty had to admit that forms--poomse, or hyungs as some stylists called themcould capture the aesthetic, pure essence of the art, an aspect of Taekwondo hard to
visualize during a bout between two whirling bodies. Though forms lie at the very
essence of Taekwondo (M-Kim reminded him of that frequently), they didn't supply his
demand for the nonstop clash of bodies-the hard contact.
Sparring did it for Marty. Sparring went straight to the heart of Taekwondo. It wasn't
the violence. He'd never been in a fight outside the do-chang. In sparring, he found
freedom in the ring, freedom from the static in his head, above consciousness and
conscience. And it was like being up there. Away. Above everything, no pain, no
troubles, no guilt or remorse, no memories to nag you, just rapid-fire movement, the high
heat of the battle, a release he could not explain or even understand.
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All Marty knew was the raw satisfaction of the power he felt during kyorugiOlympic sparring. And Marty knew it better than anyone--better, certainly, than Wabar.
The competitors ahead of his group began to surge forward.
Fifteen-year-old black belts went all out. And hard too, full contact, nothing held
back. Just follow the rules: no hand strikes to the face, nothing below the belt or to the
back.
Otherwise, you could find yourself dis-qual-i-fied.
"Whaz-up, bro'? See y'all made it up from the sticks." Jeremiah hooked his bony
chin over Marty's shoulder from behind and cracked a toothy grin. He had to stand on his
tiptoes because he was inches shorter yet pounds heavier than Marty, thirty pounds to be
exact.
Marty chuckled. "Yeah, I hear you."
"Gotta admit. Sure is rural down there where you live."
"Better than breathing that soup you call air."
"Shit. That's good for you. Put meat on them bones." Jer poked Marty's ribs.
"Uh-huh."
"Make you strong. Put hair on your ass."
Marty barked a loud laugh. His hand came up to cover his mouth.

He'd known Jer since green belt. They were on the state junior team for two years
straight, but not in the same weight division. Thank God.
They'd never fought each other. Jer was from upstate Illinois, while Marty lived in
southwestern Illinois. Despite that, Marty couldn't help but be won over by that smile, a
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smile so full of big pearly teeth they seemed to spill out of his mouth. Marty offered his
fist up to Jer, who pounded it with his own thick paw. "You ready, man?" Jeremiah
asked.
Marty tilted his head up, looked in Jer's eye and bobbed his head.
"That's my man. We gonna kick major league buttocks, baby."
"You?"
"Know it, bro'," Jeremiah said, pumping his fist in the air above his shoulder. He
clapped his hands twice, bap bap, through the light padding on his hands, dropped his
headgear at his feet and lowered himself into a full side splits like a collapsing pup tent.
"Gonna do it, bro. Gonna do it a-gin."
"It's time. Hop up son. Let's go. Let's go," a red-shirt said to Jer.
"Ok, man. Don't get your undies in a bunch. I'm on it." Jer used only the inside of his
feet to scissor his way up, inner thighs bulging then relaxing, bulging, relaxing, until he
was upright.
"Hey, bro. I hear you practically guar-on-teed a slot on the team."
Marty smiled back at him. "Right. Got to get through the nationals first."
"Shoot. You know you got it."
Marty grinned but didn't answer.
A blue-jacketed official called Marty's division to attention.
"Your group's up, man. Do it," Jer said. Marty high-fived Jeremiah's upraised hand,
scooped up his gear and merged with the rest into a line stretching four wide. They
moved like a huge snake winding toward the rumbling gymnasium.
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The rumbling became raucous cheering as the snake rounded a sharp comer and the
first few competitors in line broke into the vast gym, blinking their eyes against the harsh
lights. The stands winked with the strobes of cameras wielded by proud parents, each
hoping and praying they were capturing their kid's march to triumph.
The roar of the crowd swept over Marty like a wave of hot water. Adrenaline shot
through him, rushing him toward the edge. Gone was the worry that this would be one of
the last junior competitions to gain national experience and attention before the big push
to the Olympic team.

Gold.

As the volunteer led his group to its ring, he began the process of cleansing his mind
that M-Kim had taught him long ago. Breathe in through nose. Use belly, not chest. Hold.

Slow now ... let air whoosh out through mouth ... make "O" with mouth Marty.
He could hear his instructor's broken English, see him seated in front of the class,
legs drawn up and crossed, hands draped over his knees, middle fingers lightly touching
the thumbs to form circles.
Marty could have sworn, as did some of the other frequent students, that Master Kim
sometimes lost contact with the mat, floating on a thin veil of air, like a plastic air-hockey
puck rising on a film of air. Of course, Master Kim had laughed the suggestion off.
He began to release his hold on the outside world, clear his mind of clutter, emotional
or otherwise. M-Kim had told his students that morning that the day of competition
wasn't the time to go over technique. If you don't know now, too late. Warm up, stretch.

Relax. No more. Understand? Marty had understood. The butterflies vanished and his
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mind nestled further into internal silence as the center referee seated them next to the
ring.
Looked to him to be forty, fifty competitors in his division. It didn't matter how
many; he just wanted to get on with it and have them drop before him, one after the other
after the other. He sat, just as M-Kim had shown him, in the semi-lotus position,
controlling his breathing, concentrating on danjun, the heart of Id, a dime-sized bundle
about three inches below the navel.
He could hear the harsh kihaps of the competitors but he allowed them to float into
the air like white helium filled balloons. He was too deeply in the void to allow too much
distraction ....

He didn't know how long he'd floated outside awareness when the referee called his
name, rousing him. "Yes, sir!" The whole day, his whole life had led up to this point with
excruciating sluggishness.
Now, just like that, it was on him, solid and ready to grasp. Two long strides took him
to his corner, a pock marked metal folding chair at ringside ..
He wasn't surprised that M-Kim didn't show to coach him through prelims; their
school had a hundred competitors there, most of them younger with less experience than
Marty. He wasn't too worried.
He annihilated two out of three of his opponents. None were fair contests, in Marty's
mind. The other guy's techniques just couldn't penetrate his power, and his power
overwhelmed their soft defense. He simply wore down the third through two rounds with
stamina and raw power.
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The next match began the finals round. Just like that-that quickly-the time had
arrived.
The semifinal match gave Marty more than he wanted. The opponent, a shorter,
stockier second-degree black belt, landed a well-placed axe kick to the side of his head
and stunned him--but only for a moment. Marty caught him charging, flush, with a leadleg cut kick in the middle of his chest. The kid flew back as if shot out of a cannon. Down
for the count.
Seated again at the edge of the mat, Marty could feel his breathing and pulse tumbling
down to normal, a product of more hours of training than he could count. Marty thought
about his previous matches, complimenting himself on the high points, kicking himself
for getting nailed.
He waited for the volunteers to bring over the winner from the other half of his
division. His division was so large it had to be split into separate brackets. Marty would
face the winner of the other bracket.
Just then, the center referee barked his name. His blue eyes flew open and crackled
with intensity. "Yes, sir!" he replied sharply.
This was it; this was the final match. The last of the best.
He jerked the thick white plastic headgear over his golden hair and fastened the
Velcro strap underneath his chin. Three long strides and he sat down in the chair in his
place in corner chung, or blue, next to the ring.
He liked being on the chung side. He just felt like blue held some charm, luck,
whatever you wanted to call it. It had always worked for him. M-Kim had scoffed at that
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notion, called it silly American superstition, but Marty still preferred blue. Both times
he'd lost he'd been hong, or red.
M-Kim came out of nowhere and crouched at Marty's knees.
"Martin. Listen. Forget technique. Forget strategy. Too late for to learn. Clear mind.
Breathe." Same speech, different tournament, Marty thought.
M-Kim brought his face closer to Marty's, holding his gaze with his hard brown eyes,
a gesture that made Marty mildly uncomfortable. He could feel a silent concern passing
between them. Something different, a tone he'd not heard before. He couldn't put a name
to it, but something in Master Kim's voice seemed wrong. "No mind. Remember I tell
you, NO MIND. Just do." Marty remembered. How could he forget? So many times MKim had said, Thought and action same, the way to edge-only way.

"Chung, hong, ip chong!" yelled the center referee. He pointed to each competitor,
who sat across the 12-meter-square ring from each other, summoning them to the center.
The referee shed his blue blazer and rolled up the sleeves of his white shirt, already
darkened with a large irregular ring of sweat on his back.
Master Kim half pulled Marty out of the chair and took his seat so he could observe
his student. He didn't use hand signals to communicate with his fighters like many
coaches did. He had told Marty they were too distracting. He would observe the match
and talk to him during the one-minute breaks between each of the three two-minute
rounds.
Marty stuffed the clear plastic mouthpiece into his mouth and bit down, working his
teeth into the grooves of the plastic guard. He caught the eye of his opponent briefly and
stumbled slightly, sucking in a sharp breath.
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A cold wave of nausea washed over him. Iggy. No doubt about it. Older, longer,
different 'do, Marty thought. Out of the hundreds of tournaments, one of two competitors
to have beaten Marty. And had beaten him badly.
Iggy strutted to his position in the middle of the ring. Marty stopped in mid stride.
Iggy's lips pulled wide at the comers, parting his lips slightly to reveal a black
mouthpiece. Something cold began to spread through Marty's veins.
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Chapter Two
His real name was Malcolm Ignatius White. He was tall, black, lightning fast and
could kick like a Missouri mule. That's where he was from, St. Louis, no more than 60
miles from Marty's hometown of Beck, Illinois.
Marty's mind raced. This couldn't be happening. How could he have missed this in
the preliminaries?
Then he remembered the division had been split to allow for the large group of
competitors. Still, he should have been more aware.
The defeat had been a long time ago, but the memories held Marty frozen halfway to
the blue spot where he needed to go. He had to face Iggy. No way out. How stupid he
felt. Did he think he'd slip past this, that Iggy would fall of the face of the Earth?
The referee grew impatient, ''Chung!" he yelled, jabbing his finger toward the blue
spot on the yellow mat. Marty looked at the referee as if he didn't know what to do, like a
sheep waiting to be herded into the flock. Ugly thoughts raced through his mind. At this
point, at this level of competition, thoughts of any kind slowed down the mind and body.
Iggy used to study with Jeremiah before moving south to St. Louis. They had fought
regularly in class and Jer had told him, as if he needed to, that this guy was a machine,
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even as a lower rank. Ain't nobody gets in his way. Nobody, includin' me. And Jer feared
nobody.
Just then, he heard Master Kim, "Concentrate, Marty. Forget past. CON-CENTRATE!"
He looked up at the referee, who was still pointing at the blue spot. He looked at the
spot then back at the referee and plodded the rest of the way there. His entire body felt
like cold clay as he settled into his place.
The referee called them to attention, sounding to Marty like a Marine D.I. snapping
off commands. "Charyut!" He brought his outstretched arms, hands flattened, fingers
pointing straight in front of him, until pointing in the direction of the Head of Court, who
was seated at the head table with the timekeeper.
Marty responded, slapping his arms to his sides in the stiff-postured attention
position, but felt as though he was swimming through oil. ''Kyungrye, "said the referee,
who snapped his arms up close to his chest, elbows tight at belt level, open hands
forward, palms toward the head table. He brought his forearms and locked wrists forward
and down as a unit, commanding them to bow.
Iggy bowed smartly ahead of Marty, as though a string joined his body to the
referee's left palm. Marty bowed but a second after the command. Marty's eyes slid away
from Iggy's dark eyes. His stare was too intense for him to take. He felt the trouble he
was in clear to his toes.
The center ref glanced impatiently at Marty, gave the command to turn and face each
other, ''Jwa Yoo Hwang Woo," and repeated the command for bow. This time they
bowed to each other. Again, Marty trailed slightly, but the referee didn't notice. He was
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busy "frisking" Iggy for the proper equipment-World Tae Kwon Do Federation
stamped head and chest guards, forearm guards, mouthpiece, cup, and the thin guards
covering the shin and top of the foot.
He turned to Marty and gestured for him to raise his arms out to the sides so he could
frisk him. Marty hesitated. He felt like a robot slowly churning input data, stiff and tense.
The ref examined the extended fingers for trimmed nails, then worked his way up the
forearm looking for proper forearm guards, then down to the feet. Satisfied, the referee
stepped away from Marty to stand between the competitors, then stepped back, assuming
a rigid referee's stance, a modified fighting stance.
He struck the air between the two with an open hand as though a board was
suspended there and he would break it with the edge of his open hand. Marty watched the
referee's bright red tie dangling for a moment as though hypnotized by the fluttering
ends.
"Joonbee, "the ref cried.

Marty swam through oil to assume the sparring stance. A kihap ripped the air. Iggy's
shriek surprised Marty and his knees felt liquid.
The referee's hand separating the two disappeared, if it had ever been there.
''Shijak!"

Marty never saw the kick. Jer later told him it had been a towering axe kick to the
side of the head that had knocked him down.
Slowly, Marty became aware that the referee was standing over him saying
something. Hana ... duh! ... The realization that the referee was counting him out hit him
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harder than Iggy's axe kick .... set ... The ref's face swam into vision. And Marty shook
his head.
He rose to his knees, wobbled like a newborn fawn rising to his feet for the first time
net ...

Lifted himself up to one knee and glanced at one of the four corner judges, who was
hunched over a clipboard balanced on her knees scratching down her score .
... da sucht...

Heard M-Kim, "Center yourself, Martin. Stand up! Focus, concentration."
... ya sucht ...
Before the ref could reach ten Marty shook his head and pushed himself up on both
feet. The referee's face came close to his, so close he could feel hot puffs of air on his
right cheek. "Can you continue?" Marty nodded. The referee stepped away and yelled,
"Kyesok. "

Iggy's dark eyes seemed to focus a laser on Marty. Iggy's brow wrinkled into even
lines eyes like a crazy, out-of-control wild beast of some sort, so he tried to avoid being
snagged by his stare again. Marty couldn't help it. He felt himself backing out of the ring
across the boundary as Iggy's foot flashed close before Marty's face, knocking his lead
hand out of its guarding position.
"Kalyeo!" The referee slid into his view before Iggy could press the attack out of

bounds, pulling them both back into the ring.
He waved his hand between them and stepped back. "Kyesok!"
Again Marty felt himself shuffle backward out of the ring as if he'd lost control of his
feet. He knew how it must look, Iggy looked at him, the same grin, from just in bounds.
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Marty struggled to understand what the ref was trying to tell him. His hands felt all
tingly. Then he realized that the referee had told him to stay in the ring.
Marty wished he could oblige him but he'd never been this frightened, not since he'd
set foot into the do-chang for his first Taekwondo lesson. He hadn't yet been able to pull
himself together from the knockdown. A fog seemed to cloud his vision.
The referee waved his hand and, as if connected to a trigger, Iggy's foot flashed
nearly straight above his head then sliced forward and down. This time the axe kick
struck only a glancing blow off Marty's head guard. Just then the timekeeper hurled a red
beanbag at the referee's feet and called time! Good thing, too; Marty didn't think he
could take another direct hit.
He stumbled to Master Kim, who tore off his headgear and pushed Marty down into
the chair, wiping down his face with a blessedly cold, wet towel. He crouched down
between his knees and massaged Marty's calf muscles. "Marty. If you not trying I stop
fight." There was no harshness in Master Kim's voice, only a trace of concern laced with
something else.
"No ... No, sir." He felt a strange mixture of shame and something else, something he
couldn't name through the fear that pressed down in his chest like a block of ice. Part of
him wanted to quit. Another part said, No way. I've come too far.
"OK, Marty, but if you not try I stop fight. Understand?"
Marty nodded.
"Chung, hong, won wichi!" yelled the referee.
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Master Kim jammed the headgear over Marty's head and fumbled with the chinstrap,
finally snagging the Velcro patch on the side. He looked in Marty's eyes, hesitated, then
whacked Marty hard on the butt. "Go, now, do best job."
Marty nodded but was struck by the firmness in M-Kim's voice. He hadn't heard that
tone from him in a long time, but then he'd never quite been in this predicament before.
"Chung!" the referee called again. Marty took in a deep breath and shot it noisily out
his wide-open mouth. He trotted toward the blue spot, fumbling with his slimy
mouthpiece, nearly dropping it, then managing to push it into place just as he reached his
spot.
The referee checked them both up and down with a glance, making sure they had not
stripped off any protection between rounds. He chopped the air between them, "loon be!"
He sprang backward as he withdrew his hand, ''Shijak!"
The front-leg cut kick cracked Marty's chest before he could move. Marty flew back
as if yanked by a rope, barely managing to stay on his feet. The air whooshed out of
Marty and he couldn't breathe.
"Kalyeo!" cried the ref, as he slid in between the two. Marty could feel, if barely see,
the ref's eyes boring into his as he flashed his fingers in front of Marty's face, counting
off in Korean. Hana ... duh/ ... set... net... da sucht... ya sucht .... Are you ready?" Marty
nodded and raised his hands to guarding position. The ref had to finish the count: ''II
gope ... ya duh/. "
Just as the referee finished the standing eight count, he stepped back, chopped the air
with a knife-hand down then up between them. "Kyesok!"
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This time Marty sidestepped another cut kick, ducked just as a spinning-heel kick
whizzed over his head and delivered a half hearted right-reverse punch to Iggy's midsection. Iggy stumbled, more nudged off balance than hurt. Marty's heart thudded thickly
in his ears. He knew he hadn't penetrated with the punch. It had skid off center.
Yet he was thankful the ref hadn't read it right; he stood Iggy up straight and tried to
assess his eyes, but Iggy shook his head and scowled at Marty over the ref's shoulder.
The black mouthpiece glistening between Iggy's flared lips sent a chill climbing up
Marty's spine.
For the first time, he became aware of the crowd's roar. It seemed to swell with each
technique he threw, regardless of how ineffective they seemed to Marty or to the
relentless Iggy's charge Marty thought he could read their thoughts: He had earned a
reputation, even at the national level. That reputation was on the line .. . they smelled
defeat. He cursed himself.
His head cleared, and he danced around Iggy, ducking spinning heel kicks, deflecting
axe kicks, delivering few, mostly ineffective techniques of his own. The beanbag slid
across the floor between Marty's feet ending round two.
The clutching in his chest eased up and he felt better. He'd survived round two. He
strode over to his chair. Master Kim stood with his hand on the back of the chair, nodding
his head. Marty sat down on the edge of the seat.
Master Kim dropped to his knees in front of him and wasted no time. "He has many
points. Only way win is knockout. Understood?" He didn't wait for Marty to
acknowledge. "Marty, listen. When he ... "Master Kim looked down at the floor,
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struggling for the words. "When he stepping down from spin-heel kicking, he drop hand.
Duck kick, then roundhouse. Power! Understood?"
Marty understood and couldn't believe he hadn't seen it himself. He'd used his rearleg roundhouse kick to punish other fighters and had ended many fights with it. He was
glad Master Kim had broken his own rule of giving detailed advice at ringside; it gave
him something he could use.
The referee called them back to the center. The fear drained away.

'1oonbee!" yelled the ref..
Marty's sweat-soaked uniform clung to him, weighing him down. He drew back in
fighting stance. This time Marty kihapped loudly, bringing a slight cheer from the crowd.
"Go Marty!" came a call from the crowd. Marty didn't recognize the voice but it shot
him full of adrenaline.

"Shijak!" The referee withdrew his hand and stepped back.
Iggy led with an axe kick yet again. Marty took a deep breath, lunged forward,
jamming Iggy's leg with his shoulder, knocking Iggy off balance and down on his back.
Iggy scrambled wildly to his feet, leaping into fighting stance.
Marty bounced lightly on the balls of his feet, waiting, his teeth clamped tight around
the mouthpiece. But he didn't feel it. He didn't feel anything. His mind had emptied of
conscious thought.

Nothingness.
He barely noticed the referee step between them, briefly glance in Iggy's eyes for
signs of wooziness, step back, his hand slicing between the two.
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"Kyesok!" Iggy sprang forward, drawing his leg for another axe kick. Marty
backpedaled and allowed the kick to fall just short. He felt the air from it cross his face.
To Marty it was as if Iggy moved in slow motion, yet the crowd rushed to full volume
and reacted as if someone had been KO'd.
Marty read the spinning-heelkick, ducked slightly allowing the kick to graze the top
of his headgear while stepping back with his right foot. Before it settled in place, his foot
sprang forward in an upward arc, passing just behind Iggy's leg as it sliced downward
and back.
Marty aimed the roundhouse kick at Iggy's face. Marty thought he felt a jolt, as if
electricity seized him. The red streak of the beanbag was the last thing he saw, or
remembered seeing before darkness overcame him. Then nothing. ...
No.
That wasn't right. It was like coming up for air after an eternity, or a few minutes,
from the bottom of the Applegate's above-ground pool. Time stood still and couldn't be
measured. He could hear voices, worried, hurried voices, fading in and out of his head, as
he cracked the surface of consciousness. Flashes of bright-blue light invaded his brain,
hurting his eyes. He heard a peculiar ringing in his ears, inhaled the caustic ammonia
vapor, and coughed violently.
Then he knew.
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Chapter Three
"Can you feel your legs?" the doctor asked. He was dressed in plain clothes and
looked nothing like what Marty thought a doctor should. He wore sweat pants with a
dark-blue-and-orange University of Illinois logo on the thigh and a bright orange shirt
with a bigger logo on the chest, big enough to make out details of the school's symbol,
the intricate detail of the feathers of Chief Illiniwek's headdress. The only thing that gave
him away was a heavy stethoscope around the back of his neck, and something else,
something about the way he carried himself.
"Yeah," he grunted. He wasn't quite all back in his head yet, as though he had just
awakened from a long nap. No, the coming back, the sensation, was closer to when he
had his tonsils removed.
The doctor prodded and poked. Marty felt slightly choked by the cervical collar.
From behind him someone worked the hard edge of a board under his back. He could
hear the rounded edge zip across the plastic mat. He felt the wood slip by the hard edges
of his hips, shoulder blades, the back of his head. Rubber-gloved hands moved
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everywhere at once, wrapping thick bandages around his forehead and the board,
checking his blood pressure and pulse.
Something bit the inside of his lower arm. He rolled his eyes, following the clear tube
that carried clear liquid of some sort into his arm, following a small bubble to the needle
someone's rubber-gloved hand had just rammed into his lower arm. Then he went away
for a while .
. "My God, Marty! Oh my God," his mother said from somewhere. No mistaking the
panic in her voice even through the webs of partial consciousness. The darkness took him
under until the cart began to move.
The cart spun around comers and bumped doorjambs while Marty's head spun,
though stabilized by the swath of bandages and the collar. Things around him pitched and
rolled. He rode the tilt-a-whirl and octopus all at once. In between velvet waves of
darkness, Marty tried to put things together. It was like putting together a puzzle in the
dark. Nothing fit.
What had gone wrong? Duh! That's obvious. Wasn't it? He seemed to understand
that. Enough of himself still hung around in his head to get it.
He'd handed out enough ass kickings to know he'd just gotten one of his very own.
His had been royally kicked. He tried his best to focus on a large circle of light above him
but it doubled, flickered and he went away.

He awoke outside, the Kentucky humidity coating his already hot face. He wondered
if he would remember any of this. He tried not to look too far into the future.
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The tailpipe of the boxy ambulance gave off a throaty rumble, spewing a fine dusting
of powdery soot onto the pavement. The ambulance stood against the dark sky like a
brightly lit cavern with wings spread on either side of its mouth. The stretcher seemed to
drop out from under him, taking Marty's stomach with it. Kneeling beside him two
paramedics lifted him toward the bright compartment. The stretcher canted in the air and
he thought for a moment he might pitch over the side despite the straps around his chest.
His stomach did a flip-flop and he thought he might heave. The cart steadied and its
rollers touched down on the shiny green floor of the ambulance.
Shelves encased in Plexiglas held intravenous solutions, various sizes of cervical
collars, bandages, and contraptions Marty could not identify though they seemed familiar.
In the corner, a white box, a defibrillator he figured, was clamped to the wall, its heavy
coiled cords dangling in dual twists from two paddles. The coils jiggled with the heavy
idling of the large engine.
The double doors slammed shut, compressing Marty's eardrums, and the ambulance
jerked forward, its siren crying in the night. Through the glass rectangle in the side door
of the ambulance, he watched the broad sweeps of the whirling lights bathe the fleeting
trees and houses in liquid red and blue.
The huge box of the Expo center faded into the distance. Marty saw the top of the
marquee disappear through the dual rear windows. "Welcome, Junior Olympic
Taekwondoists," it read. Pain gnawed at the inside of his skull.
Through the window in the sliding side door, the slick glass surface of a nearby
moonlit lake reflected blooming neon red-blue-yellow stacks of flaming showers. Not
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unlike the blasts of blue-white swirling lights behind Marty's eyes-just after he'd been
hit, before fade-to-black.
In the bouncing ambulance, dark and light played a game that Marty could not win.
Images moved in and out of the light and dark into gray dreamlike clouds. Out of one
swirling cloud, Iggy's image appeared, then vanished into billowing shadows. Marty
faded in and out of the scene, hearing voices and seeing fuzzy visions. Sometimes he
knew where he was, sometimes not.
Again, Iggy's lanky body appeared out of the twilight between light and darkness,
looming above him. Iggy's outline seemed to stream and weave outside its natural
outline, transforming him into a Shape Shifter, or something like that he'd seen on "Star
Trek," or was it "Star Wars"? He couldn't remember where he'd seen such a thing. He
watched so little television and made few trips to the movies. Iggy's lines twisted and
coiled into a hissing cobra that rose above Marty, its hood flattening and drops of clear
venom ballooning at the tips of its fangs.
KA-Thud. The explosion brought part of him back.
Another hard blast, the white flash, barely visible in the distance near the dim outline
of the shrinking convention center, lit the sky through the blank windows in the rear
doors. More explosions from behind and above-or were they inside his head? Then he
recognized the strange noise and flashes as fireworks, plain-white ordnance, from some
distance behind, catching up at the speed of sound to the swaying ambulance and jarring
him out of his nightmarish twilight.
The attendant, who swayed in lazy circular motion above him, startled at the blast. He
steadied himself by gripping a chrome bar that hung from the ceiling. He smiled down on
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Marty. "How you doing, bud?" More blasts echoed from behind. Marty blinked twice and
the paramedic patted his shoulder and went back to watching the display, as if Marty's
eyelids lifting and lowering answered his question. "Quite a show, huh?" the paramedic
asked, nodding his head toward the dying glow of a crimson shower of sparks that
crackled into a silver shower near the end.
He swallowed hard against the constriction of the tight collar. "Where's Masterrrrrr
... Kim?" he asked, raising his voice above the din of the display and the siren. "M-Kim.
Where-"
Someone sitting at the head of the stretcher laid a cool hand on his brow. Marty rolled
his eyes upward in painful sockets to glimpse the blurry shape of his mother's face, who
spoke something too softly to be heard over the ringing in his ears--or was it the staccato
bursting of fireworks. It sounded as if the grand finale had begun. Even the speeding
ambulance shuddered with the vibration as the finale, a glittering shower of fireballs,
burned the darkness with unnatural daylight.
"Shhh. Don't talk, honey. He'll meet us at the hospital. We'll be there soon," he
thought she said but couldn't be sure, "you're going to be all right." He could feel her
warm breath on his forehead. Her lips lightly brushed his cheek. Even underneath the
reassuring tone of her voice he sensed a familiar tightness. Yeah. Just great, Mom. Just
great.
Marty stiffened in pain when the ambulance wheels bumped over the concrete lip of
the driveway. His head pounded. The driver cut the siren but it still echoed in Marty's
head.
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The white globes of streetlamps seemed to hover in the air, flashing by like comets.
As the ambulance rounded the drive, Marty saw the hospital looming, a sparkling
chessboard of windows propped up against the nighttime. A red-and-white emergency
sign flashed by the glass rectangle. Tires squawked as the ambulance bumped to a
sickening halt. Marty's stomach seemed to continue forward then spring back. Saliva
pooled in his the back of his throat and he thought he would vomit. He swallowed hard
against it.

Voices grew louder as the dual-doors swung open to a knot of green-shirted doctors
and nurses. The acrid odor of unburned fuel hung in the air and clung to the back of his
throat as he was wheeled toward more lights. They swirled and he faded into a
kaleidoscope of gray and black. Then things started to clear.
He snapped to near awareness to the booming of what could have been a gymteacher's voice. His mother kept pace with the stretcher.... "Don't worry. Probably just a
concussion," the loud voice said .... and, a softer, "Oh, my God."
The screaming in his ears rose and drowned out their conversation though their lips
still moved. He could see them in the blood-red of the taillights. Then, on their own, the
doors to the hospital emergency room flung open to a new yet somehow familiar world.
Fear approaching panic invaded him. It bounced from wall to wall in his head and took
over.
"Mom!" he called. "Mom .... Mom!"
"I'm here, baby. It's OK. Doctor said it was probably just a concussion." She took
his hand and walked along the side of the stretcher. "You're going to be OK."
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But Marty could hear in her voice the same thick fear that seemed to have taken him
over, a tone he'd heard before.
People in white, green or mauve scrubs seemed to blur with perpetual motion around
him. A woman cried. Someone moaned and yelled for a urinal. Another pleaded for
something for pain. "ER" gone haywire, he thought. Orange-white striped curtains
swished by to reveal another cot.
On the count of three, three beefy men in white shirts dragged him and the board in
one smooth movement from the stretcher to another cot. Dull pain thudded deep within
his skull. He thought he recognized one of them as the attendant who had cared for him in
the back of the ambulance.
The blue sheet scraped the heels of his bare feet. A nurse checked his vitalstemperature, blood pressure, pulse and respirations. "Normal," she said, flashing a routine
grin. "The doctor'll be right with you," the nurse said. "You still with us?" Marty nodded,
though he wasn't sure for how long. Fading to gray then black.
Another swath cut from the film of his life. He heard talking, urgent talking in the
distance. Then he broke the surface of consciousness.
A face wavered above him, smiling. "You're back."
Marty managed a nod.
His mother's face replaced the one above him. She swept the hair off his forehead.
Instead of fading as if he just burned out-a filament sizzling in two, leaving him in
the dark-he just seemed to zone in and out. He was aware but didn't seem to be able to
respond or even understand simple questions coming from shadowy faces that would
float over him, then go away.
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When he came back, things took on the harder edge of reality. He fully knew the why
and the how and, worse, the who, that had put him here. A warm hand cupped Marty's
bare arm. "How you <loin' Marto?"
He rolled his eyes to the side, without moving his head, a task he never guessed
would be difficult. Nothing physical ever came hard for him. "Ok," he said, swinging his
forearm across his eyes. He swallowed. "Fine, Mom. I'm fine. Better." The panic he felt
when they first burst into the ER had faded to a clingy fear he couldn't quite identify or
shake.
His mother sucked air between her teeth, and he knew without looking her cheeks
glistened with tears. "Don't you move. They said ... don't move. Stay still."
"I'm OK, Mom. Don't make such a big fuss." But he didn't quite feel the part.
The warmth of her hand disappeared and he could tell by the sound of her voice she
had leaned back away from him. He could barely see her from the comer of his eye. Of
course, the cervical collar was too thick to allow much rotation.
Then anger shot through her weeping: "Don't make such a big deal? Look ... look
what he did to you. Just look-" Another lull, more tears.
"Guess I shoulda ducked."
"That's ... not funny, Marty." Her weeping had turned to hitching breaths now as
anger pushed all worry out of her voice.
"I'm OK. Swear to God, Mom."
She was silent, but he could imagine the speech writing itself inside her head. That
would come later. She would hold back for now.
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The curtain moved and a doctor with skin the shade of coffee stepped in, carrying a
clipboard. "I'm Dr. Redi. Well, yes, you've obviously got a concussion. The medics say
you been in and out of consciousness. Probably not too serious," he said. He asked Marty
to squeeze two fingers as hard as he could. "We'll do a CAT scan to rule out any internal
bleeds. Doubt we'll find much. We must be sure, hummm? You'll stay the night. Be right
as rain tomorrow. Leaning his face close to Marty's, he swept a bright light across
Marty's eyes, seemed satisfied, and tucked the white, cigar-sized flashlight into the breast
pocket of his lab coat. "Any questions?" His dark forehead bunched into lines of darker
coffee-brown furrows.
"He's going to be all right?" asked Marty's mom. "I mean ... OK?"
"Yes. Yes. Don't worry. He'll have quite a knot there for a while. We'll have a look
at the scan. But I think it's best not to worry. You tell us, young man. How are you
feeling?"
Marty shifted on the bed. "Lie still," his mother said.
"I'm ... better. Ears still ring."
"That will go away. Good. You're pinking up a bit," the doctor said. "I think you'll
be just fine. You must be aware that these sorts of things can be compounded. You must
stay tonight. Just observation. Nothing too drastic."
"Compounded?" his mother asked.
Marty watched the muscles tighten and ripple beneath the soft skin of his mother's
JaW.
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The doctor nodded. "Yes. Happens with sports injuries. Once you've gotten a good
knock on the head, you're more susceptible to concussions. Could be worse next time
around. Permanent damage. OK?"
Marty dared not say anything and hoped his mother would leave it alone.
With that, he turned and moved through the flap in the curtain. Followed by a renewal
of her sobbing: The dam bursting.
"Oh Mom ... "
Marty closed his eyes and tried not to think. His mom's sobs quieted. He slept.

"Marty-"
He opened his eyes.
"You're awake. The doctor said the test was OK. Said you had a severe concussion.
They're going to take you up here in a minute. You want me to stay?"
He shook his head. He didn't remember any of the scan, except for the movement
across to the cold table.
"Sure?"
"Yeah, mom. I'm OK."
He could see her more clearly now. He could almost hear her thoughts. "Son-"
"Mom. I don't feel like talking," he said, closing his eyes.
He heard her moving, felt her breath on his forehead. "OK. Not tonight." She kissed
his forehead and wiped off the lipstick with her thumb. He smelled smoke on her breath.
"Thought you quit ... smoking." He opened his eyes. The familiar glare on her face. "Just
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get some rest. You hear? Love ya." Again, she leaned over him, hesitated, then brushed
his forehead with a dry kiss.
"Love ya."
The nurse stepped through the curtain. He listened as the clicking of his mom's high
heels softened then faded away. The light faded.

He awoke early. The large window began to lighten and pink clouds soon floated by
on a cobalt stream of morning sky. He had watched the sunrise each morning during his
five-mile run. It always amazed him how different each dawn appeared. Soon sunlight
streamed through the window.
He became aware of the large, sterile room. M-Kim's absence sent a sharp pain
through him. He concentrated, reaching back to the night before, but couldn't see his face
among the blur of faces that had encircled him there in the ring. He had his Korean
remedies that he would always try before resorting to Western methods of medicine.
Another doctor breezed through the door, the lapels of his white full-length lab coat
swept back under his arms by his brisk walk. He flipped through a clipboard and, with a
big grin, told him he was being "booted out" this morning.
Marty still had slight nausea and the headache of his life, but basically he felt OK.
The fear that had been thick in him last night seemed to lessen in the light of the day. He
needed out of here. That was all.
His mother opened the door just as the doctor shook his hand. "You got a strong grip
there, son." The doctor turned his head toward Sarah Kaden but spoke as though he was
talking to Marty.
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"Couple things. Rest for another 24 hours. Probably sleep lots. Rouse him
occasionally ... Oh, say, every few hours. No heavy activity for a while. Avoid anything
that might cause another knock on that noggin. OK?" Great, Marty thought. Right on cue,
more ammo for Mom. "You'll be just fine and dandy in a few weeks. Don't get up too
fast. You may need a hand. Clear?" Marty nodded.
She smiled at the doctor and pulled a vase filled with daisies from behind her back
and shook them toward Marty. "Sleep OK?"
"Yeah. Great ... er ... thanks for the ... flowers. Where's Master Kim?"
She ignored him. "You're goin' home, Marto. Soon as you get dressed, the nurse
said. They're going to give you the royal treatment. Run your hinny out in your own
chariot, kid."
"A wheelchair? Awe. A freaking wheelchair. Mom .... Where's Master Kim?" He
could hear his own irritation rising high in his voice and swung his legs over the side of
the bed. The nurse bumped open the door with a wheelchair.
"Uht. Hospital's procedure," said the nurse. "No one leaves unless it's on my
wheels."
"I don't want-" Marty sat motionless while the buzz of dizziness started at the base
of his neck and seeped through to his eyes. His ears rang. His eyes seemed to swim in
their sockets for a moment.
"You don't have a choice, young man," the nurse said.
Marty's mom nodded her head and stepped back. "You need some help getting
ready?"
"I think I can-"
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The nurse interrupted. "I'll see he gets around." Marty didn't argue.
"I'll ... just bring the car up," his Mom said, trying hard not to grin.
"Thanks a lot, Mom."

Marty, the wheelchair and the nurse met his mother at the curb. The old Chevy
shuddered and shook as the nurse held his arm, helping him into the ragged front seat.
He'd given up trying to argue with the nurse. He had to admit he felt a little unsteady.
They rode home in silence. It amazed him that they could drive for so long in silence,
but then he was glad of it. It would take four maybe five hours to get home. He was
thankful for that. He didn't want to argue.
Marty had asked the nurse half-a-dozen times, maybe more if Master Kim had come
or called. It just wasn't like him to not be there. The fear he hadn't been able to put a
name to last night started to take shape in his gut and wiggle up his spine.
"Mom, tell me where Master Kim is. Hasn't he called? Why won't you say
anything?" The irritation in his voice exploded into full-blown anger.
"Don't you take that tone with me. You need to worry about Marty right-"
"Tell me, Mom."
"How the heck should I know? Never saw him after ... after you got knocked down."
Her thumb quickly swiped a tear before it could escape the corner of her eye.
"I'm OK. I just got hit-"
"You know you coulda been killed out there."
Marty leaned his forehead into the cradle of his forefinger and thumb.
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He felt her warm hand on the back of his neck. "We'll talk later, hon. Don't worry
about it. It'll be just fine. We got a long drive ahead of us. We'll sort it out when we get
back home."
They wouldn't, he thought. They never had.
He leaned his head back against the headrest and tried to sleep. He couldn't stop
thinking about the vision of Iggy that had appeared to him in the back of the ambulance.
Iggy the snake. Seemed appropriate. He hadn't dreamed all of it. No, he had lost all right.
He couldn't talk to his mother about it. She wouldn't understand. Besides, she was
too touchy right now. Last night he had been numb. But in the reality of the harsh day, he
felt a knot tighten in his throat each time he thought of it.
Thoughts about Master Kim and his father crowded his mind. Once again, as always,
he tried his best to see his father's face. Oh, his mom had dozens of snapshots, but those
were just frozen images, without daddy smiles that broadened into the easy laughter
Marty remembered. Those things he still had somehow kept. But little else.
Now M-Kim was ... missing? Could he even think it? Yet he had known his master
instructor for eleven years. Had to be a damned good reason. He wouldn't just not show,
especially under the circumstances. Wouldn't he have been here from the start? He had to
talk to M-Kim.
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Chapter Four

Monday morning Marty opened his eyes, blinked twice. Reality slowly spread and
soured his mood. He knew it was still early; rays of sunlight streamed through the
Venetian blinds, wrapping narrow stripes of shimmering light around the edge of his halfopened closet door. He toyed with the bottom of the blind. He found no warmth in the
sunlight playing on the door. It wouldn't be just another day of summer vacation. Not
now. The loss, his loss, he reminded himself, had seen to that.
He twisted his upper body to look at the clock, but a hitch just above his left hip
stopped him dead. The spasm took his breath and he had to wait until it relaxed, then
gingerly roll onto his side. 6:03 a.m.
His head had ceased its constant drumming by the time they got home early last
evening. Now, just a vague whining in his ears bugged him a little. In the distance, at the
opposite end of the trailer-mobile home, his mother would have reminded himwhispered the faint beeping of his mother's alarm.
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Most days, by this time, he'd have sweated through two-and-a-half miles of a fivemile run. He hadn't set his alarm and it had taken him hours to finally fall asleep. No
way, he thought, not today. He tried to sit up but the muscle in his side fluttered
painfully. He winced and fell back onto his pillow, lightly panting from the effort.
Soreness seemed to start at the tip of his toes and grip him upward to the top of his
head. Caught up in a wad of sheet, he squirmed onto his back. He laced his fingers behind
his neck, tried to relax.
He reached for the sore spot on his left temple and traced its outline, probed a ridge
that bulged like the bud of a new ear, a painful reminder of Iggy's axe kick that had
dropped him to the floor the first time. He sucked air through his teeth and drew away his
fingertips. In a few days, Easter egg colors would expand outward. Under the edge of the
sheet, dead center and just below his solar plexus, a dark patch glared at him like a purple
eye, the result of a cut kick. He surveyed the damage-the pockmarked chest, a blue knot
on his thigh, jagged lines of scratches.
He knew how the others would look at him, the kids his age. Oh, they wouldn't say
anything, not to his face. Just a hint of something not quite right in their eyes. Then
there'd be the older students. He could hear Mrs. Wally, at 70, their oldest student. "Oh,
Martin! Your poor face." He didn't want any of it.
He dreaded looking into the mirror this morning. Already, late last night, the bodylength mirror on the back of the bathroom door had given him a preview-his right eye
was an ugly purple slit that still watered constantly.
The doctor in Louisville had written instructions to see his family doctor when he got
home. His mom had guaranteed that she'd call first thing this morning, probably talk the
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nurse into an appointment today, Tuesday at the latest. He flexed the toes of his right
foot, kicked the sheet off and could just see a patch of ash gray crossing his instep.
Another reminder.

Iggy. The thought of him sent waves of ice through his gut. And there, mixed up with
the heat in his face, fear. He would never get out of bed. Everyone knew by now. The
great Marty. Cut down to size. He'd called no one and taken none of the numerous calls
that kept his mom cursing the phone all last evening. Their suitcases still waited to be
unpacked just inside the front door.
She had run out of excuses and just told the callers, "No ... I know .... He could have
been killed .... He just ain't talkin' .... Oh, he's banged up pretty good .... Think his
ego's bruised more than anythin' .... I'll tell him .... Bye." She'd hang up the phone and
huff: "Marty I'm no answering service. You can't hide forever. Got to come out of there
sometime. Face up to it." Wait until she got a load of him today, he thought.
He had wanted to shout at her to leave him alone. Everyone. Just leave me alone.
Except M-Kim. Where was he? And he knew what else she meant. It was over. His
dream. His father's dream. Just over. His mother would never bankroll another trip to a
tournament.
He heard his mom stirring in the kitchen, smelled the coffee before he heard the old
silver percolator popping and hissing. "Damned old thing," he heard her say, cursing it
this morning like a million other mornings because it allowed grounds to fall to the
bottom of the pot.
He winced as he twisted to check the time, pressed a flat hand against the bruise on
his abdomen as if holding his guts in: 6:30 a.m. He wanted to get up but dreaded another
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round with his mother. He knew he had to face her and everyone else sometime. But first
he had to find M-Kim. He would know how. Twice, he hammered the mattress with his
fist. God. How could I have let this happen? Then it became clear; he had let his fear get
the best of him
Visions from past victories filled him with something he couldn't explain. Fallen
opponents being helped to their feet, shaking their heads, their mouths down turned in
pain and ... and maybe feeling what he was feeling.
"Marta!" she yelled from the kitchen.
He hesitated.
"Marty-"
"Yeah, Mom."
"Want breakfast?"
He thought. "Not hungry."
"Sure?"
"Yup."
"You getting up?"
"Yup."
"Have to go in early today. Sure you don't want to eat? Should-."
"No mom."
"Grouch." He heard the whispered jab and vowed not to be drawn in again.
Wouldn't you be? Marty sat up on the edge of the bed with some difficulty, drew the
sheet off himself. He fingered another sore spot in his right wrist and flexed and extended
it, ligaments popping and cracking. "Yikes."
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"Huh? You say something?" his mom asked from the kitchen.

"Nothing, mom," he answered, the irritation in his voice rising another notch. He
hated this trailer. The kitchen was right outside his door. It didn't help that the door had
two holes in it from ramming it while moving in his bed frame. Darned thing was hollow.
Two years ago, they'd had to move out of the two-story house his dad had remodeled
and Marty had grown up in. She couldn't make the house payments. He didn't like living
in this cracker box but tried to keep his mouth shut.
She never asked, but he could get a job, help out. Wabar worked at his father's
hardware store and had a paper route. Marty thrust the thought out of his mind; it would
cut into his training time. He'd think about it but not now.
He pulled on a pair of gray sweat pants, worked into a plain-white T-shirt and
stretched his long arms upward, his fingertips brushing the textured ceiling. Bending
forward, he could barely touch his fingertips to the floor. He groaned.

Sarah Karlen hovered over a steaming cup of coffee, the classifieds page of the Beck
News Sentinel spread out on the kitchen table between her outstretched arms. She
scanned the want ads but didn't hold out much hope. She needed out of waitressing-her
second job-in the worst way.
She was sick of the grease and sicker of the greaseballs who made her life miserable
with crude comments and roaming hands. The locals weren't bad; it was the travelers,
mostly truckers or bikers, passing through on Interstate 55, who gave her the most guff.
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She had to face it though; this was Beck, population 19,908 and shrinking, and
opportunities for a 37-year-old widowed mother with a GED didn't come along often.
She wanted to go into nursing, but couldn't afford even the inexpensive tuition at
Prairie Junior College. She'd been lucky to land her daytime job, secretary/receptionist at
Hanson, Schmidt and Standard, the biggest of four or so law firms, not counting those in
private practice, in the area.
She swept a loose strand of chestnut hair out of her face, smoothing it behind her ear.
She folded the paper in half as Marty stumbled into the kitchen. She dropped the paper
and pulled the flaps of her robe together. "Marty, you OK?" She tried to stifle a heavy
sigh, failed.
"Don't start."
"I know Marty, but look at you. You can't even walk right. ... Oh. Your poor eye."
"I'm fine," he said. She was already heading for the refrigerator. She jerked open the
freezer door. Fog rolled out around her head, which was wrapped in even rows of pink
curlers, into the humid air. She plucked out an icepack.
She shoved the aqua-blue cold-pack at him, but he didn't seem to know where to put
it. "Oh," she said. "Just look at you. It's worse. That eye-"
"No big deal, Mom."

"No big deal? Marty, a concussion like that," she said, pressing the icepack against
his eye.
"OUCH." He winced and pulled away. "Watch it, will you? God, you act like I'm a
baby."
She pressed the bag into his hands. "Take it."
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"OK. OK."
"Use it," she said. "I'm getting you in this afternoon. Have to call from the office
though."
"All right, Mom." He took the ice pack and pressed it lightly against his eye.
She paused with her hand lightly on the table. An uneasy silence passing between
them said what neither wanted to hear as she went back to scanning the ads. Suddenly she
pushed the paper, jostling her cup. A few drops spattered the table. "I can't take any more
of this, now. I can't let anything happen to you. You're just going to have to--"
"Mom, we've been over this a zillion times. M-Kim told-"
"I don't care what M.... what he said. Remember what the doctor said. Besides, I'm
your mother and long as you're living under my roof you'll do what I tell you. Anyway,
it costs too much to go to all these darn tourn-"
"Is that all you ever think about? Money? You never think about what/ want. Never.
Ever since dad died, you-"
"Don't start with me," she said, holding her hand up between them, a catch in her
voice. She turned and strode toward her bedroom.
He yelled after her: "Maybe I'll go live with Master Kim!" It was one of those
comments that sounded smart inside your head. In the air, even he had to admit how silly
it sounded.
The slamming door cut him off.
Alone with his head throbbing again, Marty tried to understand why this always
happened. He tried not to bring his Dad up. He really did, but he was there, right on top,
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always. He knew it hurt her. She couldn't handle talking about him. Neither could he. But
the anger always brought him out. How would Master Kim handle this?
He'd talked to M-Kim about the way his Mom felt before. He had told Marty to
respect his mother. No talking back. ... I talk."
And he had, again and again. Each time she had agreed to let Marty continue. But
each time she'd come back to the same old thing.
But lately, it seemed that she grew more and more concerned about it, about
everything. He knew she worried about things, no matter how laid back she tried to act.
He'd found her crying over a stack of bills late one night; little room for secrets in a
house of paper.
He hated arguing with her. She'd see. One of these days, when he had that gold medal
around his neck, he thought, bills paid in full, she'd be talking in the other direction. It'd
been important to his father that he stick with it, and now it was just as important to him.
The face of his father flashed into his head. "Nobody bullied me and I'll be damned if
my kid'll get picked on." It had only been later, when it looked as if Taekwondo would
become a part of the Olympics, that gold became the driving force for his father, not just
self-defense.
His father had made it all the way to the state semi-finals in wrestling before a blown
Achilles took him out of the game for good. He wouldn't have Marty follow in his
hollow footsteps: pounding nails for a living and then only when the season allowed. No.
His mother had reluctantly told Marty how his father had felt. More than that, though,
Marty remembered bits and pieces of their one-on-ones, though they were scattered and
few, blunted by time and the limits of his memory.
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The moment Martin Sr. heard that Taekwondo would become a sport in the
1988 Olympics, it had become his father's dream that Marty would become an
Olympic champion. Marty could barely walk, his mother had told him, when his
father already had him kicking and punching the air.
Marty had learned in a hurry. Martin Sr., when he could get off work, used to
hold the focus pad for Marty to practice kicking-high snapping roundhouse
kicks, acrobatic jump-spinning heel kicks that snapped the leather mitt like
bullwhips. They'd worked on it for hours at a time.
He kept telling Marty over and over: "You got it, boy. You could do it. You
could."
Marty'd overheard M-Kim reinforcing his father's dream. And if anyone
knew that, it was Master Nak Son Kim, eighth-degree black belt, two-time allKorea champion.
So when his father died, Master Kim tried to persuade his mother to let him
stay at Kim's Institute, but there was no convincing her. She'd say, "No way we
can afford those expensive lessons. I can't even put food on the table."
That's when she'd found the karate class at the YMCA. It met twice a week
for an hour and a half. It wasn't enough workout time to get him what he wanted.
Besides, it was karate and not Taekwondo. It didn't look to him that karate would
ever make it to the Olympics. M-Kim had told him as much.
Then, Master Kim had been there for him, first on the phone with his mother,
trying to convince her to bring him back. Later, he came to the house.
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Marty remembered how his heart had rattled inside of his ribcage like
something alive as though it might break through. Marty had taken three steps
backward into the house and bowed deeply to his former instructor.
Somehow, M-Kim had convinced his mother to allow him to come back to the
Institute. It wasn't free of course; Marty had to work around the do-chang,
cleaning up, doing odds and ends.
It seemed M-Kim had always been there for him in one way or the other. And

he'd be there for him now, but he didn't know if he could face him for that
reason. Master Kim had been the one to break the news to Marty about the death
of his father. Marty'd been at class the day it happened.
Two policemen had come to the do-chang, summoning Master Kim to leave
class, which he almost never did. They had talked in hushed tones at the door like
adults who had something to hide: glancing at their feet, then quickly in Marty's
direction. Marty remembered how he had lost concentration, glancing back over
his shoulder, ignoring the black belt student master Kim had left in charge.
He'd had a bad feeling then, just like now.
Then M-Kim had called him into his office. Still, after eight years, the details
of the day were etched in his mind.
M-Kim had kneeled down before him in front of his shiny black-lacquered
desk, spoken to him in that soft, singsong way of his. "Uh, Marty, I ... I know not
how say. Your Daddy ... Your Daddy ... he die in car-how you say?-accident."
He'd held Marty tight, though Marty hadn't understood why. He was supposed
to cry or something. He just stood there stiffly, his fists at his sides, in the arms of
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his instructor. Marty could remember concentrating on the sweet-sour smell of MKim 's do-bok. He had worn the traditional Korean do-bok, a white uniform with
black edging on the lapels, cuffs and down the legs.
"You must go now ... with police ... they take care. Eh?" he had said.
"No. I don't wanna go with them."
"Marty, you must. Mother needs you. You must go. Be brave for mother."
Then he had sent Marty off with the policemen, who had taken him to the
hospital, where he had joined his mother.
He hadn't told her about any of that. There, everything blurred out of focusthe funeral, the move, everything.
M-Kim would know what to do about his mother. Marty made the decision:
no matter what the other students would say, he must talk to him today. He hadn't
planned to show his face at the do-chang, but now he had to.
M-Kim would know the answers, would tell him how he could have lost a
battle that seemed won. Marty forgot the soreness and hobbled as fast as he could
into the bedroom to finish dressing.

Sarah puffed up her shoulder length hair, sighed and gave up on teasing body
into her limp sheet of fine hair. She dabbed a wadded tissue at the dark mascara
on her lids and abandoned the mirror.
Good, she thought, the tears hadn't smeared her eye makeup. Anyway, it'd
have to do. She glanced at the Timex around her wrist. She didn't wear the gold
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Seiko Diek had given her; it didn't go with her dark-blue business suit. Besides,
she didn't like the idea of the expensive birthday gift he had given her.
She kicked herself again for having accepted it. She knew all too well that few
gifts from men came without strings attached. She'd have to hurry to make it by
8:30. It was her day to open the office, and Mr. Standard wouldn't like it if she
came in late.
She scraped some change off the top of the dresser, knocking over the picture
of her husband and son. She gasped as it plunged over the edge, narrowly missing
a hardwood sewing case, and landed on the carpet.
Hurriedly, she swiped the dust off it against her hip and placed it back on the
dresser. The faded photo reminded her of the dresser drawer full of photos, and
she promised herself again she'd get them into an album-this weekend.
"No more tears, not now," she told herself aloud. "This makeup won't hold up;
Girl, you need all the help you can get."
She tossed the change into her purse and shoved her feet into her dark-blue
flats. They weren't much to look at but they were comfortable and well polished,
if overly worn on the soles.

Marty hung up the phone just as she bounced into the kitchen. She grabbed up
her cup, slurped a mouthful of cold coffee and spat it noisily back into the cup.
"Yuck. Nasty," she said. "Marty, what's on for today, kiddo?" She fought off the
urge to say something more. Yet she knew anything she said would only start
something. She had to be fresh for the day. So she kept quiet for now.
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"Same old same old," he said, pulling on his old martial arts shoes.
"I've got to go straight to Max's after work. Won't be home 'til late, maybe
midnight. There's some chicken noodles in the fridge from yesterday. Try not to
make a mess. OK?"
"Yeah, Mom. I'm going to the do-chang," he said, looping the shoestring
around his finger. He didn't lift his head to look at her. "Meeting Wabar down at
the IGA."
"No fighting. Remember what the doct-"
"Yeah. Yeah. I'm just going to talk to M-Kim."
She hesitated. "Want me to drop you off?"
"No ... Thanks. I'll ride my bike. It11 help me loosen up."
"Good. I've got to go."
She tousled his hair roughly.
"Call me if you need anything. You hear?"
"Yes, mommy, I hear you."
"See you later."
"Bye, mom," he said. The door slammed behind her onto the sound of his dying
words. He shrugged and finished lacing the other shoe. He'd have to hurry if he was to
meet Wabar on time.
The sun hovered between two limbs of the huge walnut tree in their backyard. Even
this early, the heat of the day swept over him and he wished he'd chosen shorts instead of
sweat pants. He decided against changing and dialed the combination to the lock on the
rusty storage-shed door.
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He backed out his ten-speed, the sprocket ticking off his progress. The old Huffy
creaked as he swung his weight full onto the seat. Already gliding, he shifted it to third,
the gears protesting noisily as he turned west along Terrace Drive. He leaned into a right
turn, taking a shortcut through an alley, cutting three blocks off the trip.

Money, he thought. Always money. She won't pay. Fine. So what. I'll just get a
freaking job. "That's what I'll do." This last part he said out loud and it buoyed him up
somewhat. He'd think about it. Right now, too many questions raced through his mind.
He could only remember fragments of time after Iggy ... after he went down.
A sidekick had finished him. That much he remembered. As a reminder, his eye
throbbed. He'd allowed Iggy's heel bone, covered thinly by a thick layer of calloused
skin, to slip through his defense, catching him flush in the eye socket. But his face
striking the floor turned out the lights.
The kick must have caused him to spin and fall on his face. He wasn't sure. He
couldn't remember anything except, maybe, a foot coming at him like a car coming at
you in slow-mo. Then a dark curtain had fallen. He must have landed chin first, "On the
button," a boxer would say.
Lucky he hadn't broken his neck. His brain had sloshed around like a yolk in an egg,
the doctor had explained to him, and pressed down onto the brainstem. BINGO! Lights
out, Marty! A severe concussion.
He could handle the pain; that always came after a match, with the constant crunching
of colliding bodies. This time, the bumps and bruises only served to remind him of the
loss. The humiliation seemed to burn a hole in his brain.
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It didn't make it any easier remembering the fear, the first dark wave overtaking him

when he recognized Iggy, the second wave washing over him in the emergency room.
Not since he had begun Taekwondo had he felt that cold nauseating fear. It started like a
hard ball of ice in your belly, spreading outward, turning your legs and arms to lead,
paralyzing you. He thought M-Kim had drilled that out of him.
He'd been a green or blue belt. He wasn't sure. But M-Kim had told him, "Marty ...
if you scared you get hurt ... you get hurt!" He could remember it like yesterday, a local
tournament, nothing big.
He remembered standing there in the middle of the ring, six years old, dressed in full
gear, tears rolling down his face. He couldn't seem to breathe right through the
mouthpiece. He could barely raise his leg to kick, and the mouthpiece gagged him just
like the dentist did with the silver mirror he poked down his throat.
Then he had fought off the tears and surprised himself by winning his first fight.
No such giddy celebration this time on the trip home.
"You could have died," his mother kept saying.
"Stop saying that," he'd yelled. Between the tears rolling down her face and the
driving rain that had pummeled the windshield, she had had to pull over on the shoulder
of the Interstate several times until the water stopped gushing.
Worse, he couldn't deny it. Several years ago in Florida a black belt had taken a spinheel kick to the head and blanked out before he hit the floor headfirst. Sound familiar,

Marty? Next time ... Next time ... The blow put the kid in a coma. Three months of
lingering, then it was over.
So much filled his head, he thought it might burst.
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As usual, Wabar was on time, probably had been early. Straddling his prized, allchrome Dyno Vector BMX bike next to a row of three vending machines, he drained the
last of a can of orange soda while balancing the bike between his legs.
"Soda?" he asked, as Marty slowed to a stop next to him.
"God, no. Not this early."
"Oh, you look good. Jesus H. Christ."
Marty's hand went to his temple, then to his eye.
"Who'd you tangle with? Mike Tyson?" Wabar feigned a left hook at Marty's head
with his free hand.

"Real funny," Marty said. "Let's go."
"You 're in a good mood," Wabar said. He twisted his upper body, made a dribbling

motion, shot the can and it cleared the rim of a trash barrel without scraping metal.
"Yessss! Oh baby. Just like Mike .... Did you bring it?" Wabar asked, as they peddled
toward M-Kim's.
"What?"
"Your medal."
Marty didn't answer.
"Well?"
"What?"
"Let me see," Wabar said.
"Didn't bring it," Marty said, but the breeze took his words.
''What?"

''/didn't bring it!"
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"Whatever."
Marty wanted to scream at him to leave him alone but gritted his teeth and kept
peddling. A silver medal didn't impress Marty any more than losing had.
Wabar shrugged his shoulders.
They rode the last quarter-mile to Kim's Institute in silence. The muscles in Marty's
legs started to unwind and he felt better. His sweats clung to his legs and he wished again
that he'd worn shorts. Sweat pooled and burned his swollen eye. Just then, he didn't
mind. He'd have answers soon.
Usually, M-Kim was at the school from early morning until sometimes as late as
midnight, clearing up paperwork or working on new techniques. Strange, the sign in the
door read "CLOSED."
Marty's brakes squealed in protest at the sudden stop. He threw his leg over the bike a
little too fast and clenched his teeth. He lifted the bike onto the walk beneath the awning,
then stepped on the kickstand, clicking it downward. Wabar stopped just behind him and
chain-locked his bike to the post of a "Handicapped Parking" sign. "You going to lock it
up, man?" Wabar asked.
He wasn't listening.
"Doesn't look like he's here, does it?"
Marty didn't answer; his mouth was too dry. His pulse throbbed thickly in his ears.
He yanked on the locked door and his fingers slid off the metal bar, clicking together in
the air. "Youch," he said, shaking his hand.
"Where is he?" Marty didn't like something in his own voice.
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Chapter Five

"Something's wrong," Marty said, before Wabar could answer.
"Why? So what, he's not here."
Marty could see Wabar, who was peeking over his shoulder behind him, his reflection
distorted in the glass. He pressed his cupped hands close to the window to block the glare
and peered between them.
Nothing.
He couldn't see back into the farthest corners of the practice area, but could make out
the heavy black leather bag motionless on its chain. Master Kim usually went several
rounds kicking it in the morning.
Marty pounded the thick glass with his fist and went back to peering between cupped
hands. If he moved to the left near the doorframe, he could see all but a small portion of
the large open room.
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No movement. Nothing. The extra chest protectors, the air shields, the rubber knives
were all stacked nicely and neatly, just as Master Kim demanded.
"No," Marty said, shaking his head. "Master Kim's always here by now. Something's
not right, man. I know it."
"Maybe he, like, took a day off or something. Maybe he went to the bank. Maybe he
took a trip back to Korea. Who knows? What's the big deal anyway?" Wabar asked.
"Come on, let's go to my house. Dad bought a new PC. It's really cool."
Marty pounded the door again. "Let's go around back," Marty said.
Wabar gave up and nodded. He followed Marty along the walk in front of the shops,
some of which were empty. Those that were occupied showed signs of activity inside.
"What time is it?" Marty asked.
"Don't know," Wabar replied. "Must be 9. Most of these places open about now, I
think."
Marty nodded and kept walking.
The Donuts 'n' More at the end of the strip was open, had been since 5:30, according
to the clock-face sign on the door. They turned the corner and walked around the narrow
building.
Once in the alley behind the building they saw it was no use going farther. Each shop
had a gray metal door marked with black lettering; no windows to look through. Still,
Marty pressed on. He pulled on the brass doorknob of the door marked "Kim's Inst. of
T.K.D. and S.D." It was locked tight.
"This is not good, I'm telling you," Marty said.
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Wabar kicked at some loose gravel in the alley. "Well, do what you want; I'm headed
home."
Marty thought in silence, nibbling at the comer of his upper lip.
"Come on, Marty. Let's go to my place," Wabar said.
"Nab," Marty said. "Think I'll ride out to his house."
Wabar issued him that startled look then shrugged. "Whatever."
They walked back around the building. Marty slipped inside Donuts 'n' More to ask
Mr. Reynolds if he'd seen Master Kim. Sometimes he got coffee there before going to the
school. He hadn't seen him for a week or more.
They had the same luck at the Huck's across the street. John hadn't seen him either.
He had gassed up there on his way out of town to the tournament.
"I'm outta here," Wabar said, as they came out of Huck's.
"Maybe I can catch him at his house before he comes in for his self-defense class. It's
at noon. No way he'd miss that. Go with me, man. Won't take long."
Wabar hesitated. "No. Dad has some junk for me to do at the store later. You know
the drill. Mom's got a list a mile long too. Guess I'll catch you later."
"Going to class?"
"Don't know," Wabar said, as he pedaled away.
West Main Street turned into Turner Road at the outskirts of Beck. Only a few
businesses, mostly farm services and a furniture store, were out here. Not many cars
came out that way, especially this early.
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Marty didn't notice. He couldn't believe that, after 11 years, M-Kim would suddenly
change his routine, especially during the summer months when his day classes almost
always filled up.
Marty turned into the first entrance, next to the sign that read, Country Estates: Where
families live well, in raised gold script letters against a dark green background.

He coasted down a slight grade, braked, worn brake pads squealing, avoided a parked
car and leaned into a left tum.
The subdivision wasn't the largest in town but had the nicest homes by far. There
weren't many trees lining the streets like the older neighborhood where Marty lived
before his dad died.
Those that did grow out of the generous front yards were spindly young elms or oaks.
Lawn sprinklers hissed and spun their pinwheels of spray, prisms bending the sun into
rainbows.
A wall of medium-sized pine trees at the rear of the subdivision effectively blocked
the noise from the Macoupin County Airport. Their scent hung heavy in the air.
Marty wound his way around the wide streets past sprawling two- and three-story
houses that, to him, looked like the medieval castles they studied in Mrs. Hennesy's
history class. Around a bend in the road, he came to the cul-de-sac where Master Kim's
house was.
Master Kim's two-story house was much too big for one person. He used the extra
rooms to house master instructors in town for his local tournament or for rank testings. It
saved him money on motel rooms.
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Besides, once he told Marty that, as a youth in Seoul, he'd shared a cramped
apartment with several student Taekwondoists. He'd always wanted something
extravagant with lots of room. And, this was his.
His Camry wasn't in the drive, but that didn't mean anything. M-Kim usually parked
in the garage. Marty leaned his bike against the house.
He took the three steps up to the door in one bound, jabbed the dimly lit orange
doorbell button and could vaguely hear the muffled ring of chimes inside. He listened for
footsteps but heard nothing.
He pulled open the screen door and pressed his face against one of the small panes of
glass in the door. He couldn't see anything, except the carpeted steps that led from the
foyer and continued up the steps.
He let go of the screen door, and it sighed closed. Trotted down the steps and around
the house. A six-foot privacy fence enclosed an in-ground pool and a small backyard.
Marty leaped up and grabbed the top edge of the wooden fence, dug the toes of his
soft shoes into the fence, walked the wall until the toes of his right foot caught a hold in a
knot hole. With one movement, he vaulted up and over, landing in the soft grass.
The pool's filter pump hummed and the sparkling blue-green water lapped lazily at
the blue tiles. Marty hurried along the pool's edge to the patio.
He saw right away that something wasn't right. The sliding glass door, which opened
into the kitchen, had been broken out. Large shards of glass remained in the doorframe
and glittering slivers were strewn across the black-and-white tile floor.
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He hesitated and looked around the backyard. He had to duck and step and twist to
maneuver his body through the glass teeth in the open maw of the metal frame. Broken
glass scrunched beneath his shoes on the linoleum.
Marty's heart thudded dully in his chest. He took a deep cleansing breath, just as MKim had shown him-drawing the air through his nose, allowing his chest to fill fully
from the bottom up. Hold. Relax. The air whooshed through the "O" he made with his
lips.
He walked through the kitchen into the hallway leading to the living room. The
thickly padded deep-pile carpet made no noise under his footsteps. It felt like walking in
freshly mown grass, only thicker.
He thought he heard something upstairs and froze. Another cleansing breath. Must

breathe, Marty. Always breathing. Never holding breath.
He was next to the staircase, which led down to the foyer he had looked in on before.
Again he heard it, a muffled fluttering sound.
He stepped around the landing of the staircase. Nothing there as far as he could see up
the stairs. He gripped the polished banister and placed his foot on the first step.
"Master Kim. You up there?" The sound of his voice in the silence raised gooseflesh
on the backs of his arms.
He repeated the question, louder.
Silence.
He wasn't sure what he would do when he found the source of the noise; he wasn't
thinking at all. He shifted his weight onto the step and it creaked. To him it sounded as if
the step had split in two and whoever lurked upstairs would soon be taking the steps
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down two at a time after him. He felt cold all over. His palm slid moistly over the
lacquered wood of the banister.
He heard the fluttering again before he saw a gray missile hurtling down toward him.
He ducked just as the fluttering shape sliced through the air above him. It hit the
windowpane in the front door with a muffled pop and fell on the hardwood floor of the
foyer.
The sparrow flapped its wings and flopped around in a circle like a broken windup
toy. It regained its bearings, chirped, brown head seeming to dislocate at the neck as it
pecked at its wing. It looked up at Marty, cocking its head, hopped twice, then took wing
through the hallway into the kitchen.
Marty turned and slumped against the banister. He thought his heart would leap from
his chest. Suddenly he chuckled, then laughed louder. "Guess I showed him who's boss."
He climbed the stairs and stuck his head in each of the three upstairs bedrooms. The
bathroom was empty, too. Everything seemed to be in place. But then, he wouldn't have
known if something was wrong; he'd never been upstairs here.
He squatted on the top step. He had to think. What now? He decided he'd call the
school. Maybe he had arrived by now, and he needed to know his house had been broken
into.
He bounced down the steps and into the kitchen. He glanced around, found a wall
clock above the sink: 10:30.
He grabbed up the receiver of the white wall phone, punched in the number of the do-

chang. On the fourth ring, the answering machine clicked and he heard his own voice
giving the standard "We're not open" message. He found that he didn't care for the sound
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of his own voice and waited for the electronic beep. "Master Kim ... it's Marty .... Are
you there?" The slight humming sound at the other end reached out and touched him with
icy fingers.
"Listen ... " Suddenly he felt foolish. "Uhm ... like ... I'm at -" The second beep
signaled that he'd been cut off. He listened to the dead silence for a moment. Then, he
racked the wall phone harder than he intended. The plastic groaned.
In the corner of the kitchen was another door-the basement. Master Kim stored
trophy parts among other things down there. He had a heavy punching bag, along with a
bench and a few free weights. Maybe he was working out down there and hadn't heard
him.
As Marty crossed the kitchen he sucked in another deep cleansing breath, releasing it
as he grasped the gold doorknob. It was then that he noticed long slivers of weak yellow
light around the edges and beneath the door. He listened for a moment but heard nothing.
He turned the knob, then pulled it open only an inch. The damp air wafted into his
face, smelling like some wet towels he had left for a week in the corner of his room.
He opened the door. A single dim bulb above the base of the wooden staircase barely
dented the murk in the large, open room. The previous owners had had a darkroom and
painted the ground-level windows black, so no sunlight penetrated.
He flicked the light switch just inside the doorway, but the single bulb winked out. He
figured the other bulbs must be turned off at the fixtures. He flicked it again. Just at the
edge of a weak circle of yellow light on the floor, something caught the light and
gleamed.
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He lowered his weight onto the first step. Finding the wooden step sturdy and
surprisingly quiet, he stepped slowly down, and then tested each step before allowing it to
bear his full weight. They seemed quiet enough.
As he descended he ducked down below ceiling level to peer quickly into each end of
the basement. The cool subterranean air raised the hair on his arms. He shielded his eyes
from the glare of the bare bulb, but it wouldn't allow his eyes to adjust to see any farther
than a few feet into either end of the long black room. The dark seemed to hold onto the
light, stopping it before it could penetrate the darkness farther. Marty imagined any
number of things that could be hiding there. No way he could have seen anything or
anyone. He groped at the air, searching for something to orient him.
A hard lump under his foot scrunched and grated on the cement. He withdrew his foot
and jumped back. He squinted at the object. Something brushed his cheek. He swatted it
and shook his head as if it were a spider. It was a string dangling from a light bulb. He
yanked on it and the bare light bulb burned brightly, blinding him for a moment. He
blinked.
At his feet was a gold martial arts figure used to top the trophies, its leg, normally
frozen in a sidekick, broken and its head crushed. He strained to see. Had he broken it?
No. The tiny figures littered the cement floor as far as he could see into the gloom.
The gold points of light looked like stars on a moonless night. It looked as if someone
had scattered hundreds of them across the floor, then had a good time stomping them to
pieces. He found another string and yanked on it. The bulb swung on its wire, its light
raking the pieces with harsh light that threw crooked, long shadows across the cement
floor.
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He found another string, clicked on the light. He stepped over the broken figures and
quickly lit all the bulbs. He could see throughout the basement and shivered.
The canvas punching bag had been sliced to pieces and dangled from one strap.
Dingy white wadding littered the floor below it. The vinyl padding on the weightlifting
bench had gotten the same treatment-deep diagonal slices across the brown vinyl, clear
to the hard backing.
Something was written on the raw concrete block wall behind the bag. He had to
squint to see into the shadows. Someone had spray-painted in red the word,

"PILSEUNG! !!!!!"
He studied the jagged lettering and suddenly wished Wabar had come. Fear rapidly
displaced his curiosity. Ice water seemed to trickle down his spine. Deep breathing was
the furthest thing from Marty's mind.

On the road back to town, Marty suffered through the events of the morning once
again. He'd forgotten about how uncomfortable he had become in the sweat pants. The
sun sat high in the sky and hurt his eyes.
He figured it must be after noon. The deputy sheriff had told him it was 11:30 and
that seemed an eternity ago.
After agonizing for what seemed like hours over what to do, he had finally called the
police from M-Kim's house. The 911 operator had immediately patched him through to
the Macoupin County Sheriff's Department dispatcher. She said city jurisdiction ended at
city limits, and she'd dispatch someone right away. A deputy had arrived about fifteen
minutes later.
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Deputy Miller didn't waste any time in taking down the report. At first, when Marty
had told the deputy that he didn't live at the house and explained, in triplicate, who he
was, he thought he might be a suspect.
After Marty tried to explain the situation, Deputy Miller had scratched the rim of his
ear and grilled him with what seemed like a hundred rapid-fire questions: "What are you
doing here? How old are you? Where's the owner? How'd you get in? ... " Marty had had
to retell the whole thing again.
He hadn't been able to get across just how unlike Master Kim it was to miss the
morning session. Marty was sure that something terrible had happened to his instructor.
When Marty had suggested that, the deputy had mumbled something about it being a
coincidence. And that a party was not considered missing for 72 hours. Only then could a
missing person report be filed.
Then, after he'd written down Marty's name, address, telephone number, his mother's
name and place of employment, he'd told Marty to go on home and not to come back
until the owner returned. He wanted no further tampering with evidence. He said they
would patrol the area until further notice, to prevent any more mischief.
Marty was convinced something was terribly wrong. He just had a feeling, a feeling
that M-Kim might never return. He couldn't explain why. Something inside, not quite a
voice, just a feeling, a suggestive cold plate of fear that M-Kim would never come back.
And worse, that there was nothing he could do about it. That bothered him the most. He
had to know M-Kim was OK.
He hoped that he would ride up to the school and find M-Kim safe, with a logical
explanation. Those hopes vanished as he rounded the corner into the strip mall parking
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lot. The school was just as before, dark and deserted. The sun rode high in the sky and his
clothes stuck to him. Yet he barely noticed.
By now, M-Kim should have been well into the noon self-defense class. He taught
them free of charge to the local women's VFW auxiliary. M-Kim had told him, "Marty, if
business good, if you want strong school, you must give back to community."
And Master Kim had. He was constantly doing something for some charity in the
community. They had done a break-a-thon this past March for the United Way. Marty's
hands and feet had been sore for a week after the full-day of breaking boards and bricks.
M-Kim also had taught self-defense to county police officers. In South Korea, he had
taught hand-to-hand combat to the military, something that he didn't like to talk about. A
mystery Marty hadn't thought about in years.
One day Marty had asked him to show him some of those techniques. At first, Master
Kim had only grunted. When Marty pressed him, Master Kim seemed to overreact.
"Those for killing, not defense. You need not knowing them. Learn defense only, Marty,
not attacking. You not asking again. You never not asking. Understand?"
It had been one of the few times M-Kim had raised his voice at Marty, or at any other

student for that matter. Remembering his instructor's anger, he flinched again. He just
wanted to know about those things. He wanted to know everything M-Kim knew, which
seemed like everything there was in the world to know about Taekwondo and selfdefense. He had good reason for that desire.
At a demonstration, he'd seen M-Kim take on three black belts at once.
He had taken out the two who were more aggressive in machine-gun succession, the
first with a vicious roundhouse kick to the abdomen. Before dropping his foot to the
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floor, he had hook-kicked the other, heel striking him flush on the temple. No. 2 had gone
down hard. But the way M-Kim handled No. 3 had impressed Marty the most.
Outweighing M-Kim by a hundred pounds or better, the black belt had towered above
M-Kim him, yet lacked the speed of the others. Just as No. 2 went down, he bear hugged
M-Kim from behind, squeezing the air out of him in a whoosh that could be heard in the
nose-bleed section of the gymnasium.
M-Kim's thick body disappeared in the thick arms. Bellowing, the man hoisted MKim off his feet and shook him in the air in a way that reminded Marty of the paint mixer
at Wabar's dad's hardware store. The crowd gasped.
Marty remembered Wabar, who had been sitting next to him on the floor, saying,

"Oh, man. He's dead." The expression on M-Kim's face had been concentrated and
serious but far from panicked.
Just about then, No. 3 let out a howl that sounded more animal than human. His head
jerked back like he'd been hit with a thousand-volt current. Master Kim had hardly
moved. But, Marty had seen what he'd done. One hand snaked up and snagged a single
pinky, bending it backward at an odd angle.
The pain forced No. 3 to loosen his grip enough to allow M-Kim to step forward
slightly while keeping up backward pressure on the finger joint. Then, M-Kim whirled
around to face No. 3, snapped the arm straight as a baseball bat, and cranked the fingers
backward with just the palm of his hand upward toward an extended arm. No. 3 had
howled again, risen on to his tiptoes and pounded his thigh with his free hand.
Then, M-Kim folded No. 3's forearm neatly back onto the upper arm over his
shoulder, stepped forward and hooked his right leg around both No. 3's legs, sweeping
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them. No. 3 went down like a cartoon piano falling from a third story window, bouncing
on the mat before settling.
Master Kim finished by pinning No. 3's hand to the mat behind his head. M-Kim
grabbed the man's elbow and cranked it toward the pinned hand. No. 3's arm looked like
a crooked limb of a gnarly tree, and he yelped, arching his back off the floor.
After M-Kim released him, he got up from the mat slowly. The crowd hushed for a
moment, then exploded into thunderous applause.
Marty again felt the chills the crowd's reaction had sent through him.
He allowed his bike to drop noisily onto the walk in front of M-Kim's do-chang. The
front wheel spun in the air at an odd angle.
He stood on his tiptoes, peering into the do-chang window, and moved his head
around to get a better view, but nothing had changed from this morning. The black
leather bag that he'd seen M-Kim fold nearly in half with spin-side kicks still hung as if it
had never swung.
He read the largest of the posters listing the five tenets of Taekwondo in large block
print hanging on the do-chang wall-ye lu , courtesy; yom chi, integrity; in nae,
perseverance; guk gi, self-control; baekjul boolgool, indomitable spirit.
Marty, indomitable spirit... uh ... it like when you so scared, you want to
run ... uh ... hide. But spirit strong. You stay. You not run away. You no show fear.
Understood?
He had a feeling he'd need to remember that.
Behind his closed eyes he could still see the jagged tracing imprinted on M-Kim's
basement wall in blood red letters, "PILSEUNG" ... certain victory.
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M-Kirn was in trouble, Marty felt it in his bones.
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Chapter Six

Marty ran to the front window when he heard the deep-throated thrumming of a car. It
was a primer-gray '68 Camaro. "Great," Marty said out loud. "Diek the geek. That's all I
need." What kind of name was that anyway? Boy, had his parents played a joke on him.
He let the curtain fall back into place.
Marty couldn't really explain why, but he couldn't stomach Diek Smith. Diek had
rarely spoken to him. Marty usually booked as soon as Diek came over, which had been
more and more lately. Maybe it was the cowboy hat. He didn't know why, but the guy
just gave him the creeps.
He had dated his mom off and on for two years. She had sworn up and down that they
weren't serious. They were still at that "friends" stage, according to her. Besides, she'd
said, at 30, seven years younger than she, he wasn't right for her. Marty knew the risk,
though, the inevitable. She would probably remarry. He didn't think about it much.
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Maybe that's what creeped him out whenever he came over. He tried not to think about it
because it could happen, no matter what she said.
His mom had dated only occasionally, the first time, two years or so after his father's
death. He was an attorney at the firm where she worked. That had ended after only one
date. Marty had seen to that.
Marty couldn't remember the guy's name but remembered his face. Heavy, blackrimmed glasses, and a suit that appeared as if it had grown out of his skin it fit so well,
but his hair looked like it belonged on another head, maybe a rock-and-roller's, certainly
not a lawyer's. Black curls spilled down all sides of his head and seemed to tangle with a
set of dark, bushy eyebrows.
He'd arrived 45 minutes early in a three-piece pin stripe and shiny black wingtips.
Marty's mom hadn't been ready, and the sitter wasn't there when he arrived. Marty'd had
to sit with the lawyer until his mother finished dressing.
Marty had stared at the guy in silence until he had squirmed in his chair and
demanded to know what he was looking at. "Nothing. Just wondering if all those lawyer
jokes were true," Marty said. The man had turned away and not spoken again.
Marty had been ten at the time and insisted he stay up until she came home, despite
the constant threats from the sitter. His mom and the lawyer had sat in the car for a while
until Marty flipped on the front light. His mom hadn't been all that angry. He thought she
seemed a little relieved.
They hadn't really talked about it-her dating. It hadn't been much of an issue. She'd
dated Diek the longest of anyone, and they'd gone out only a handful of times over two
years. He had to admit, Diek had a decent car, though it seemed to be in the shop more
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than on the road. It looked like a snubbed-nose shark, without teeth. He had removed the
grill, which was "on order," just like everything else that needed replacing on it. It didn't
look like much, but the 327 under the hood thumped like a thing alive trying to escape.
Diek called it a muscle car. Marty did believe that.
Diek sold used cars and had gotten it at wholesale. He'd offered to help his mom get a
car. The one thing this guy could have done for them and she'd turned him down.
Anything'd beat the rusted lime-green '74 Chevy Impala they now had. The muffler had
a hole in it the size of Marty's fist, and it belched oily black smoke.
Marty teased her about it. He told her that she could work for the park department
spraying for mosquitoes. Marty couldn't see himself cruising down Main Street in that
rattletrap next year after he got his license.
Marty entertained the idea of not answering the door, but decided not to risk
antagonizing his mother further-Diek would tell her if he suspected Marty was not
answering-and opened at the first knock.
"Hey, Marty."
"Mom's not home. Had to work at Max's late," Marty said, through the screen door.
"No problem, Marty. Uh ... actually ... uhm ... I kind of wanted to talk to you."
"Why?"
"Well, listen ... can I come in? Won't take long."
Marty leaned against the edge of the door. "Got to go to class."
"This won't take long," Diek said.
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Diek didn't seem to want to look him in the eye and stared at the worn cedar steps.
Marty hesitated. He didn't look forward to a heart-to-heart with Diek the geek, although
he was a little curious.
"Yeah. I guess. Come in," Marty said, stepping aside.
"So Marty, your mom tells me you had some problems at Louisville," Diek said, as
he lowered himself onto the couch.
"I guess."
"Well, that's ... that's too bad, you know? Can't win 'em all," Diek said, clearing his
throat. "Don't know too much about that karate stuff, myself. Hey, Marty. Would you sit
down? ... Please."
"It's Taekwondo," Marty said. He sat in the rocker across the coffee table from Diek.
"Yeah, sure .... Nasty bruise," Diek said, lifting his hand toward Marty's face.
"It's nothing." Marty lightly fingered the tender spot on the side of his head.
"Look, Marty, I feel really weird about this," he said, looking up from the table.
"Yeah?" No shit, Marty thought.
"You know what I mean. I mean ... Well, I think we should get to know each other.
Do a few things together. I got an extra ball glove. We could ... play catch."
"Don't play," Marty said.
"Don't play what? Catch?"
"Baseball."
"Well, what do you do? What do you like to do?" Diek asked. Beads of sweat popped
out on his high forehead.
"Taekwondo."
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"That's all?"
"Nope."
"Well ... maybe we could catch a movie or something."
"Why?" Marty asked.
Diek sighed heavily. "I just thought I ... we ought to get to know each other better.
You're never here when I'm around and I just thought-"
"Why?"
"It was just an idea, Marty."
They both sat silently. Diek fidgeted uncomfortably on the couch and slid forward
resting on the edge. "You know, Marty, I really like your mom."
Marty heard the unmistakable clatter of the Chevy out front.
"It's mom," Marty said. Thank God. He jumped to his feet and jogged to the front
door.
"Thought she had to work?"
"That's what she said," Marty tossed back over his shoulder. He could hear the
tightness in his own voice but couldn't seem to help his rudeness.
"Hi, mom," he said, pushing the screen door open for her.
"Hi, sweetie, Ummm-waah," she said, kissing him loudly on the cheek as she brushed
by.
"Diek, didn't expect to see you here. What's going on?"
"Just visiting Marty, here," he said, standing up. His knees popped and cracked with
the effort. He buttoned the bottom button of a light blue sports jacket. He had to suck in a
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generous belly to get the button to slip through the slit. "Thought he ... we might do
something. Together, the two of us."
"Hey, Marto, what do you say?" she said. "Might do you good."
"I've got class, Mom," Marty said.
"I thought you might skip tonight. You said you was sore. No sparring."
"I know .... I'm ... just going to see the guys. Maybe a light workout. I'm OK,
Mom."
"Come on. Why don't you get out for a while? You been away for a week. Do you
good to do something else," she said.
"No, Mom. Master Kim's missing and I-"
"Missing?" she asked. Her eyebrows arched.
Marty told her about the morning.
"Look, Marty, that don't mean something's wrong," she said. "Maybe he's visiting a
friend or had business in Louisville."
"Yeah, Mom. What about his house?"
Her head jerked back in confusion. "What about it?" she asked. "That don't mean
something's happened to him. Guess it is kinda suspicious .... Well, he's a big boy. He
can take care of himself. You know that. You heard what the cops said."
Diek broke in, "What'd the police say, Marty?"
"Not much," Marty said, without looking at Diek.
"Who took the report?"
"Name was Miller," Marty said.
His mom cut in. "Bill Miller, with the county?"
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"Guess so," Marty said, shrugging his shoulders.
"He's at Max's all the time. Lousy tipper."
"I went to school with him," Diek said.
"Really," she said. "Isn't that funny? It sure is a small world. One time I was in
Indianapolis-"
"Mom, didn't you hear me? He's missssssinggg."
Diek interrupted. "Hey, you know I heard about one of those guys ... " Diek pulled at
his chin, his three-day-old stubble scrapped raspy under his calloused fingertips. "Think it
was in Missouri somewhere. Yeah. Anyway, seems he set up shop. Took in a bundle. ...
Then before they knew what had hit 'em, he had left town. Got away with thousands, I
hear. I think he was Korean, too. Come to think of it, seems like his name was Kim.
Maybe they're related. Hey, maybe it's the same guy," Diek said, his voice rising as
though he'd just discovered a cure for cancer like some doctor he'd seen on "60 minutes"
hawking some instant cure.
His mother nodded her head as she listened, eyes widening at all the right places.
"You're freaking nuts, Diek," Marty said.
"Marty!" his mother said. "Now, you say you're sorry. Right now."
"No way. You don't talk about Master Kim that way. Not in front of me. He would
never do that. Never!" Marty's face felt hot and dry.
"Maybe Diek's right, Marty. This stuff's expensive," she said. "Tournaments,
testings, uniforms, on and on and on. Marty, your last testing was three-hundred dollars."
"Three-hundred," Diek said, his mouth gaping. "Why you could do a lot of things
with that kind of money."
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Marty glanced sharply at Diek but ignored the comment. "He has to make a living,
mom."
"Seems like he lives a little too big, if you ask me. Have you seen that house of his?"
she asked, turning toward Diek.
Diek shook his head.
"Let me tell you, I bet we paid for half that place, if you know what I mean. Where
you going, Marty?" she asked. But, Marty had turned and was crossing the kitchen
linoleum and into his bedroom, the door banging closed behind him.
Just as abruptly the door reopened and Marty walked into the kitchen, a blue canvas
bag slung over his shoulder. He barely noticed that they hadn't moved and stood there
with their mouths open wide.
"Where you going, young man?" she asked. He knew the tone all too well but didn't
care; his face still felt as if it were on fire.
"Class."
"Marty, listen I didn't mean ... " Diek said, but the slamming of the front door
drowned out the apology.

Marty pedaled the old Huffy furiously, but the chain kept chattering across the
sprockets, he had to slow down. He rounded the comer, cut through Huck's and his heart
leapt in his throat. Several cars were parked in front of Kim's Institute. The lights were
on.
"All right!" he said, standing up on the pedals. He stood on the pedals crossing
Macoupin, ignoring the chain that slipped between fifth and fourth gear.
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Behind him, a horn sounded and a man yelled something out the window of his
pickup truck. Marty wasn't listening and sped into the parking lot, jumped the curb and
let his bike clatter on the cement.
As he jerked open the door, heavy moist air, laced with the familiar smell of sweat
and disinfectant, greeted him. Coltrane's voice boomed. "Hana."
Yahl
"Duhl."

Yahl
''Set!"
Yahl
Marty forgot to take off his shoes before entering the practice area and place them on
the shelf M-Kim himself had built into the foyer wall. He ran onto to the blue matted
floor in the do-chang. Lines of young children were doing jumping front kicks, kihaping
loudly at the peak of each kick.
"Mr. Karlen," said the black belt, who led the drill from the head of the class. "Take
your shoes off and bow in."
Realizing he'd acted with disrespect, Marty snapped to attention and bowed sharply
to Master Kim's assistant instructor.
"Sir, is Master-"
"First the shoes, Mr. Karlen."
"But-"
"Now, Mr. Karlen. I'm almost finished. We will discuss it afterward."
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"Yes, sir," Marty said, bowing sharply again. He backed off the blue floor, bowed to
the Korean and U.S. flags on the wall, and again to the black belt. He pulled off his shoes
and stuffed them into the wooden shelf.
He didn't care much for Donald Coltrane, but he was M-Kim's assistant and deserved
to be treated with the same respect. He was retired Army and anyone who talked to him
for more than thirty seconds knew it. Marty would have guessed him to be fifty, but MKim had told Marty that Donald was closer to sixty.
When he began teaching at the school he'd made the younger kids call him Sergeant
Coltrane, a practice that M-Kim had quickly snuffed.
Marty had once overheard M-Kim talking to him in his office: "They not soldiers,
Donald. They students, learning Taekwondo. 'Sir' is enough, understand?"
Marty hadn't heard his reply but, as much as he disliked Coltrane, at some level, he
knew that he respected Master Kim. So Coltrane had backed off, unless students
challenged his authority. Then he wouldn't hesitate to go off on them, usually in their
face.
Coltrane wasn't much on Olympic-style sparring. He'd been schooled in the old
military style of Taekwondo from the days of the nine separate kwans, or schools, of
Taekwondo. M-Kim called it Chung Do Kwan. So Coltrane didn't use anything fancyfew flying kicks, especially spinning.
What he lacked in flare he made up for in power. At one demonstration he'd crushed
eight boards with a monster roundhouse kick. The two very large students couldn't wrap
their fingers around the eight-inch stack so they had taped the boards into a six-inch slab
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of wood. The cracking wood had thundered like the limb of a big oak tree Marty had
heard snap once during a fierce windstorm.
Marty heard the ranking belt initiate the closing ritual: "Charyut, Sa buhm nim, ka
kyungrye!"
"Class, any questions?" Coltrane barked.
"NO, SIR!" Their tiny voices blended into one shrill blast that seemed to rattle the
windows of the do-chang. Marty leaned on the railing that divided the practice area from
the observation area.
At the head of the class, Coltrane paced back and forth, hands clasped behind him.
"You people need discipline. Dis-CI-PLINE!" Another circuit, then, "You're so lazy
you stink. Understand?"
Silence.
He stopped and cast a glare across the wide-eyed group. Marty couldn't believe what
he was hearing.
"YES, SIR! ... Yes ... sir ... yes ... sir. .. sir. Their voices overlapped in a soft,
broken staccato.
"I can't hear you!"
They stiffened an already stiff attention posture, yanking their shoulders back. Their
heads craned forward. "YES SIR!" This time Marty could have sworn the windows
rattled.
"I can smell you from here, people. When I say jump, you say how high and how far.
Understood?"
"YES SIRRRRR!"
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"What're you going to do out on the street, people? When a big ugly child molester
comes after you? Run home to mommy?" He didn't wait for a reply. "I will tell you what
will happen. You will be his. Do you understand?"
"YES, SIR!" They reminded Marty of automatons, spouting off replies out of
programming rather than passion.
Stunned to hear Coltrane falling back into his boot-camp bull, Marty leaned farther
across the bar so he could see the instructor's face. M-Kim would not be happy-if he
were here. One little boy, a white belt in the last row, sniffled but without breaking
attention could only let the tear track down his cheek and tremble on the tip of his chin.
Marty burned as he watched it fall onto the boy's white do-bok.
"DO YOU UNDERSTAND ME?"
"YES SIR!"
"Very good, then," he said, and some of the harshness fell away from his voice.
"Toughen up, people."
"YES, SIR!"
"Charyut!" he yelled. Already at a rigid attention stance, the students raised their

arms, then brought them down sharply to their sides. "Class, dismissed," he said, with a
hint of disgust in his voice, sounding more like a drill sergeant dismissing his
undisciplined troops than a martial arts instructor letting go a class of five- to eight-yearolds.
They shouted the required Korean "thank you" as one, "CHO SA BUHM NIM, KAM
SA HAUM NI DA!"
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Coltrane didn't return the bow. Instead, he turned and strutted slowly out the door
into the waiting area where Marty stood with his eyes open wide.
"Dressing out for black belt class, Mr. Karlen?"
"Uh, yeah ... I mean, yes sir." Marty shifted his weight from one leg to the other then
back.
"What's your problem, Kaden?"
"Nothing, sir. I mean ... Well, uh, just wondering where Master Kim is, that's all."
"Don't worry about Master Kim, son. I'm in charge 'til he comes back. Understand?"
he said, locking stares with Marty. Their gazes seemed to spar in midair. "Master Kim
will be fine. He can take care of himself. Soon's I hear from him I'll let you know. If he's
gone too long will file a report. That's all I an do." For a moment Coltrane's pointed chin
softened
"But, uhm, sir, I was at his house todayColtrane wagged his head. "Know all about it. The police came by. I'll seal up the
window with plywood later. Now get dressed; we start at 1900 hours sharp." He walked
into Master Kim's office, shutting the door behind him.
The noise of the slamming door stung. M-Kim rarely shut his door. Each student was
encouraged to greet him when arriving by stepping quickly into the office and saying,
"Sa buhm nim, an yang ha sha mee kah?" or hello, instructor, how are you?

Before leaving for the evening, each would say "Sa buhm nim, an yang e ka ship
shea, "the Korean equivalent of "so long, instructor." Marty stared at the closed door,

thought about knocking, then decided against it. He still had too many questions. At least
M-Kim was OK. He hoped.
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Chapter Seven

Marty's groin muscles screamed in protest half way into the full side split. It took
him five minutes to lower himself fully to the ground.
Once down, legs spread-eagled 180 degrees, he relaxed and started to loosen up.
Normally, he could fall limply into a full side splits, ice cold, without hesitation.
He lowered his chest slowly to his left thigh, held it for a 30 count, then raised his
upper body smoothly upright. Repeated it to the right. Again, to both sides. His leg
muscles relaxed more with each repetition.
Without rising, he turned his upper body toward his left leg in a front split. He
repeated the drill, this time lowering his chest to the leg extended in front. He turned his
upper body into the side split and rocked forward onto his chest. He would hold that for a
slow count of sixty.
He'd talked to Jim Cunningham in the locker room with little luck. Jim had been
in Louisville and Marty wanted to ask him if he'd talked to M-Kim before he left
Louisville.
Jim was senior black belt next to Marty and handled the equipment at
tournaments. He always checked off the equipment list with Master Kim. They'd lost so
much equipment that M-Kim had had to do something.
Jim said he had last seen him outside the convention center. M-Kim had gotten a
call on his cell phone. Marty questioned him about it.
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"Yeah, like I can understand Korean," he'd said. "He sounded pretty hot about
something. But you know how that is, Marty; they talk so loud and fast anyway. Who
knows? Probably no big deal."
No, Master Kim hadn't said anything of his plans after that. Jim hadn't said
anything to lessen the bad feeling Marty had. He hoped he was just being paranoid but
still couldn't shake it off.
Any resistance to the stretching dropped away, and finally he felt like he might
survive his first workout since the Juniors. His legs tingled with warmth and were ready
to fly. He'd had to promise his mom he wouldn't free spar. He would see how he felt
when the time came.
He wound in his legs, then curled his right leg behind him so that his right foot
was under his right hip and the knee was pointing ninety degrees away from his left leg.
As he lowered his upper body slowly backward to the floor, he winced at a twinge
in his thigh, raised slightly, then settled to the floor, his foot tight beneath his hip.
While he felt the stretch in his outer thigh, he studied familiar surroundings-the
Korean, United States and WTA flags, posters listing the classroom rules and tenets, the
mirrors, the mural of M-Kim frozen in a powerful flying side kick.
It was good to be back, even though M-Kim wasn't. Marty repeated the stretching

drill three more times on both legs until his outer thighs loosened totally.
Next, he flipped onto his belly and knocked off 50 knuckle pushups. His upper
body was less sore than the rest of him, so he bobbed up and down rapidly like a pile
driver.
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Finally, he flipped onto his back and did a hundred crunches. His abdomen
burned the last twenty-five, particularly behind the bruise Iggy had left him with. He
rested, then did another hundred. He did sets of one-hundred with brief rests in between
until he'd reeled off five hundred.
His body had heated up and he felt almost normal.
He jumped up to finish his warm-up routine with a rhythmic kicking drill. Really
the purpose of the drill, which he had created for his training, was to dynamically stretch
the hamstrings while working up his stamina.
From a sparring position, left foot leading in front of the right, knees bent slightly,
he raised his right leg straight in front so that his knee touched his chest while his foot
rose above his head. Then-, he alternated to the other leg. Between each stretch he did a
little shuffle step, which helped his footwork.
He watched his movements in the mirror to make sure his legs were perfectly
straight throughout the drill to maximize the stretch. It looked more like a chorus line
dance than a martial arts drill.
As he felt his muscles loosen up more, he upped the speed and intensity so that
his knees thudded against his chest with each repetition and the movements blurred.
Out of the corner of his eye he saw Wabar bowing to the flags and enter the do-

chang. Marty felt even better. Slower and slower he kicked, until his legs rose and
dropped in near slow-motion. His thighs burned with the effort.
He had broken into a light sweat and was ready to go. Good thing, too, because
just then Coltrane marched through the door. As ranking black belt, third degree, Marty
was responsible for lining up the class.
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"Class, line up!" Marty yelled.
The dozen black belts scrambled to their places in line, according to their rank. As
the highest, Marty took the spot at the right end of the first line and to instructor's left.
The rest fell in by rank and seniority in four rows of three.
They all wore the black belt uniform, pullover tops with black v-neck collars.
That was the only color found on their do-bok, except for the thick black belt cinched
tightly around each waist.
Some belts were black from tip to tip while others had the students' names
embroidered in gold thread into the left tip. The other tip bore their school's name,
"Kim's Institute of Taekwondo and Self-defense." Below that were anywhere from one
to three horizontal gold bars, one for each dan or degree of black belt.
Marty had three gold bars on his belt. Soon he hoped to have four.
Coltrane glared at Marty, swept his eyes over the rest with the same disapproval.
"Too slow, people. I expect better."
"YES, SIR!" they yelled as one.
He nodded at Marty, who slapped his arms to his sides, coming to attention. The
rest followed suit. "Charyut, "he said. "Sa buhm nim, ka kyungrye. "As a unit, they
bowed to Coltrane, who returned the sign of respect with a bow only half as deep.
Coltrane rubbed his hands together and grinned almost fiendishly. He reminded
Marty of a gargoyle he'd seen late one night on cable. He had a hawkish nose, sharp chin
and a long face, topped by a GI issue crew cut, which made his ears look long and pointy.
"We're going to spar today, ladies and gentlemen. Not the usual crap you're used
to. This is real, people. Guess you'll have to put on gear. Be quick about it."
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''YES, SIR!" they yelled.

They bowed again and broke to the corner of the room where they'd stowed their
fighting gear. Marty hesitated at his post.
"Well, Mr. Kaden. Christmas is coming in a few months. You makin' out your
list?"
"Uh ... no, sir. It's just ... "
Av-shaped grin broke out on Coltrane's face. "You aren't scared? I mean you did
get the ass-kickin' of a lifetime."
Marty's face flushed. "No ... sir." He caught Coltrane's gaze and broke to join the
others to put on his gear.
Marty pulled on his shin guards, slid each arm into forearm pads, then held his
arms up so Wabar could cinch up the reversible vest around his trunk.
"Red or blue?" Wabar whispered from behind.
"Duh," Marty hissed.
Wabar snickered as he crossed the black ties through the loops of the vest, blue
side out. Marty leaned forward to counterbalance Wabar snugging the ties. Wabar
finished by tying them into a rough bow, then turned around.
Marty returned the favor, this time red side out.
"Just once, I'd like to be blue,'' Wabar whispered.
Marty grinned but didn't respond.
"Can you believe this, man?"
"Uhn-uh," Marty grunted, as he cinched the strings tight.
"M-Kim'd have a stroke,'' slurred another black belt through his mouthpiece.
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"Mr. Jones," Coltrane barked. "Do you have a problem I need to know about?"
"NO, SIR," Jonesy said, snapping to attention.
"Good, then show us how fast you can knock off fifty."
"YES, SIR!" Jonesy said, and dropped to his hands.
As Jonesy bounced out fifty pushups Marty glanced at Wabar and saw something
in his eyes he didn't like. He put his hand on his shoulder.
"You all right, Apple Jack?" Marty whispered.
Wabar looked surprised and nodded quickly.
Marty had nicknamed Wabar Apple Jack in first-grade. Not because his of his last
name. It seemed the two were always staying the night with each other.
In the middle of the night at Wabar's, they'd gone downstairs for a snack. Neither
could reach the box of Apple Jacks they had spotted on top of the refrigerator so they
scooted up a kitchen chair.
On his tiptoes, Wabar had just barely been able to tip the box, knocking it over
onto his head. The entire contents had showered down his back and across the floor.
They'd tried their best to be quiet, but both laughed hysterically. Wabar lost his
balance and slipped off the chair onto the pile of Apple Jacks. They crushed on his back,
in his hair, everywhere. He had even smelled like them.
"All right, people, it's time. Line up in two lines facing each other!" Coltrane
yelled.
''YES, SIR!"
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Marty jerked his headgear on, secured the strap tight across his chin as he sprinted
to his place at the head of the line. Roy Martin stood across from him, chomping on his
mouthpiece.

Great, Marty thought. Roy lacked the finesse of a great fighter. But what he
lacked in technical skill, he made up for in brute strength. A good four inches shorter than
Marty, he made up for it in bulk, most of it rock solid. He spent much of his time in the

do-chang's weight room.
On Coltrane's command they bowed deeply to one another, while keeping their
eyes locked, just as M-Kim had drilled into their heads. They stepped back into sparring
position, cocked for launch.
"All right, people. This is not a drill. This is not 'tag you're it.' You're on the
street and a wild-eyed maniac backs you into a dark alley. Your job is to sur-vive. There
are no rules. Do you understand, people?"
Silence.
Jim Moore held up a padded hand.
Coltrane's head swiveled toward him. "Do I have to spell it out for you, Mr.
Moore?"
"Uh ... sir ... you mean, like below the belt stuff."
"Did I stutter, Mr. Moore? Is your headgear on too tight?"
Moore stiffened to attention, "Yeah ... No, I mean, I understand, sir."
"All right then. The rest of you understand me now? Have I made myself clear,
people?"
''YES, SIR!" they shouted as one.
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''SHIJAK!" yelled Coltrane.
Marty hesitated, circled left to avoid a slow roundhouse, backpedaled to avoid
another that just missed his head. Before Roy could lower his leg, Marty leaped straight
up, spun in the air, whipped his leg around in an arc at Roy's head. Roy raised a fleshy
forearm that deflected Marty's jump-spinning heelkick. Marty nearly went down, but
managed to keep his legs underneath him. He could have sworn that Roy was grinning at
him around his mouthpiece.
Marty danced on the balls of his feet. Roy plodded straight into a cut kick that
caught him flush in the chest, the jolt jerking him back slightly. Air whistled between his
teeth and he shook his head.
Roy marched back at Marty, this time raising his knee to deflect another cut kick.
Marty dodged left just out of reach of a straight punch to his head. He heard the punch
snap close by his ear.
Marty circled behind Roy, who whirled around to face him before Marty had fully
regained balance. Roy skipped forward and slammed the side edge of his foot into the top
of Marty's thigh. Marty avoided the full brunt by switching feet at impact, but he took
some of it and now felt the dull ache grow deep in his thigh as he circled again.
Marty shuffled backward to avoid an axe kick, saw the spinning heelkick as it left
the floor, switched feet, ducking below it, just as he had done to Iggy at the Juniors. Just
as the heel passed by, Marty launched a vicious roundhouse to Roy's head. Roy caught
the top of Marty's foot on his padded forearm, stepped in-between Marty's legs and
swept his base leg.
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Marty felt himself falling, tried to turn and roll out of it but was too late; he
landed hard on his back. His wind left him in a giant whoosh along with most of his
awareness.
He knew enough to realize that it was Roy's knee grinding into his gut. Then,
more out of survival instinct than awareness, Marty crossed his forearms in front of his
face to ward off vicious straight punches to his head. Roy's fists rained down on him.
He heard shouting through the barrage and over Roy's kihaps. The barrage ceased
all at once and he rolled onto his side, curling into a tight ball.

Marty would learn later what had happened. Wabar had seen Marty go down out
of the corner of his eye, but was stuck warding off a barrage of jumping roundhouses
from Sheila Turner. When Roy leaped in the middle of Marty's chest, Wabar slipped a
roundhouse and ran to where Roy was busily trying to pound Marty's head into a bloody
pulp.
"Roy! What ... Are you nuts?" he screamed, lunging at Roy, body-slamming him
off Marty's chest. They wrestled for a few seconds until Coltrane broke it up. Roy had
come back at him but Coltrane stepped between them.
Wabar ignored Roy's threats and dropped on all fours next to Marty, who moaned
and squirmed on his side.
"Marty ... You OK?"
"Oh, man," Marty said, groaning. He couldn't seem to get enough air through his
throat to make anything more than guttural noises come out, so he just lay their rocking
gently on his side, holding his guts in.
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"Mister Applegate, back in line," Coltrane said.
Wabar ignored him and stayed by Marty's side. "Stay down, man. You'll be all
right."
"On your feet, Mr. Applegate!" Coltrane's face flushed the color of the red in
Wabar's sparring v~st. "Get your butt in line now, Applegate! The rest of you, too." By
then everyone had stopped sparring and gathered in a half circle around the four.
"You got something in your ears, Applegate?"
Wabar jumped to his feet and stuck his face so close to Coltrane's nose that his
headgear bumped the instructor's bony forehead. "Off my back, you son-of-a-"
"Wabar. No," Marty said, in a rasping voice.
Wabar stepped back from Coltrane, who stared coldly at him.
Wabar bent over and pulled Marty to his feet.
"Both of you, get your gear and get out," Coltrane hissed, spittle spraying from
between clenched teeth.
"Wait'll Master Kim hears about this," Wabar said, as he helped Marty across the
floor. He never took his eyes off him. Coltrane took a step toward them, then stopped.
"Leave it," Marty said, sounding more like himself.
"All right. All right, what're you all staring at, people? Let's get back to work,"
Coltrane said, clapping his hands sharply.
As they dressed Wabar and Marty could hear the sharp kihaps of the others.
Neither said anything for several minutes.
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Marty thought about Louisville and the Juniors and Iggy. He didn't like the way
he felt. He shivered when he thought of Roy's weight on his chest. He could see it clearly
in his head. He must talk it over with M-Kim when he returned.

If Wabar hadn't jumped in when he had, he didn't know what would have
happened. Marty slammed his locker closed, pressing it hard into its frame, resting his
cheek against its cool steel. Roy had never gotten to him before, not like this. He had
been too tentative. He knew he was off and he hated it but couldn't seem to help it. He
was afraid. He couldn't seem to cut himself a break. After all, he just came off this
freaking loss; now this all-out crap. He couldn't ever remember doing that.

The sun had begun to slip behind the water tower as they pedaled leisurely along
Main Street toward downtown. They blinked their eyes against the glare, passing in and
out of long shadows.
"Not going back," Wabar muttered, as though finishing the last of an inner
conversation out loud.
"Huh?" Marty said, distractedly.
"I'm not going back, Marty. Not 'til Master Kim comes back," Wabar said.
"Maybe not then."
Marty didn't reply but swerved over to the curb and stopped. Wabar coasted to a
stop next to him. He didn't look at Marty.
"You're not going to let that General Schwarzkopf wanna-be get to you?"
Wabar shook his head. "It's not that, Marty. Least, not all of it. Been thinking
about getting out a long time."
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"Why? You never said anything."
"I know," Wabar said.
"Why, man?"
Wabar shook his head and stared down at the crossbar. "It's just not there
anymore. Used to be I couldn't wait to suit up and get out there. I know how it is for you.
I just don't have it. Not anymore. Not like you, Marty.
"I'm scared, Marty. I cringe every time I have to spar," Wabar said, glancing at
Marty, then away.
"Could have fooled me awhile ago."
Wabar snickered then shook his head. "I just reacted."
"Glad you did," Marty said. "I'd be sucking my meals through a straw."
"Nah, you'd have been all right. You always are."
"No way. Martin went nuts. I think he'd have pounded my head in," Marty said.
He thought about telling Wabar how he had felt during the fight with Iggy and again
tonight while Martin tried to tum his face into jelly but decided against it.
"Maybe," Wabar said.
"We've got to do something about Coltrane. The jerk," Marty said.
"Like what? He's cho sa buhm nim. You know what Master Kim'd say. 'Must
respect. Must respect. Assistant almost same as sa buhm nim. Must show same respect."'
Wabar had Master Kim down pat, yet brought it off without mocking him.
"I know, but if Master Kim doesn't get back soon, Coltrane's going to scare
everybody off."
"You know it. Me first," Wabar said.
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"Well, for damned sure, we can't go back until he does," Marty said. "//he gets
back."
"What do you mean, 'if'?"
"I don't know, man. I just have a feeling, a bad feeling."
"You still on that?" Wabar asked.
Marty remembered that he hadn't had a chance to tell Wabar about this morning.
Some of the uneasiness had slipped away. It all flooded back as he told Wabar about the
break-in, about the words written on the basement wall.
"So what?" Wabar said. "Still doesn't mean something's happened to him."
Wabar hesitated, "Happens all the time. People go on a trip and some weirdo breaks in
and robs the place. Happened at dad's store last year. Remember, they pried the back
door open. Took the whole cash register. Cops never did catch them."
"Yeah, but nothing was missing. 'Sides, it'd have to be someone who's studied
Taekwondo. How else would-"
"Maybe it was the Korean Mafia," Wabar said, sticking his tongue in his cheek.
"It's not funny man," Marty said.
"Lighten up, will you Marty?"
Suddenly, something occurred to Marty. What if Coltrane was behind this? What
if he'd plotted to get M-Kim out of the way so he could take over the school? What if the
respect he shown M-Kim was just that-all show, a cover?
"Yeah. Maybe you're right. Listen, I forgot something at the do-chang."
"Are you nuts? You can't go back there. Wait 'til Master Kim comes back,"
Wabar said.
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"No. I gotta go back," Marty said.
"Hey, don't expect me to go."
But Marty had already pulled away from the curb and u-turned toward the do-

chang, pedaling quickly away from Wabar.
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Chapter Eight
Marty punched his pillow, trying to shape it into something halfway comfortable,
and settled his head into it. Soon he was up again, this time folding it in half. He turned
onto his back, stuck both hands in the folds of the pillow, but it was no use; he was wideawake. He tried not to look at the digital clock on his nightstand, but glanced at it.
"Shit. One o'clock," he said into the dark.
Insomnia was unusual for him, especially on a class night, which during the
weeks before Juniors had been every night, except Sundays. He usually collapsed into
bed and slid into a near coma. His mother had told him more than a few times that a
hurricane wouldn't wake him until he was ready to get up, then he was up.
It'd been nearly dark by the time he'd arrived back at the do-chang. He didn't
know what he'd been hoping for. Whatever it was didn't turn up.
All the students had left and Coltrane had been in the office on the phone. Marty
had cracked the front door open just wide enough to listen in on a muffled conversation.
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The office door had been closed and all he could make out was an occasional word or
two. One thing was for sure, by the tone of Coltrane's voice, it didn't sound like a
friendly chat.
Coltrane had nearly seen him when he had unexpectedly come out of the office.
Marty still wasn't so sure that he hadn't. He'd parked his bike in front of the Dairy
Dream, the only store, besides Kim's Institute, still open in the strip mall. He'd ducked in
just as Coltrane swung open the front door.
It was after nine when he got home. The trailer had been dark. His mom had left

him a note saying that she had taken the night off and gone to the movies with Diek.
He was glad, too. He had stiffened up since class and had to ease his way up the
steps into the front door. He knew his mom would have thrown a fit if she'd seen him
limping in.
Nothing felt broken, although his ribs ached and he had a dark spot forming in the
comer of one eye. He could explain that away as a result of the tournament. He thought
himself pretty lucky considering the beating he had taken.
He hadn't anticipated being swept like that. They practiced ho shin suhl, selfdefense, but he usually knew what was coming. He had memorized all twenty-five onestep sparring movements and could do them forward and backward with either hand or
foot.
He also knew all the wristlocks and could escape from any hold he'd ever been
clamped in.
He considered himself ready for any situation. But Martin had caught him off
guard, just as Coltrane's behavior had.
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He felt so alone. No one believed his theory that something had gone wrong,
terribly wrong with M-Kim. He tried to still his mind and comb his memory of the last
few weeks and months before the fight with Iggy and those afterward but nothing
surfaced, nothing unusual that would hint at why M-Kim would simply leave. He'd have
to go it alone. He'd go to the police. There was nothing else he could do.

Sergeant Murphy didn't talk like an Irishman. Marty would never have guessed
he was one except for the plaster of paris shamrock on his desk with white lettering that
read, "Pinch me, I'm Irish." Yet something about his speech was different.
"Well now ... Marty," Sergeant Murphy said, peering up at him over his bifocals.
"Sit down. Sit down. Take a load off."
Marty nodded and took a seat in a heavy wooden chair across the desk from the
officer.
"Say your teacher, uh ta kon ... uhm ... what is it you do?"
"Taekwondo."
"Right. And, this Master Kim. He's the one that worries you? What makes you
think something terrible's befallen him?"
Marty leaned forward, cleared his throat. "Well, it's like ... I mean, what about
the house?"
"The breaking-and-entering?"
"Yes, sir."
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Sergeant Murphy shuffled through a stack of papers on his desk, studied one, then
pulled it from the stack. "Here it is. Says here on the report that there was minimal
damage, let's see-broken window, graffiti, broken trophies-"
"Not just graffiti," Marty interrupted.
"Well, what was it? Afraid I can't pronounce what's written down here." Sergeant
Murphy said.
"It said 'pilseung. '"
"And what does that mean, Marty?"
"It's Korean. Means certain victory. We say it sometimes after class as kind of
a-I don't know-I guess as a sort of cheer. You know? We survived a hard workout."
"And why's that so dreadful?"
Marty shrugged. "Don't know. I don't know what it means. But it's kind of
strange someone would write that on his basement wall, don't you think? I mean, he is
Korean, and he does teach Taekwondo. But why would someone use those words?"
"Tell me again, Marty, why you think he's missing."
Marty hoped his frustration didn't show. This would be the third time this
morning he would tell the story. First, to the officer at the front desk, then to a nosy
patrolman while he had waited on Sergeant Murphy to get off the phone.
Marty told again how Master Kim never missed the awards ceremonies of his
students, especially black belt students. And that he never missed or was even late for
classes.
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He nearly forgot, but added that Jim Cunningham had heard him have an angry
conversation on his cell phone after the Juniors. And, most of all, how Coltrane had
acted.
Sergeant Murphy studied the paper some more, pulled off his eyeglasses and laid
them on top of the report. They left two purple dents high up on both sides of the bridge
of his nose.
"Says here, too, that the officers followed up at the karate school later on. "
"Excuse me, sir, but it's Taekwondo."
"Right. Taekwondo. You know, I think my grandson took that business awhile
back. Dropped out though."
Marty nodded.
"Anyway. Says the instructor there was aware of the situation and everything was
on the up and up," Sergeant Murphy said.
"He's not the instructor, he's Master Kim's assistant."
"Yes, well, son, I guess he should know. Did you ask him?"
"Yes."
"Well."
"He said not to worry about it. That he was in charge."
"Sounds reasonable to me." Sergeant Murphy leaned back in his chair, which
squawked in protest, and laced his fingers behind his neck.
"What about relatives? A wife?"
"No. He's not married. I don't even think he's got any living relatives back in
Korea."
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"You know, Marty, have you considered another possibility?"
Marty set up straighter in the chair.
"Maybe he just doesn't want to come back. Maybe he can't come back."
Marty shook his head.
"Happens all the time. Businessman gets in over his head, goes in the hole, and
before you know it, he's skipped town. That kind of thing will come out in the was-"
"No way."
"Something to think about," Sergeant Murphy said.
"Not Master Kim. Master Kim wouldn't do that."
"Well. I'm sure you're right. He's probably just forgotten to tell you about his
plans. Maybe it was a last-minute thing. Who knows, eh?"
"Can't you file a missing persons report or an APB or whatever it is?"
Sergeant Murphy smiled. "Now, there's no need for that just yet. He's not
officially missing."
"When?"
"Well, I should think that someone a little older would have to file. Tell you what,
Marty. Where was it you said he was last seen?"
"Louisville."
"All right. I'll give Louisville PD a call, see what I can find out. No promises,
though. I doubt we'll turn up anything. You leave your number at the front desk. I'll call
you soon if I hear anything. OK?" Sergeant Murphy stood up and thrust his hand across
the desk. Marty shook it firmly.
"Well, say, young man, that's quite a grip."
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Marty grinned but half listened. He doubted the police would do anything at all.
Worse yet, he didn't like what he had said about M-Kim. No one could convince him that
Master Kim would do something like that. No one.

Laurie Jean Rebert was at that awkward, 14-year-old stage-too tall, hands and
feet too big, and body way too thin. But her face touched something in Marty he'd never
felt.
Actually, he didn't know whether it was her face or something in her smile. Her
lips were full and soft and her upper lip curled up slightly under her nose when she
smiled broadly, which was quite often, especially when he came around.
But more than that, it was her involvement in Taekwondo that kept them close.
He needed to talk to her about M-Kim and was glad to see her face and her warm smile
when she answered the door.
"Hi," she said. She took his hand, led him in and shut the door. "What's up?"
"You by yourself?"
"Yeah, Mom just left for the store, Dad won't be back for hours. Playing
racquetball or whatever he does at the Y. Why? What's wrong?"
"How come he's off?"
"Don't you remember. I told you, he's on vacation. Mom, too. For two weeks.
What a drag."
"Yeah. Sorry, guess I forgot." Marty shook his head as if trying to clear it.
"What's wrong?"
"It's M-Kim. He's missing."
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"What do you mean? Coltrane said that-"
"What did he say?" Marty demanded.
Her smile dimmed. "Didn't say much really. Just that Master Kim would be away
for awhile and that he would take over teaching."
"Yeah, isn't that convenient?"
"What do you mean?"
"That M-Kim's out of the way and Coltrane steps right-"
"Well, Marty he's his assistant."
"I don't care, Laurie, something's wrong. I don't care what he or the cops say.
Coltrane's up to something."
"You talked to the police?"
"Yep. Just came from there."
She nodded as Marty told her about the break-in and vandalism.
"That's terrible. Poor Master Kim'll be so upset."
"Yeah, if he ever makes it back."
"Why wouldn't he? You're not telling me everything."
She hadn't been there, but she knew the particulars about his injury at Louisville.
He retold the story. "Why wouldn't he come to the hospital. I mean, like, don't you think
it's kind of strange? Then someone just happens to bust into his house and tear it up. Why
would they do that, Laurie? Why?" He could feel the blood rising high in his face along
with the frustration.
"I don't know. I think it's terrible," she said. She put her arms around his neck
and laid her head on his shoulder.
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"Know what else? They're trying to say that M-Kim might have skipped town.
M-Kim wouldn't do that. He'd never do that."
She was silent.
"You know he wouldn't, Laurie."
"I ... No, you're right."
He held her by the waist at arm's length. "What do you mean?"
She looked down at his chest. "Well, some of the other students were talking
about another instructor. Think it was in Mt. Vernon. Guess he just left town one night
and never came back. Owed people lots of money. And Dad-"
"Not you too. Jeez. How could you even think that?"
"Marty, I don't. I mean ... I'm just telling you what I heard."
"Yeah, Diek said the same thing."
"Well, what if they're right?" she said, raising her gaze to his face.
"Well, they're not."
"But you don't know that."
"I know it, Laurie Jean. I know," he said, as he broke their embrace. "Gotta go."
"Wait, Marty." But Marty was already out the door. She followed him onto the
front porch.
"Marty. Wait."
"Never mind, Laurie. See you later," he said. He threw his leg over his bike and
coasted onto the sidewalk.
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Chapter Nine

''Whooie, Kid, it is hot," Sarah Kaden said to Marty, who lay on the couch under
the breeze of the only air-conditioner in the trailer. She'd taken the afternoon off from
Max's to spend some time with him before he started school tomorrow. She fanned
herself with a People magazine so fast he couldn't tell who was on the cover.
Marty couldn't remember an August so hot. Dressed only in a pair of ragged cutoffs, he thought he might roast in this metal box. The 90-degree-plus temperatures heated
the trailer up like a ceramic kiln they had used last year in art class. He had all but quit
working out-what was the point, anyway?--and the heat seemed worse because of it.
He hadn't gone this long without working out since he could remember. He could
feel his body beginning to slide out of the fitness level he had kept it at for so long.
Nothing obvious yet, just a different feel to his body. He flexed the muscles of his upper
body; they knotted up tightly, rippling underneath a sheen of light sweat.
That wasn't the worst of it, though. The heat only amplified his misery. A clock in
his head-tick tock tick tock-seemed to both signal the drift away from his goal and
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lessen the chances of ever finding M-Kim alive and well and whole. He cold do nothing
about it.
That, coupled with frustration over the change in his body the change that
occurred beneath his skin, if not before his eyes-, rose into his head keeping him frozen
in time and place. He had no clue about what he should do, if anything, to find M-Kim or
to somehow forget him and find another path to his goal.
He hadn't done more than ride his bike in three weeks. That was only to cruise by
M-Kim's-just in case he'd come back. He hadn't felt like doing much. He couldn't say
for sure how long it had been since he had thrown a kick.
"What's all that stuff in that trash bag?" Sarah Kaden asked. She pointed the tip of
the rolled up magazine in the direction of a dark-green trash bag beneath the bar.
"Don't throw that out, Mom. It's M-Kim's-newspapers and mail." He had
bagged up the newspapers that had piled up on the front step and the mail that had begun
to spill out of the mailbox.
Otherwise, the place had looked the same-empty. Marty couldn't do anything
about the yard; he didn't have a mower. Why hadn't Coltrane done something about it?
He had ridden past the Institute on his way back into town from M-Kim's. It
hadn't looked much different, yet it might as well have been an alien ship, someplace
he'd been before but only in a dream or a nightmare.
"Did you call Laurie back? ... Wabar called too," she said.
"I saw the notes," he said.
"Haven't seen Wabar around. You guys into it?"
"No."
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"What's wrong?"
"Nothing."
His mom had left the notes on the corkboard next to the phone, three from Laurie,
a couple from Wabar. He hadn't spoken to Laurie since the day he had gone to the police.
Marty didn't have anything to say to her.
"Let's go for a ride."
Marty crinkled his nose and shook his head.
"Come on. You haven't been outside all day .... I'll buy you ice cream."
"No thanks, Mom."
"Suit yourself," she said in a tight voice. "What's wrong, Marty? You sleep all
day, won't go outside. What's up? Now tell me-"
"What do you think, Mom? Master Kim's been gone for almost two months. I
can't go back to the do-chang. How am I supposed to act? What do you want me to do?
Jump up and down, stand on my head?" Marty swung around and sat up on the edge of
the couch.
"You got to let that go."
"Let it go. How do I do that? I been doing Taekwondo most of my life. I'm just
supposed to quit?"
"Well, it's not doing you any good moping around here all day."
"You tell me what I'm supposed to do." Marty could hear the tremor in his voice
but couldn't seem to help it. His throat felt thick.
"Maybe it's for the best. I mean-."
"Best for who?" His voice rose up terribly shrill, but he didn't care now.
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"Don't yell at me Marty."
"I'm not yelling. I just ... What am I going to do?" His voice softened.
She leaned toward to him.
"Hey, let's don't argue," she said, patting him on the shoulder.
He looked down at the martial arts magazines fanned across the coffee table and
nodded. That was her way of saying she didn't want to talk about it anymore. "What am I
going to do, Mom?"
"I don't know, son. It sure is a mess."
"What do you mean?"
"Well, somebody called the office yesterday, uh, about Kim's Institute."
Marty twisted his head around. Something must be up; she didn't usually provide
much if any information about anything. He grew suspicious.
"Asked how to go about suing. Guess they didn't like the teacher who took
Master Kim's place. Now you don't go telling anyone about that. I'd lose my job for
sure. That's all we need," she said.
He plucked at the white fringe of his cut-off jeans. "Great Mom. Just great."
She scooted across the cushion. He could feel the heat coming off her body and
the pulsing breeze of the waving magazine. "Listen, now, it's going to be all right, you
hear? You start school tomorrow. Going to be a big tenth-grader. Only three more
years-"
He groaned. "But Mom, you know how much this means."
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"I know .... I know it. Don't know what to think. I just don't know." He could
read her well and spotted the tension growing in her face, her voice slightly taught. She
was growing more impatient and would soon have had enough.
"What about Taekwondo? I can't quit now. Dad wanted ... I wanted to go all the
way, you know, to the Olympics."
"Well, what about the place downtown. What's his name? Potter?"
He sighed. "Yeah. Anis Potter. Master Kim didn't ... doesn't like him too much, I
don't think. He never said much, but I got the idea he thought the guy was ... I don't
know. Dishonest, or something."
"Well, maybe it's best you don't."
"Guess you could drive me to St. Louis."
Her nerves snapped; he could see her let go. "I can't do that, Marty. God sakes.
What do you think I'm made of, money?" She tossed the magazine onto the coffee table
and it did a little spin and slid off onto the floor. "You need to go on, Marty. Find
something else or do ... something. You can't roll over and die. Believe me, I know."
"What?"
Her face grew dreamy and her eyes glazed over. She drifted away for what
seemed a long time. "Huh." He waited patiently, as he always had when she did this,
though it seemed less frequent nowadays. Or maybe he had just gotten used to it.
"What? ... What do you know?"
"No .... Nothing."
He nodded. Pressing her would only push more buttons and start a fight. He didn't
feel like arguing. Distractedly she scratched his back across in long arcs with her
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unpainted nails. "Why don't you check the place out? Might be surprised." He loved her
touch. She didn't do it often enough. Oh, he never asked for it. Right now, it seemed to
be just what he needed.
"Maybe," he said.
"Think about it, kiddo, OK?"
"I guess," he said.
"Come on, Marto. It's not the end of the world."
He wasn't so sure.

He awoke to a voice that was distant and unclear. He had been dreaming but he
couldn't remember about what. He had a slightly uneasy feeling, then he recognized his
mother's voice. She was shaking his shoulder.
"Marty .... Son, it's almost 8. You want to be late the first day of school? Come
on, now. Get going. You hear."
It wasn't like him to sleep in. Always before, he was up before his mother and out
running, sometimes even in pitch dark.
"Marty, it's getting late," she yelled from the kitchen. "What do you want for
breakfast?"
"Uh, nothing, I guess."
She stuck her head in his room. "Got to eat, kid; you '11 ruin your health."
"I'm not hungry, mom."
She hesitated. "All right. I left some change on the table. You.eat lunch, now, you
hear?"
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He nodded.
"Got an early day. Have to set up for a deposition."
"Bye, mom."
She pecked him on the cheek.
"Oh ... Marty. I have to work at Max's tonight. I traded shifts with Charlene for
yesterday. "See you."
"Wouldn't want to be you," he said, managing a half smile.
She laughed as he heard her high heels clicking across the kitchen linoleum.
The drowsiness seemed to clog his head and drag him down. He wanted to crawl
back beneath the blankets, anything but face school. It wasn't that he disliked school. He
had come to accept it as necessary. He did passable work, did what he was told and had
more friends than he could count. More like acquaintances really. He didn't have time for
too many friends. He and Laurie weren't really a thing. They'd kissed a few times,
nothing heated. He liked her but didn't need anything tying him down.
He hadn't seen many of his friends over the summer, which wasn't too unusual;
from January until July he worked out every night, except Sundays, at the do-chang.
After that, until this summer, he had earned a few dollars helping M-Kim with kid's
classes.
He wouldn't have to worry about that for a while, if ever.

The three-story, red brick building was old but in fair shape, housing all four
grades of Beck High. On the first day, school smelled of fresh varnish and disinfectant.
That had never changed. It would linger a few days, then fade away.
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Marty had also gone to middle school here, but his class had been the last of the
eighth-graders to go to school at the old building. Now, Beck had separate elementary,
middle and high schools.
The hallway floors shined as if plastic-coated and wouldn't again be this clean
until this time next year, if there was another school year here.
For years, there'd been talk that the Beck School District would consolidate with
nearby Carlton. Nothing official had ever come out, just rumors spread by the children of
PTA'ers, who thought they knew everything to know about school business.
Part of him would welcome new surroundings, yet another part would miss this
place.
One thing he wouldn't miss was the cantankerous boiler. The janitors had to fight
constantly to keep the old thing going. In the winter the classrooms were either infernos
or meat lockers.
In eighth grade, he'd volunteered to help out the janitors, including, reluctantly,
sweeping the boiler room floor. It was in a huge black hole off the basement. They'd had
a fire down there in the 40s and the walls in places were still smeared with greasy soot. A
man had died in the blaze, trapped by smoke and heat. He had been a janitor who had
worked there since the building had opened in 1900. The running legend was that his
ghost wandered the hallways the first week it was lit, usually in late October around
Halloween.
Marty didn't believe in the legend but had to admit the place seemed prime for
one. The big silver monster of a boiler, with all its ducts, took up most of the room. It
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reminded him of giant robotic spider. It would be dormant now, quiet and cold, as cold as
it was hot inside the non-aircondition building, on this first day of school.
Already, he walked through pockets of sour sweaty odor in the bustling hallways.
His shirt clung to the small of his back as he hung his book bag in his assigned locker.
"Marty!"
Marty twisted his head around and smiled. "What's up, Fly?"
"Mar-tay, jeez, haven't seen you forever, man. How was your summer?"
"Not bad. How 'bout yours?"
"Same old thing. Baseball and par-tays. Hey it's a bitch to be back, ain't it?
Listen, gotta go, haven't picked my books up. Catch you later, man."
Fly dashed off down the hallway, leaving Marty nodding his head. Todd Clark
had been every bit this hyper since first-grade, when someone had nicknamed him "Fly,"
not because he was as wiry thin, but because in first-grade he couldn't stay in any one
spot for more than a few seconds. Ritalin had slowed him but he still zigzagged through
the hallways, bouncing from conversation to conversation.
Marty slammed his locker shut and nudged his way into the moving throng.
Somehow, it seemed more crowded every year. He felt a little off balance in the crowd
and thought about Master Kim.

He nearly nodded off in first period. Mrs. Claussen wasn't exactly the most
stimulating English teacher in the world. Despite their grumbling, she'd insisted that the
class write a theme about what they did over summer vacation. He had felt as though he
were back in second-grade but managed to fill up most of a page with a version of the
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truth. He didn't go into detail about M-Kim, although it had been difficult to write around
him.
Math and phys ed had been a waste of time. All the teachers did was hand out
assignment sheets. Mr. Broderick, the phys ed teacher, told them they needed to buy
standard school shirt and shorts for PE -midnight blue with gold lettering-and that he
would see them Wednesday.
He sat in study hall now doodling, sketching characters performing various
kicking techniques on his notebook. His favorite to draw was a picture of Master Kim
doing a flying sidekick. He loved trying to capture the power and grace. He gave up and
scribbled over the figure.
That's when he felt it hit the back of his head lightly. He ran his fingers through
his hair and picked up something moist. A wad of slimy paper squished wetly between
his fingers. "Gross," he said, a little louder than he wanted it to come out. He twisted in
his seat and looked around at the kids in the chairs behind him.
"Mr. ... uhm ... " Marty stiffened and swiveled forward in his seat. Mr. Hardwick
ran his fingertip over the seating chart on his desk. "Mr. Kaden. Would you like to share
your comment with the rest of us?"
Marty thought about telling him about the spit wad but leaned forward in his seat
and shook his head.
"I didn't think so," Mr. Hardwick said. "This is study hall. I expect all of you to
remain quiet so those of you who wish to study can do so." His gaze left Marty and
swung over the entire class, then lowered his eyes to a thick book he had been reading.
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Marty glanced behind him again, but didn't recognize any likely suspects. That's
all he needed: some moron giving him a hard time the first day of school. Just then the
11 :30 buzzer sounded lunch break.
He gathered his books and slipped out the door. He still wasn't too hungry, but he
had promised his Mom he would eat and started down the stairs to the cafeteria. As he
turned on the first landing to walk down the next flight, he felt the second wad hit, this
time sticking to his neck just above his collarbone.
His eyes shot up as he scraped off the spit wad, tossing it onto the steps below
him.
"What're you lookin' at?" asked a lanky kid standing at the top of the steps above
him, busily chewing one end of a straw. Marty had never seen him before. He would
have remembered, too. He was all arms and legs, with black stubble sparse on his chin
and a wedge of greasy black hair hiding one eye.
"What's your problem?" Marty asked.
"You want some of me?" the kid asked. He took three steps downward and
stopped. "Huh. Do ya?"
Marty nearly laughed and held his ground. "Look. I don't know what your
problem is but-"

"You're my problem. You!" He took two more quick steps down.
Marty eased away from the edge of the stairs and stepped backward into the
comer into a half fighting stance so that only the right side of his body faced the kid, who
stopped short on the last step before the landing.
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The kid wasn't skinny, as Marty had first thought. His thighs jerked and knotted,
along with his biceps, into hard bunches. Quick, too, from the way he sidled down the
steps.
"Gentlemen," came a voice from above them. Their heads swiveled up toward
Mr. Hardwick, who stood at the top of the steps with his arms crossed. "Are we having a
little problem?"
"Nope. No problem," said the kid. "Just talkin', that's all."
Marty dropped his hands from the guarding position and nodded.
"Well, let's see you don't start any."

No matter how hard he tried, Marty couldn't sit by himself at lunch. Not for long.
Derek Kendall spotted him in the corner behind the edge of the room divider and
hurried over. "Hey, Marty."
"Derek."
"Man, don't you hate the first day?"
Marty shrugged.
"Yeah, well, when you're the big hero."
Marty decided he wasn't being sarcastic. "Lighten up, will you?"
"Hey, what's up with your teacher?" Derek asked.
"What do you mean?"
"You know. Karate."
"It's Taekwondo."
"Whatever. I heard he bugged out. You know. Like ... Left town."
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"Yeah, well, you heard wrong."
"Not what my dad said."
"Look, I don't want to talk about it," Marty said. He put the half-full carton of
milk on top of his apple crisp, got up and slid his tray off the table.
"Well, excuse me," Derek said. "Sore loser."
Marty turned back. "What'd you say?"
"Nothin' ," Derek said, offering his empty palms as if that somehow proved his
innocence. Marty glared at him, but decided it wasn't worth it, especially after the
morning he'd had, and walked away.
Marty spotted Wabar and called to him just as he pulled his tray off the counter. It
was nearing noon and the place was almost full. Everyone talked at once and louder and
louder to overcome the noise of everyone else.
"Wabar!" he called again.
Wabar looked in his general direction, spotted Marty and motioned toward a
couple empty folding chairs at the end of a long table near the cafeteria entrance.
Marty nodded. They slid behind the table and sat down.
"Looks like a healthy meal," Wabar said, nodding at Marty's tray. He tore open a
carton of chocolate milk.
"Not hungry," Marty said, nudging the tray away with his forearms.
"Don't blame you. First day's a drag."
"Guess so."
Marty crossed his arms, slumped down in the chair and closed his eyes. Marty
could hear Wabar chewing and sensed his stare.
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"Haven't seen you in a while, man," Wabar said. "Where you been?"
"No place."
"Called a couple times."
Marty shifted in his chair. "Uh ... yeah. Sorry about that. Mom's been on me
lately."
"About what?"
"Same old thing. You know. Tournaments."
Marty heard Wabar rustling cellophane, probably crackers for his chili, but Wabar
didn't reply.
"Is that all you have to say?" Wabar said suddenly.
His eyes opened and he turned his head toward Wabar. "Like what?"
"Jeez, Marty, I don't know. Something. You won't call me back. Haven't seen
you all summer. What's the problem?"
"That's not true," Marty said, a hint of defensiveness rising in his voice. "We ...
I don't know. I just ... "
Wabar dropped his spoon into his bowl and a few drops of tomato juice splashed
onto the tabletop. "What?" Wabar asked. "Look, it's not my fault that Master Kim split.
Is it the tournament? So what? It's not like you lost. You got second place, man. Most
people would be happy with that."
Marty scooted forward to the edge of the chair. "HE DIDN'T SPLIT!"
"Oh yeah. So tell me where he went. Why nobody's heard from him in months."
The students sitting next to them softened their chatter and turned to listen in.
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Control returned to Marty's face and he sat back, quiet. The chatter volume shot
up again and Wabar started in on his chili.
From slumping in the chair, Marty stood straight up and placed his palms on the
table. His legs locked and pushed the chair screeching backward, quieting the others at
the table. "Look, I don't care what you say. I don't care what anybody says. Master Kim
wouldn't do that. I don't know how I know, I just know. Why would he? The school's
doing great. So don't give me that crap."
"Whatever, Marty."
Marty yanked his tray off the table and walked away.
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Chapter Ten
A cannon went off inside Marty's head.
Sleep cleared his brain, and he recognized the first throes of an early morning
storm. Another flash-bang and the windows rattled; wind shook the length of the trailer
and moaned through the latticework his mother had put up. He lay there trembling under
the weight of a disorienting darkness.
A quick glance at the digital alarm-6:30-worsened the effect of the unnatural
gloom. The streetlight outside his window blinked on to take the place of the sun, shut off
by black clouds, but did little to dispel his rising unease. The first drops of rain sounded
as if someone was pelting the metal roof with hard fists.
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Come on, Marty, it's just a storm. He tried never to think of severe storms,
especially tornadoes, a natural threat to their house of tin, which could easily be blown to
pieces or wrapped around a telephone pole. Those things only showed up on the evening
news from little places somewhere in Arkansas. He took a few breaths and felt better.
Thunder grumbled in the distance and the rain settled into a sleepy rhythm. He
could have drifted off; the next flash of lightning seemed to claw the bottom out of a
cloud, flushing a burst of heavier rain. A five count preceded the thunder, one count for
each mile away, his father had told him. The storm moved quickly, and even the rain
slowed to a tapping of fingertips.
It came in his head that today was Friday, which he usually welcomed. The storm

seemed fitting in that it began the closing day of the week from hell. He'd already fallen
behind in most classes, including Phys. Ed. He had cut Wednesday's class and planned
the same today.
Laurie wouldn't look at him, let alone talk to him. They had passed in the hall
twice. She had turned stiff as stone without a second glance in his direction and walked
on.
English class was the worst. Mrs. Claussen could make Buddha nod off. It didn't
help that the worst heat wave of the summer promised to make everyone miserable to at
least the end of August. The weather forecast for the first week of September promised to
be no better, according to the Channel 20 weatherman.
At least it was Friday; no school Monday, Labor Day. That was the only reason
he could find to get himself up.
Without knocking, his mother burst through the door.
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"Marty. Now ... Oh, you're up. About time," she said. She glanced around the
room. "God! Look at this room."
He had to admit, it was bad. Clothes were piled on top of more clothes into mini
mountains, one of which she kicked through. "I want this room picked up, young man.
You don't have time right now. Soon as you get home, do it. You hear?"
Marty finished a yawn. "All right."
"Pardon, me."
"OK. OK."
She removed her fists from her hips and crossed her arms tightly across her chest.
It looked like she was cold. "Don't know what's gotten into you. You need to get out and
do something. Anything."
"I go to school."

"You know what I mean. You ever check out that Taekwondo school?"
"No."
"Why not?"
He shrugged.
"Look," she said, her voice softening a notch. "You know I never did approve of
all that fighting business. Not that I wasn't proud of you. I just-"
"I know."
"Well, I want you to be happy ... I really, really do. If that makes you happy, I
guess I'll go along with it ... except for the fighting. Dr. Sam told you at least two
months before you did anything like that. For now. You get hurt, though, and-"
"It's not just that, mom. I don't know. I just can't-."
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"Can't what?" she asked, her voice softening yet another notch.
"It just wouldn't be the same. Not ... not without M-Kim." He could hear the

defeat in his voice and didn't like it.
She swept a strand of blond hair off his forehead and cradled his chin in the palm
of her hand. "Marty, I know how much he means. I do. I just don't think he's comin'
back. No one's heard from him in so long. Maybe it's time to pick yourself up and go
on."
He looked up at her eyes then down at his uncovered feet and nodded. "Guess
so," he said. "I guess you're right. I'll ... I'll check it out ... tonight."
"Can't hurt, kiddo. Can't hurt. You might get a big surprise. You might really like
this guy. Don't go in there with a chip on your shoulder. He might be able to show you a
thing or two." She looked down at her watch. "Oh, Lord. Look what time it is. Shoot. I'll
be late again. You, too, if you don't quit your dilly-dallying."
She turned before she walked out the door. "Marty, did you remember about this
weekend?"
"What?" he asked. He had managed to sit on the edge of the bed.
"Diek and me."
He thought. "Aw, Mom. You're not still going?"
"Can't back out now, Marty. He's had these reservations in Branson for I don't
know how long. You had your chance. You could have gone."
"I know Mom, but-"
"Nope. I'm going and I'm not going to argue."
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"Thanks mom. Thanks a lot," he said to her back as she walked out. He heard the
front door shut and her heels clicking on the sidewalk past his window.
"That's great, just freaking great," he said. He fished through a pile of dirty socks,
found a close match, sniffed them and pulled them on. He gouged through the piles until
he completed his outfit and hurriedly finished dressing. No way he would make it on ·
time.
He was right. The hallway was quiet when he hurried through the side door.
Sometimes the janitors forgot to lock it. He'd been lucky there. This way he avoided the
office and the eagle eye of Mr. Shelby's secretary.
He hoped he could slip in English without an excuse. Otherwise, he'd have to get
one at the office, and that meant he'd have to talk to the assistant principal.
He might have made it, too, except he hadn't seen Greasy Hair come from behind
and ram him with both hands between the shoulder blades. His head flopped back. If he
didn't want to smash his face on the floor, he'd have to do something quick. He was
falling.
He tucked his chin to his chest, reached out with his right arm, felt the edge of his
hand touch the cold tile and concentrated on rolling himself into a ball. He exhaled into
the fall and came up facing away from Greasy Hair but swiveled in time to miss another
shove, swinging his elbow at the back of his head as the kid slipped by. He felt the point
of his elbow crack the back of a greasy head.
The elbow strike hastened his momentum and Greasy Hair slammed face first into
a locker. Greasy Hair seemed a bit slow facing him. Marty saw why. He touched his
forehead, looked at his fingers, red with his own blood.
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"Why, you ... 1'11 kill you!"
Greasy Hair took two steps toward Marty, who waited in a tense fighting stance,
left leg in the lead and his fists tight. Suddenly, Greasy Hair stopped short. He looked
over Marty's shoulder.
Then, Marty felt a sharp tug on his collar and felt himself nearly lifted off his feet.
One of Mr. Shelby's ham-sized hands was wound tightly in the back of his collar. Marty
recognized the scent of Old Spice instantly.
"Let go," Marty said. Marty twisted his torso and swung his left arm in a large
circle, striking the back of Mr. Shelby's hand with his upper arm, just as M-Kim had
drilled into him. It worked. He heard material rip but didn't care. The move broke Mr.
Shelby's grip on his shirt.
He launched himself at Greasy Hair, drawing his legs up tight while spinning in
mid-air, and slammed the edge of his foot into his ribs just below his armpit. It was
hurried and wasn't the best jump-spinning sidekick he'd ever thrown, but the contact felt
solid and satisfying.

Oomph! Greasy Hair catapulted backward and his back hit the lockers. He would
have sunk to the floor, but Marty was on him, grabbing his shirt and pulling back to
punch his pimple-riddled face. But his fist never found its mark.
Mr. Shelby grabbed Marty by both arms from behind and twisted him hard, then
pushed him chest first against the lockers. Marty felt Mr. Shelby's forearm across the
back of his neck. The metal was cold on his cheek. The fabric of the principal's suit
scratched his neck. Marty took a deep breath and relaxed. Out of the corner of his eye he
could see a crowd of students starting to gather.
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Marty didn't know what kind of wood the paddle that hung on Mr. Shelby's wall
was made of, didn't want a closer look at it either. It had a nasty reputation and it seemed
to wait patiently, dangling from a wooden peg on a thick hunk of leather looped through
a hole in its handle.
Mr. Shelby drummed his fingers on his desk. Otherwise, his office was quiet. He
cleared his throat. "All right, you start, Mr. Kaden."
Greasy Hair interrupted. "He st-"
"You will get your turn, Mr. Peterson. Besides, I am used to hearing your
excuses, I'm curious to hear Mr. Karlen's. I believe this is the first time his face has
graced my office." Mr. Shelby leaned back in his black leather chair and laced his stubby
fingers across his thick waist.
Marty scratched his eyebrow and leaned forward in his chair. "This moron-"
"Mr. Kaden."

"Er, sorry, sir. This guy-"
"His name is Tim."
Marty nodded. "Uh, sir, Tim here, he's like got it in for me."
"Explain yourself, Mr. Kaden."
Mr. Shelby nodded his double chin through Marty's explanation, about the spit
wads Monday and then about being pushed down in the hall-just fifteen minutes earlier,
according to the clock, though it seemed longer.
Mr. Shelby swiveled slightly in his chair toward Tim Peterson, who, arms crossed
and jaw set, slumped in a chair at the other corner of the wide desk.
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Mr. Shelby cocked his head and arched his eyebrows. "Sit up, please. Well, Mr.
Peterson. Care to enlighten me?"
"Huh?"
"What happened, Mr. Peterson?"
Tim wilted beneath Mr. Shelby's stare and mumbled something.
"Excuse me," Mr. Shelby said.
"Had it coming," Tim said.
"Why so?" Mr. Peterson.
"Just 'cause."
"Well, by all means, present your case."
With constant snaps of his head, Tim flipped the greasy wedge of raven-black hair
out of his eyes. "Didn't like the way he looked at me" he muttered.
"What? I don't even-" Marty said.
Mr. Shelby held up a hand the size of a dinner plate.
"How did he look at you? Mr. Peterson."
Tim shrugged and flipped his head. "Like he's better'n me."
Marty slid forward in his chair. "Mr. Shelby-"
Mr. Shelby's hand came up and he shook his head.
"Is that it, Mr. Peterson?"
Tim squirmed and flipped his head. "Yup."
Marty couldn't help but feel vindicated. He had never been called to the
principal's office and resented being forced there by some redneck with a silent grudge.
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Mr. Shelby straightened a pile of manila folders then stacked one hand on top of
the other on top of the folders.
"Three days suspension. Both of you."
"What?" Marty said. "But he's the one who started it. I don't even-"
Again, Mr. Shelby's hand.
Marty slid back into his chair, scooting it back several inches. He fought off the
tears but his breathing came in quick huffs.
"All right, Mr. Peterson, you are familiar with the drill," Mr. Shelby said. "Mrs.
Hadley's pulled your card and is calling your parents."
Marty leaned forward as if to stand.
"Stay put, Mr. Kaden. I'm not quite finished with you."
Marty glared at Greasy Hair, who sneered back as he walked by.
"Shut the door, Mr. Peterson. Thank you."
"Well, Marty. I have to say that I am surprised to see you in here. I have heard
much about your martial arts exploits, and must say I am quite disappointed. Are you not
taught that violence is wrong? I really expected-"
"Excuse me, sir. This wasn't my fault. He's the one who-"
"He's the one who what? Pardon me, Mr. Kaden, but I did not see him kick you in
the gut; correct me if I am wrong. I had the situation in hand. Next time you feel you
must use your skills against another of my students-especially a student who has ...
special needs ... think again, Mr. Kaden. I will not tolerate it. Is that understood?"
"But I didn't-"
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Mr. Shelby picked up the stack of folders and slammed them down on the desk.
"DO YOU UNDERSTAND ME?"
"Yes, sir."
"All right. Now, see that you do not forget what we have just talked about over
your vacation. I'll see you back here first thing Wednesday. Have a good day, sir."
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Chapter Eleven

Marty figured that his mother would not only hit the roof but rocket right through
it when he called home from the school. What happened hurt more than if she'd reamed
him good and grounded him for a month. And surprised him more than a little.
"I'm disappointed in you, kid. Very disappointed." That's all she had said to him
over the phone. At home, she had just shaken her head and sighed and repeated the same.
He waited now in the living room under the air conditioner while she packed for
her trip to the Ozarks with Diek. He couldn't make out the tune she hummed; it sounded
very country, very off key. He hated country.
"Marty," she called from her bedroom.
"What?"
"I don't want you running the streets at night, OK?"
"Yeah, mom."
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"We'll be back Sunday evening ... early. I gotta work 8 to midnight at Max's, so I
have got to be back by 4, 5 at the latest. There's plenty of stuff in the fridge. Try not to
make a mess of the place, OK?"
"Yeah, mom, whatever," he said. Torn now, he wished that he had gone but
wanted to be alone too. He pushed the thought of his mother alone in a room, a motel
room, with any man, especially Diek, out of his head. He refused to go there. He would
stay.
She lugged a tattered blue suitcase into the room and heaved it onto the couch.
"Whew, don't know if that'll ever stay." She rechecked the brass latches with her
thumbs. "Guess it'll do."
They heard the deep-throated rumble of Diek's Camaro out front, and they both
looked at the door.
"Carry this out for me, would you?"
Marty raised his chin at the sound. "He can do it."
"All right. ... Lord, I'll do it myself."
"Give me it," he said. "Jeez, mom, what's in here? It weighs a ton."
"Druther have too much," she said, just as Diek knocked on the door.
If he hadn't been angry, Marty would have burst out laughing when his mom

swung open the door. Diek wore a white, wide-brimmed cowboy hat, tilted over one eye,
a buckskin jacket with long fringe dangling from everywhere and what looked like a pair
of rattlesnake skin boots. But the leather chaps were too much.
"Wow. Diek," she said, chuckling. "You're gettin' into this."
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"Shucks, ma'am," he said, tipping his hat up slightly. "That ain't nothing." Diek
let his jacket fall apart and hooked his thumbs behind the shiniest belt buckle Marty had
every seen. It looked more like a mirror than metal, had one large turquoise stone set
dead center and smaller ones in each of the four corners. Marty relaxed a little. He
couldn't see his mom doing anything with this moron.
"Here. Let me get that, sonny," he drawled.
"I'm not your sonny or anything else," Marty said. He brushed by Diek on the
narrow steps.
"What's wrong with him?" Diek asked.
She shook her head. "Don't ask."

The sun rode low in the sky and shot golden rays through his mother's bedroom
window and through her open door into the living room, raking across Marty's lap. He
watched squiggly particles float through the beams like tiny sea creatures.
Marty started for the door for the fourth time, this time getting as far as the front
porch, where he flopped down hard on the top step. The wooden base shifted and
screeched on the concrete pad.
It had to be past 6:30 and the first class at Potter's Taekwondo Academy started at

7, according to the large advertisement in the Yellow Pages.
He settled the argument in his head; he wouldn't sign up tonight or take his dobok. Besides, it was still dirty and, as he remembered, still in his bag from the last class.

Anyway, he just wanted to watch.
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He found it nearly impossible to imagine studying Taekwondo from another
instructor, at another school. He couldn't help but feel guilty about it. His loyalty was still
to M-Kim and always would be. Yet he knew what his father had wanted and couldn't
imagine not going on with the dream.
He reassured himself that it was only temporary. As soon as M-Kim returned and
dealt with Coltrane, he would go back to Kim's Institute. Everything would be just as
before.
Until then he had to do something. It had taken him ten minutes to get into a full
side splits last night in his living room. That wouldn't do at all. He could really tell now
just how out of shape he was as he pedaled toward downtown Beck. His chest burned and
his legs cramped.
By the time he reached the square, sweat darkened the back of his white T-shirt.
He'd be glad when fall really arrived and cooled things down. It had passed that part of
the .summer when the heat outweighs any benefits of a summer break. He didn't much
care anyway.
Finally, he parked his bike in front of Potter's school in the old Taylor Dime Store
building, across from the courthouse. Its two large windows were painted over in bright
yellow. On one was painted a black silhouette of a man doing a flying sidekick. On the
other, a black figure punched through a stack of black tiles.
His leg muscles quivered from the exertion as he crossed the street. A bell
clanged as he entered and shut the door behind him. He stepped into a wave of mixing
odors. The odor of sweat and cleaning supplies smelled so tantalizingly familiar and a
light feeling filled his chest.
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"Line up!" a deep voice boomed.

''Sir, yes, sir!"
Maybe he should have brought his uniform.
Potter's do-chang was set up similarly to M-Kim's. The office was straight ahead
instead of to the left and, to the right, ten or so folding chairs were lined in neat rows next
to a wooden rail behind which spectators sat. It was empty now.
On the other side of the rail, the workout area was larger but cut up by a dozen or
more ceiling supports. Canvas heavy bags hung from free-standing supports at each end
of the long room.
Evenly spaced around the posts, fifteen students faced a large mirror and a huge
man dressed in a gray do-bok, which had probably faded from solid black. He called
them to attention. "Charyut! Kyungrye!
As a perfect unit they bowed together. ''Sir, yes, sir!"
"Three steps back," he ordered.

''Sir, yes, sir. One, sir, two, sir, three, sir! they yelled, taking three giant sized
steps backward.
Marty recognized a few of the students from school but didn't know their names.
The highest rank, a brown belt, had called the class to attention. That was different.
Master Kim had replaced the brown belt with red a long time ago.
Marty figured the man leading the class must be Anis Potter. He was amazed by
the huge belly that hung over and nearly covered the knot of his ragged black belt, if you
could call it a belt. It was worn down to no more than a few strands of black material
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intertwined with a few threads of white. He looked like a lumberjack, what with his full
red beard and ruddy complexion.
Marty seemed to sag inside his skin from disappointment. He thought about
leaving, then changed his mind. He would at least see what Potter's class had to offer.
Then he would decide.
Potter led off with warm-ups that were similar to M-Kim's, like those he'd seen at
other Taekwondo schools he had visited, mostly up north.
Starting at the neck and working down the body, each joint was rotated until
loosened. After that, Potter led them through a series of stretches and finished with fifty
jumping jacks.

Good enough.
The first set of formal exercises, mostly hand techniques-blocks, open-hand
strikes and punches-seemed legit. From what Marty could tell, Potter possessed decent
upper-body power.

It was the next drill that convinced Marty he was in the wrong place. Potter could
scarcely kick above his own waist level. He had to strain just to get his knee past his belly
and complete a sidekick. Then his hand nearly touched the floor to compensate for the
height of the kick. The thickness of his waist acted as an unbendable hinge.
Marty stood up and began to head toward the door.
"Not good enough for ya?"
At first, Marty didn't realize he was being spoken to and walked on.
"You! Marty Kaden."
Marty went cold and turned slowly.
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"Sir?" he said.
"You heard me, boy. We not good enough for the hot shot?"
Marty's mind raced. He didn't know how to answer. He scrambled for something.
What would M-Kim do?

"What's wrong, boy? Cat got your tongue?" Potter said. The students all looked
over their shoulders at Marty and whispered among themselves.
"No, sir." Potter had strutted between two rows of students toward Marty.
"Quiet!" Potter tossed back at the students without looking. "What're you doing
here? Come to see how it's really done? Answer me, boy."
"Uh-"
"Can't hear you, boy. Speak up."
"Just wanted to check out your class, sir."
"OK. OK. So what do ya think?"
"Uh. Well ... it's-"
"Come on, boy, spit it out." The class snickered softly. "Quiet!"
"It's not for me," Marty said finally.
"Why? Just cause I ain't Korean?"
"No ... sir. I-"
"At least I ain't no thief," Potter said. The class laughed louder. "Quiet! I said."
"What do you mean?" Marty asked. He could hear the anger wound tightly in his
voice and knew M-Kim wouldn't tolerate any kind of disrespect to another black belt, but
he couldn't help it.
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"Ooh, hit a nerve, did I? Pretty low down, I mean, up and leaving town with your
students' money." He said pretty so it rhymed with dirty. Marty didn't know why but that
galled him even more.
"You don't know what you're talking about." Marty could feel his pulse
hammering behind his temples. His face felt hot, his mouth like a desert.
"Well, smart boy. You tell me."
"M-Kim will be back. He wouldn't do that. Not Master Kim
"Where is he then, Mr. Hot Shot?"
Marty turned toward the door.
"Don't ya turn your back on me, boy." Potter's voice grew louder as he took three
quick steps toward Marty.
Marty swiveled. Potter was even larger up close. He didn't seem to have any
wrists. His fists were hams.
"Don't he teach ya no manners, boy? Never turn your back on a superior. Ain't
polite. Ever heard of the tenets? Remember "courtesy," pretty boy?"
"Yeah, I know all about it."
Potter hooked his thumbs behind his black belt on either side of the knot. "Ya
come to my school, ya best walk the line; we'll show you what Taekwondo's all about.
Right class?"
''Sir, yes, sir!"

Marty realized his hands were shaking but couldn't control it.
"Why don't ya come on out and let one of my boys, here, teach ya a thing or
two?"
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"No ... sir. "
"What's wrong with ya, boy? Scared? You look scared to me .... Whoa. Looks
like someone wamped you a good un." He poked his face at Marty and studied the fading
bruises.
"Don't have a unif-"
"Ya got something in your mouth, boy? I can't hear you. Speak up."
"I don't have a uniform with me." He realized the mistake as soon as the words
hit the air.
"Well, we can fix that, can't we class?"
''Sir, yes, sir. "

"Tell you what, I got a couple spares in my office there. I just bet one'll fit ya real
good. Ya go on in there and help yourself."
Marty mulled it over quickly but decided against it. "No, thank you, sir."
Addressing Potter as "sir" suddenly hurt his mouth, yet Marty knew that M-Kim would
require it.
"I knew it. I knew ya was a coward. You and that Korean thief."
Marty knew that if he didn't walk away right now he'd say or do something he'd
live to regret. Without a word, he turned suddenly.
"Don't ya tum your back on me, boy. Hey! Come back here."
Potter's voice faded slightly as he rounded the comer. Two more steps and he'd
be out the door, out of this place.
"Hey, Marty! You want to know where your instructor's at?
Marty froze, his hand pressed flat on the thick glass of the door.
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"Think I'm pulling your leg, boy?"
Marty pushed the door open another inch.
"I'm telling ya, boy, I know where he's at."
Marty let the door close on its own and turned slowly.
"Thought that might interest you," Potter said, grinning through his beard.
"Where is he?" Marty asked, all traces of respect falling out of his voice.
"Why, even know the address, don't I class?" He said this without taking his eyes
off Marty.

''Sir, yes, sir!"
"Tell me," Marty said.
Potter nodded slowly and crossed his arms. "What do you think, class? Should I
tell him or no?"

''Sir, no, sir!"
Marty shifted his weight from one leg to the other. "Tell me," he repeated.
"My oh my. He's getting red-faced. I think he might cry. Tsk tsk tsk. Poor baby-

"
"Tell me!" Marty knew he was shouting but he didn't care. He didn't care what
Potter did now.
"All right, I'll tell ya. My pleasure. Your precious Master Kim? He's taken up
teaching under a new name .... Chang, Chung, or something. Guess you 'II have to find
that out for yourself.... He's in St. Louis."
"You're a liar," Marty said.
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Anger flashed across Potter's face but faded quickly. A smile turned up the
ragged corners of his moustache.

"Am I?" Potter asked. "Why don't ya go see for yourself? I got the address right
there in the office."
"Get it," Marty said.
He shook his head. "My, my, Kim don't teach his students no manners .... All
right. You might as well find out for yourself. Then you'll come crawling back, begging
me to teach your worthless hide."
Potter waddled toward him. Marty held fast near the door and watched Potter
disappear into the office.
In two minutes he was back, holding out a yellow slip of paper in one huge
calloused hand that looked like it had swung an axe more than a few times. On the note:
7th and Chestnut, St. Louis, MO. Marty would have enjoyed wiping the grin off Potter's
big face
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Chapter Twelve

Marty didn't know what he'd been thinking. No way could he ride his bike the
sixty miles to St. Louis. It would take him all night and probably part of Saturday, if he
made it at all in this weather. The rain pelted the metal roof of the trailer.
He'd have to wait until morning. Then he'd have to hitch a ride. He'd never done
it but figured it couldn't be that tough. His father had told him stories about hitchhiking
to southern Illinois when he had been sixteen or seventeen.
He couldn't remember exactly how old his father had said he'd been. It had been
close enough to Marty's age now, and if his father could do it, so could he.

He was up before dawn, before his alarm clock went off. He hadn't slept much
but felt good and determined. He dug his books out of his backpack, tossed them onto the
bed and swapped in a fresh pair of jeans and a warm shirt. The rain had stopped, but he
figured he better throw in a raincoat. It was old and probably didn't fit but would be
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better than nothing in a downpour. It was almost six. If he got lucky he could hook up
with someone he knew. He had spent quite a bit of time at the truck stop, gotten to know
a number of truckers.
He drew on a light windbreaker, his favorite, a slick black one, the words "1994
USTU Tae Kwon Do Junior Olympic Championships, Chicago, Illinois," embroidered in
gold thread across the back. He slung the backpack over his shoulder.
He barely noticed the white panel van start up in the church lot across the street
from the entrance to South Park trailer court. He rode quickly along the wet pavement
along Terrace. Even if he had paid attention, he wouldn't have been able to identify the
occupants through the tinted windows.
It'd take fifteen minutes of fast pedaling to get to Max's out on 55. The light was
poor but getting better and the rain had stopped. His tires hissed on the glistening
pavement, covering the sound of the van lumbering far behind, its headlights off.
Its yellow parking lights flashed on as it picked up speed.

The scent of grease hung heavily in the air of Max's truck stop. A hint of cigarette
smoke nearly ruined his appetite, but Marty's mouth watered and he couldn't resist.
He swung onto a stool at the counter next to the pie case. The thought of breakfast
food made him nauseous. He'd have a burger and fries while he scouted around for a
ride. Charlene brought his soda and sat it down in front of him on the counter. Marty tore
open the straw.
"There you go, hon. How's your mom? She and Diek get off OK?"
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Marty nodded. He didn't offer any more information. He didn't really want to talk
about it. He just wanted to get on with finding out the truth about M-Kim.
Again, he reached into his coat pocket to make sure the slip of paper with the
address on it hadn't blown out on the way. The place was dead. A couple looked over the
salad bar. A handful of truckers talked shop in the section reserved for "Professional
Drivers."
The place would bust at the seams after the bars closed at midnight, especially on
Saturday nights. His mother had complained to him about working there late on the
weekends. He guessed some of the customers gave her a hard time. She didn't talk much
about it.
Marty was struggling against a sinking feeling that he might not find a ride as
the front door swung open. A cool breeze rushed in and sent chills down his spine.
"By God," said a booming voice. "It's getting cold out there."
Marty swiveled on his stool. It was Earl, a trucker Marty had met awhile back.
Marty brightened as Earl swung onto the stool next to him.
He had heard Earl talk about his route down south but wasn't sure if it ranged
down to St. Louis. He could hope. He hauled dry freight for some oil company out of
Wood River, near St. Louis.
"What do you know, Marty? That's right isn't it?"
"Yeah."
"Haven't seen you in a coon's age. Where you been keeping yourself?"
"No place."
"How's that pretty mom of yours? She working?"
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"Uhm, fine. Uh, no, she's off."
"Just couldn't stay away from Max's good cooking, huh?" Earl winked at Marty.
Marty grinned.
"Well, just between you and me," he said, lowering his voice as he leaned closer
to Marty. "Don't eat the meat loaf. Maxine uses real dog meat."
Earl chuckled and pounded Marty's back. "Gives me the worst heartburn," he
said, guffawing, then howling like a dog.
Charlene slid a plate, overflowing with french fries and a fat hamburger, in front
of Marty. He lifted the bun and pulled off a ring of onion.
"Say. That don't look half bad. I'll have the same, Charlene. Pile on them onions,
though. Make it quick, will you? I got to be in Alton by noon."
Charlene scribbled the order on a green pad and hurried away.
"Isn't that down by St. Louis?" Marty asked, though he already knew the answer.
Earl nodded. "Yep. Twenty miles on down 367 there."
Marty briefly considered trying elsewhere for a ride; twenty miles sounded pretty
far. But he liked Earl, so did his mother. He'd helped her when the alternator had gone
out on the Chevy once. Had taken her all the way home.
Marty hoped Earl would help him now, but didn't know how to bring it up. He
hadn't thought about that. What if he couldn't find a ride? What if Earl refused? What if
it got back to his mother? No way she would understand.
"Uhm, Earl, like ... I've got a problem."
"Oh, yeah. In a fix, huh?"
"Yeah, sort of. I ... like ... need a ride."
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"You stranded. Guess I could swing by your house on-"
"No. Uhm ... I need to get to St. Louis."
"St. Louis. Uh, don't know 'bout that." Earl pulled at one fat earlobe. "Not
supposed to. Company policy. Hitchhikers, I mean."
Marty nodded and couldn't help but register disappointment on his face.
"Why you got to go down there for?"
"Honestly?"
Earl nodded and swiveled on his stool toward Marty.
Marty made it up as he went along.

"Can't take you all the way," Earl said, bouncing in the driver's seat of the big
blue GMC diesel. Wish I could but I'm off the clock at one. Company's real strict about
that. We got a couple stops to make between here and Alton."
"No problem. Really appreciate it."
"Hey, mom died when I ... oh ... I don't know, guess I was five, six. Say, you sure
your mom won't flip her lid when you show up? ... And, you said your uncle in Alton
can take you the rest of the way?" Earl looked doubtful.
Marty nodded. "Called him just before I left the house."
Marty couldn't believe he'd lied so easily. He was even more surprised Earl had
swallowed it. He didn't have an uncle in Alton. He didn't have any uncles or aunts on his
dad's side. His dad was an only child, whose parents had died when he was in his early
twenties. He had a few distant cousins in Indiana and his Grandma Shirley. Marty hadn't
known either of his paternal grandparents.
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But it had been the part about missing his mother's birthday today-which it
wasn't-and wanting to surprise her by showing up at the hotel in St. Louis that had
cinched it. Earl's eyes had watered and he had agreed.
Earl stepped on the brake and the air brakes hissed loudly. He glanced left then
right and rolled slowly onto the frontage road. Marty was fascinated by the interior of the
diesel. He'd never ridden in one.
Earl braked to allow a white panel van to pull out in front of him from a side road.
Earl had barely enough time cruising down Interstate 55 to shift through all eight
gears when he had to slow and downshift. The engine bellowed in the lower gears as he
smoothly guided the truck off onto the Litchfield exit to Route 16.
Earl jammed a cassette into the player. Some singer Marty didn't recognize belted
out something that he'd never heard before. Earl knew it by heart; his twangy voice
drowned out the singer's.
The song ended and Earl twisted the volume knob until the music practically
disappeared under the growl of the diesel engine.
"Marty. You like country?"
"Guess some of it's OK. Mom listens. She likes Garth Brooks."
"Yeah, the wife likes him. He's all right. I like some of his stuff. Get a lot a
listening time, you know?"
Marty nodded.
"Not much longer though. Retiring in February. Got us a little place down on
Carlinville Lake. Ever been there?"
"Nope."
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"If you're ever in the area, come on by."

"Sure. Sounds great," Marty said.
From the corner of his eye, Marty could see Earl glancing between him and the
road. He hoped he didn't press him any more about things. He didn't exactly relish lying
to him. He knew Master Kim would not approve under any circumstances. Right now,
Marty would welcome his reproach.
"Marty, did I tell you we had a couple stops to make?"
He had but Marty listened again-a station in Jerseyville, one in Grafton, another
in Elsah, three in Alton. He'd drop Marty where Route 100 crossed 367. He could at least
do that for him, he said.
"Need to stop for anything?" Earl asked.
"Nope, I'm fine."
Just then, a white van shot past, darted in close in front of the diesel, narrowly
missing a head-on collision with an approaching car, then slowed to a crawl.
"Crazy ass," Earl mumbled, as he braked heavily and tugged on the air horn. The
horn blared and hurt Marty's ears, but the van slowed even more.
Earl was forced to downshift the big rig. "Come on, now."
The van suddenly picked up speed and sped away, leaving a plume of blue
exhaust.
"Damn idiots. Kids, I'll betcha."
Marty nodded in agreement.
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Marty had dozed in the cab while Earl unloaded at Jerseyville and at Grafton. The
adrenaline surge Marty had ridden this morning rose up again as the cab bumped and
swayed over the narrow road.
Judging by the sun, a white ball glowing through a thin layer of clouds, it must be
mid-morning. Earl confirmed it: "Ten-thirty."
The road widened to four lanes outside Grafton and Earl sped up and shifted twice
more. The dim sun flickered through the skeletons of dead trees lining the banks of the
Mississippi. A stubby tugboat nudged a massive barge down the Mississippi. Marty
marveled at how easily the tug moved the barge, heavily laden with coal, through the
lead-gray water.
"You ever been down here before?" Earl asked.
Marty thought about it. "Maybe ... Long time ago."
"Pretty country."
Marty nodded.
Marty got out and stretched his legs in Elsah. Earl brought him an orange soda
and Marty thanked him. He drained half of it in one gulp.
It hadn't taken Earl long to wheel a few cases of oil off the trailer and into the

station. They were back on the road before Marty knew it.
"Did you ever see that big ugly bird painted on the bluffs?"
"Yeah!" Marty said, suddenly remembering something-a car trip, maybe one
Sunday long ago. He hadn't thought of that in years. The two of them often took long
Sunday drives. "My dad brought me down here one time." Bits and pieces of memories
toyed with him, but he couldn't remember much else. A weight seemed to descend on his
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shoulders. He remembered that weight from a time long ago, not the dates or details, just
the weight.
Marty leaned forward as far as the seatbelt would allow.
"Indians painted it a long long time ago. Called it Piasa ... " Earl had to
concentrate on getting the word out and repeated it slowly in three parts, "Pie-a-saw.
That's it. Piasa Bird. Course that's not the original. They blew up the original quarrying."
Marty didQ't remember, but caught a glimpse of it now through the driver's side
window high on the white limestone bluffs.
"Wow, cool," Marty said.
"I'd stop but I can't get off schedule, you know? By God, the dispatcher has a
conniption fit if I'm a minute late."
Marty nodded.
"The legend goes something like this. It would swoop down and eat up
trespassers-fur trappers, explorers and what not--on Indian land," Earl said. "Then it
would fly you back to its nest and feed its hatchlings. Course, if you were pure of heart, it
would let you go." Earl arched one eyebrow at this.
As promised, Earl dropped him where 367 took up just outside Alton next to a big
green sign: "St. Louis 20." Earl had to yell over the gruff rattling of the diesel engine.
"Marty, you tell your mom Earl says howdy." Marty nodded.
"Thanks." Marty could have sworn Earl had winked at him before he pulled
away. Did he know? Of course he does.
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Marty thought about the Piasa Bird. Earl was right; it was ugly. It looked
suspiciously like something out of one of Wabar's computer fantasy games, a cross
between a dragon and a bird.
Marty looked out across the Mississippi. It was impossibly wide and the muted
sun turned the water a slate blue covered by a carpet of shimmering peaks. He waved
again as Earl eased the big rig out into traffic and accelerated. He wished he were back in
the warm cab, listening to the country-western station Earl had tuned in.
Suddenly, he didn't know whether he could go on. The wind was colder off the
river and the sun darted behind a puffy gray cloud. Marty zipped his jacket up to his chin
and stuffed his hands in the pockets. What now, dad?
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Chapter Thirteen

Marty flinched as yet another car blew past him.
There wasn't much room on the shoulder of the narrow highway so he cut onto
the rocky embankment farther from the shoulder of the highway.
He didn't know how far he had walked. It seemed like he'd been walking for
hours. The St. Louis skyline with its familiar Gateway Arch hadn't come into view yet
and he was beginning to wonder if it ever would.
He finally worked up the nerve to try his hand at hitchhiking, angled closer to the
road, and stuck out his thumb. He counted twenty cars that whizzed by and nearly gave
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up just as a white van slowed. Marty thought he had a ride, turned and sprinted in its
direction. The van's brake lights flickered and went out and it sped off.
Another fifty cars, and finally a semi truck downshifted and eased onto the
shoulder. Marty's heart pounded in his chest as he trotted alongside the massive trailer,
which was marked in huge red letters, "G & C Trucking, Kansas City, Kan." He reached
up, swung open the door and pulled himself up into the leather seat.
"Howdy," the driver said. Marty was surprised to see a woman behind the wheel.
She must have picked up on it, too. "Didn't expect a woman, did you?"
Marty grinned and shook his head.
"Name's Jan." She held out her hand and Marty took it. She didn't exactly crush
his hand in her grip, but she had a strong hand, as strong or stronger than any man he'd
ever shaken hands with.
"Marty," he said, releasing her hand.
"Pleased to meet you, Marty."
She watched him fasten his seatbelt before revving the engine and edging back
into traffic. A car honked its driver's protest, but she didn't pay it much notice.
Suddenly, she laughed out loud. "I got to tell you, Marty, you don't look like
much of a hitchhiker. At least not what I'm used to seeing on the road. Where you
headed?"
"St. Louis."
"You're in luck. That's where I'm going."
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The relief that flooded through him surprised him; he hadn't realized until just
then how anxious walking alongside the road had made him. No way he wanted to be
back out there. He relaxed some. Something else, too. He was going to make it.
Maybe this would work after all. Of course, he still had to worry about how he
was going to get back to Beck. He wouldn't worry about that now. He had gotten this far,
hadn't he? He just wanted to prove Potter and everyone else wrong.
It had to be a mistake, someone else who looked like M-Kim. For the first time,

Marty allowed himself to think the other way: What if it turned out to be M-Kim? What
would he do? What would he say to him? Any relief in finding him would be
overshadowed by disappointment. He couldn't allow himself to think that way for long
and began to pay attention to the cab.
It was different than Earl's. Bigger. Plush. She told him it was a Peterbilt,

"Cadillac of eighteen wheelers," she said, with a huge smile. Her face seemed like Earl's
but different. Her skin was tanned and wrinkled but the lines seemed somehow softer.
Behind him was a dark-blue curtain. She said it was a sleeper and that he could
take a look. He pulled the curtain aside. It looked to him two people could have easily
slept back there.
The St. Louis skyline appeared and grew in a hurry over the long hood.
"Where you need off at?" she asked.
"I ... uh, don't exactly know." He gave her the address Potter had scrawled on the
slip of paper, 7th and Chestnut.
"That's downtown. Afraid I'm not going that way. Unloading at a warehouse on
this side of town, then I'm headed for K.C., home, sweet, home."
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She was familiar with downtown St. Louis and explained in detail how to get to
the general area he was headed. "If all else fails, Marty, just head toward the Arch."
She made him promise to be careful as she let him out in the mostly empty
parking lot of the warehouse where she was unloading. He said he would.
She pointed out the Arch in the distance, reminded him again to head that way,
and bid him so long. "Marty, don't hitch anymore. You got lucky this time; there's a
bunch of sick people running these highways. Believe me. I see 'em all the time." She
hesitated, running her hand through her stiff blond hair. "You seem like a nice boy. But
you got trouble. I can see it in your eyes. Hope things work out for you. You take care
now."
He nodded and waved as she pulled away. Gauging by the small size of the Arch
in the distance, he still had a ways to travel. He'd never have imagined just how far.

To him taking the bus seemed like a brilliant idea now, sitting there in the
warmth, watching the Arch disappear and reappear between tall buildings as the bus sped
quietly along. Standing back where Jan had dropped him he had nearly panicked.
He had never ridden one before; never needed to. He had just reacted when he
saw the bus approaching from the north.
It said Union Station above the broad windshield. He had been shopping there

with his mother a few Christmases back and remembered seeing the Arch nearby. Even if
he had to walk, it couldn't be too far from where he needed to be.
He had a thought, leaned forward in his seat and cleared his throat. "Excuse, me,
sir."
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"Yeah, what do you need?" replied the bus driver, who glanced at Marty in the
visor mirror above his head.
"I need to get to Chestnut and 7th street."
"Downtown?"
Marty made brief eye contact with the driver in the mirror and nodded.
"Yep. Get off at Chestnut," the driver said. "Otherwise, you'll have to walk quite
a distance from Union. It's up a ways. I'll let you know."
"Thank you, sir." The bus driver nodded, switched on his flashers and pulled over
to pick up an older lady, who struggled with an armload of packages.
The doors swished open and she climbed on, juggling three large, neatly wrapped
packages, the largest of which slipped from her stack and fell in the aisle next to Marty's
seat. He scooped it up.
"Can I help you, Ma'am?"
"Why thank you. I'd sure appreciate it. So will my nephew. It's his birthday, you
know."
Marty smiled and followed the woman to the next empty seat and handed her the
package. She smiled up at him and thanked him.
"Chestnut!" the driver yelled.
The bus lurched to a stop and Marty stumbled two steps forward. He thanked the
driver and stepped down to the curb.
He couldn't see the arch above the tall buildings-the Marriott, Adam's Markand walked to the corner. Once he got his bearings he figured that he needed to hang a
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left. That's when he caught a glimpse of the Arch. He'd go there and ask someone for
directions. Turned out he passed right by where the school should have been.
A police officer he asked about it didn't know what he was talking about. He
doubled back on Chestnut, crossed 7th and stood on the comer in front of a tall bank
building. He stood there, looking around from comer to comer-a restaurant, a bank and
a park, no martial arts school. Looking up at the skyscrapers made him dizzy. He bumped
into what he figured was a homeless man. He smelled of exhaust and a meaty odor.
"Excuse me," Marty said.
"They did it again ... again ... again. They took it. They took my place."
"Pardon me."
But Marty could see that the man was looking right through him and watched him
walk down the street. The man gestured at something or someone only he could see.
Through heavy traffic, Marty crossed 7th Street a third time and sat on a bench in
the small park. For the first time he noticed the chill in the air and sat down on a bench.
He had been too excited to notice it, he supposed. A siren cried in the distance, followed
by more sirens, then faded away.
Despite the change in the air, shirtless skateboarders took advantage of the
smooth open cement to practice. The whirring and scraping of their wheels made Marty
wonder what it would be like to be them. He knew little about skateboarding, but their
moves reminded him of his own in Taekwondo. One in particular seemed skilled. He
spun on the back wheels, jumped and whirled in the air, pulling up his legs, and touched
down light as the breeze on Marty's face, retracting his legs ever so slightly to take the
shock out of the landing, just as Marty did with his flying kicks.
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Their faces seemed easy and light, as if they were detached from their body, off in
another place. He felt like that when things went right, and they usually did for him. At
least they had before everything. He grew very tired and lay down on the bench. Potter
had lied or made a mistake. Marty wanted to find M-Kim but not here, not like this. What
now? He was glad he hadn't found him. His vision grew fuzzy and he closed his eyes.

He woke to a row of silhouettes towering over him. His eyes adjusted to the bright
light and he saw it was five, maybe six kids who had surrounded the bench and him.
This was no dream.
"Get up, fool," one of them said.
"What do you want? I don't have any money-"
"Shut your hole. Don't want your money."
Marty didn't move. The tallest of the group swung at him. Marty, in spite of his
position on the bench, deflected the blow with something like a face block. The block
must have struck a nerve, because the tall one cursed, jumped around and clutched his
arm close to his chest.
Marty didn't have long to enjoy his success; another one landed two hard punches
in his gut before Marty could shift on his side and knee him in the face. He felt and heard
the cartilage crackling under his knee, and, he hoped, a broken nose would reduce their
number by one.
Marty found himself face down on the ground with a knee grinding into his lower
back.
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His head was suddenly yanked back by his hair. He thought it might be torn out
by its roots.
His attention was distracted from the pain by the glimmering blade that snaked
under his chin. He could feel the cold steel of it pressing against his throat.
He tried to pull the arm away but was in a bad position. He ceased his struggling
when he felt the knife bite into his flesh.
"Let him up!"
"Gonna kill 'im, Luther, gonna do it." The second voice came from close behind
him. He could feel the hot breath on the back of his neck.
"Let him up, I said."
The biting blade disappeared and his head was shoved into the cement. He felt
dizzy.
"Get up, boy. You mine," Luther said.
Marty used both hands to push himself slowly to one knee, shook his head to clear
it and stood up slowly.
Luther was tall and lanky, with knotty musculature, and he looked vaguely
familiar. No one Marty knew wore dread locks, but still, there was something about his
face.
"Think you know me, boy?"
"What do you want from me?"
"Answer the question boy, cause I know you. Yes, I do. Uh-huh. You know it."
Marty shrugged.
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"Maybe I'll just show you. Maybe I'll just kick your sorry ass. You thought my
brother kicked your ass, you ain't seen nothing. They ain't no rules out here, boy."
Marty looked around at the others. The tall one rubbed his arm and a shorter,
stockier one tried to pinch off the bleeding from his nose.
"Best not worry about them, boy. It's me you got to worry about. Just me. Here,
boy. Come and get me."
"Look, I don't want any-"
"You don't want it, but you got it."
Luther stepped back in a fighting position and that confirmed what Marty had
begun to suspect-Iggy's brother. Of course, he favored him. Something in the eyes, that
wild, I-want-to-tear-your-head-off look that he'd seen in Iggy's eyes.
Marty had nowhere to run and stepped back into a fighting stance.
The two circled each other. Marty bounced stiffly on the balls of his feet.
Luther struck first, a·roundhouse aimed high up on Marty's thigh just as Marty
was pulling his leg back to launch his own axe kick. That helped take the sting out of the
low roundhouse but interrupted Marty's kick before it got off the ground.
Marty had to reposition his leg and got off the axe kick before Luther could clear
its range. The kick struck high on Luther's forehead, turning his head slightly but with
little effect.
The others goaded Marty on. Marty tried to ignore them and concentrate on
Luther. His style baffled Marty. He wasn't used to so many low kicks.
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Marty saw the fake roundhouse coming, stepped back, anticipated a spin sidekick
but didn't expect the spinning back fist that glanced off his forehead. Marty saw white for
a moment but was able to shake it off before the next barrage.
He didn't have long to wait. Luther leaped in the air, cocked his fist for a reverse
punch. Marty sidestepped just out of range.
Had he been quicker he would have countered with a jump spin sidekick, but
having to think about it slowed him down, a result of not working out for months. His
timing was way off and he knew it.
Worse, his chest already burned. His arms and legs weighed a thousand pounds
each. Marty you must not hold breath. Breathe, Marty. Breathe.
That's it, he thought, as Luther rushed him again, this time just missing with a
front kick to the groin. He was holding his breath during Luther's attacks and worse yet,
during his own counters. Marty shifted left but the kick raked painfully across his upper
thigh. Marty circled away to gain time. He only had time enough to breathe deeply twice,
in through the nose, out through the mouth. His legs and arms felt lighter.
Luther charged again, this time heaving multiple hand strikes-left jab, left jab,
right cross, left hook, back fist. Marty took all of them on his forearms, except the back
fist, which grazed his nose and brought tears to his eyes.
Luther grabbed the lapels of Marty's jacket and swiveled his hip into Marty's
legs, attempting a rough hip toss. But Marty put both hands on Luther's hips and pushed,
countering the throw.
Luther spun and rushed again. Marty reacted with a front-leg cut kick that caught
Luther high under the arm, nearly upsetting him.
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Luther roared as he came back with another low roundhouse. This time the tip of
his pointed shoe landed solidly in the thick of Marty's thigh.
Marty groaned and switched lead legs to protect his aching right leg. He'd had
toothaches that hadn't hurt as much. He realized why, too. The tips of Luther's shoes
were covered with sharp, chrome tips. Luther must have smelled blood. Like a hyena
whose fangs draw blood from an Impala's flanks, his attack was frenzied, a blur of hand
and foot weapons, movements Marty had never seen before.
Out of desperation, Marty dropped to one knee and thrust a sidekick at Luther's
knees. The strategy might have worked, but Luther read it and jumped straight up, pulling
his legs up tight like the landing gear of an airplane. Marty's kick passed harmlessly
beneath him.
Marty re-chambered his leg, aimed his foot at Luther's groin as he touched down
but missed by an inch, his heel landing solidly on Luther's inner thigh. Luther howled
and limped around long enough to allow him to scramble to his feet. Marty found he
couldn't bear much weight on his right leg.
Luther shook it off and launched a high sliding-sidekick. Marty saw his chance to
connect to the groin with his own sidekick as Luther extended his foot toward Marty's
face. But he couldn't seem to make his right leg work. Anyway, Luther faked high then
drove the edge of his foot underneath Marty's ribs, taking what little wind he had left.
Marty went down.
He crouched low, crossing his arms over his head. But the attack he expected
never came. Instead, a siren screamed and tires squealed.
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"Cops!" yelled the tall one. Marty heard them running away in different
directions.
"FREEZE!"
Marty didn't move.
"Stay down, punk!" someone yelled.
After a few seconds, his arm was yanked behind his back and the cold steel of
handcuffs pinched his flesh. He was pushed down flat onto the pavement and his other
arm was wrenched behind his back and cuffed.
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Chapter Fourteen

If he hadn't been able to remember what motel his mother and Diek were staying
at in Branson, he would have spent the night at the juvenile detention center.
Eventually he'd come up with it, and the juvenile detective placed the call. He
hadn't known how to start when he heard his mother's worried, angry voice at the other
end.
All he could make out at first was, "My God ... jail ... in St. Louis?" He had
heard Diek in the background telling her she should teach him a lesson, let him sweat it
out overnight. She had finally shushed him and he'd been quiet.
After she had settled down, he couldn't tell if she was in shock or just too pissed
to let it all out. He tried to explain what had happened but she wouldn't have any of it.
They would be there as soon as they could check out. She wanted to talk to the
jailer, who had given her directions and little more information about the fix he was in.
That had been forever ago. He had lost all track of time in the small holding cell.

It had no windows to the outside and only a single door, with what appeared to be a thick
plastic window up high, roughly the size of the 10-inch-by-12-inch boards they broke at
demonstrations and some tournaments.
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The officer who put him there brought him supper-ham and beans and cornbread
and a chocolate brick he supposed was a brownie. He knocked it against the tray and it
made a dull wooden sound. A few dark-brown crumbs fell on to the floor. He picked at
the meal, then shoved the tray aside.
He didn't look forward to explaining how he had ended up in jail in St. Louis
when she arrived. But it was a whole lot better than spending the night in the detention
center.
"I want a lawyer! You hear me? ... I got rights!" came a voice from another cell,
startling him. Someone else was crying hysterically down the long hallway. He thought
he too was not far from that point.
It was strange to Marty, not knowing where the cries came from or who made

them. It all seemed so unreal. But the soreness in his thigh and ribcage told him
otherwise. He had a deep purple bruise growing on his thigh that resembled a bull's eye.
They had strip-searched him, made him bend over and grab his ankles. The sound of
snapping rubber had clued him in to the next humiliation. Something sticky-wet clung to
the crotch of his shorts, though he had wiped most of it away.
He had turned down the offer to go the emergency room. He would be OK. He'd
been hurt worse. Signed a release form to let them off the hook if something did happen.
That's not what bothered him; he knew he had suffered little bodily harm.
What bothered him most was the two-inch red line just below his chin traced by
the gleaming knife. It had brought blood to the surface but the wound was dry. Fingering
the ridge now sent fingers of ice through him. He couldn't close his eyes without seeing
the gleaming blade.
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It didn't really bother him that his mother was so angry either. The brush with

death overshadowed anything she could say or do to him. What bothered him most was
that he'd just about given up on M-Kim. Desperation slipped in and out of acceptance.
He struggled to fight it off. "No. Something's wrong. Master Kim wouldn't do that. He
wouldn't." The bare gray walls held no answers and turned his open cries back on him
Maybe they were right about him. Maybe Master Kim had picked up in the
middle of the night and left town.
What did Marty really know about him anyway? He talked little about his
personal life. Marty had never thought about it. To him Taekwondo was Master Kim's
life. What if he'd been hiding some deep, dark secret? Maybe he was simply biding his
time, siphoning off as much money as he could from the students. Then, when the time
had been right, he split.
That didn't explain why Potter had sent him on this wild goose chase. Then again,
maybe he'd just given him the wrong address. More likely, he thought, Potter was just
jerking him around.
Suddenly he felt foolish, like everyone was in on the joke except him; he was the
punchline. He didn't find anything to laugh about. What a fool. What a class 1-A fool
he'd been.
He heard the metallic click as the key turned in the lock. It was the same officer
who had brought him his meal. "Your parents are here."
"You mean my mother's here."
"Yeah, kid, whatever."
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Sarah didn't think she could ride another mile listening to her son complain about
being crammed along with two suitcases in the small back seat of the Camaro.
Diek drove in silence and didn't say much.
She could hear Marty tossing around in the back seat, trying to get comfortable in
the cramped space. He sighed deeply.
Diek spoke up. "Well, it's your own damn fault, Marty. Quit complaining."
Sarah felt cold all over. Diek was right. She knew it. Yet he had no right to butt
in. They'd had a reasonably good weekend, up until the police called about Marty, so she
decided not to spoil it now, laid her head back and closed her eyes.
Several times, she'd had to say no to the question she knew Diek would ask. Diek
grumbled but seemed OK with it. She wasn't ready for that, not with Diek, not with
anyone.
"I smell exhaust," Marty said.
"Couldn't be," Diek said. "Just had the exhaust checked."
"I smell exhaust," Marty said.
"You're imagining things," Diek said.
Sarah cracked her window an inch.
Diek shot an annoyed look her way. She ignored it.
Marty mumbled something that she couldn't make out.
"You got something to say to me, then say it," Diek said.
"This car's junk," Marty said.
"Hey, if you don't like it, you can get out and walk. If you'd had stayed where-"
"That's none of your business," Marty said.
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Sarah didn't know which bothered her more: Diek's interference or the stunt
Marty had pulled. She was mostly numb. Marty had never done anything like this. His
teachers had always praised him for his even temperament and level head.
Now, in the space of a week, he'd gotten suspended from school and arrested for
brawling, not to mention the dangerous stunt of hitchhiking to St. Louis
"E-nough," she said. "Can't you two keep quiet? We'll be there in a half hour."
"Aren't you going to do something about him?" Diek asked, glancing at her then
at the road.
Marty interrupted. "That's up to her, not you."
"Why if he was my kid, I'd-" Diek's face glowed bright red.
"Thank God I'm not."
"Stop it! Both of you. Just stop." she said.
"Don't you want to hear my side?" Marty asked, nudging the back of her seat
with his foot.
"Why? ... I can't figure why in the world ... not one earthly reason you would
pull such a stunt. First you get kicked out of school, you risk your neck hitchhiking, then
you get arrested. In St. Louis, for God's sake. I don't know what in the world's gotten
into you, Marty. I just don't know."
"A good military school's what he needs," Diek said.
"Yeah, you'd like that wouldn't you? Get rid of the kid then move into his
mother's bed," Marty said.
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"Marty!" She cradled her forehead between her fingertips and thumb. "Maybe
he's right," she said into her hand. "Maybe that's something to think about, not that we
could afford it. You can't keep this up."
"Real sweet, Mom. How could you let him take dad's place? He's not my father,
never will be. You hear me?"
"That's not what ... "Her words trailed off. "Just be quiet. Both of you." Sarah's
head pounded. She wanted to stop arguing with him; she couldn't seem to help it.
Her voice softened and she spoke in slow, measured phrases. "I know ... I know
you've lost your father. No kid should have that happen. I can't make up for that. I tried. I
just can't. But your father's gone, Marty. I don't have anyone to-"
"You have me. Why won't you talk to me? You never talk about him. All you do
is sit around and listen to that damned country and western."
She swallowed hard. Tears dripped into the palm of her hand. "Marty-"
"I wanted to find Master Kim, Mom. Potter-that other Taekwondo instructortold me he was in St. Louis, gave me some bogus address. Should have heard all the
terrible things he said.
"Anyway, he wasn't there, mom. It wasn't Master Kim. Then these guys ... I
don't know, one of them said he was Iggy's brother. You know, Iggy White, the guy who
... who ... at the Juniors. They jumped me. What was I supposed to do? Let him slit my
throat?"
"They had knives?" she asked. He had managed to hide the mark under his chin.
Actually, he just realized she hadn't looked at his face. She hadn't seen the dark-red line.
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"I don't believe ... You going to believe that load of crap?" Diek said, his eyes
swiveling back and forth between her and the traffic in front of him.
"Stay out of this, Diek," she said firmly.
"Yeah, Diek, stay out of it."
"Don't you go on, either," she said. "I don't know what to believe." Diek
muttered something under his breath and was quiet.
"I've never lied to you, Mom. Never. Why don't you believe me?"
"There's always a first time," she said. "Besides, it's not as much that as ...
Marty, some weirdo could have picked you up. You could have gotten run over. I don't
even want to think about that. I'm tired of arguing."
"That's just great, Mom."
"I mean it, Marty. I don't want to talk about it. Not now."
"You never want to talk about anything."
"Enough, Marty."
"Yeah, whatever." Marty said, and was quiet.

Marty nearly ran into his mother over the ringing telephone in the kitchen. He had
been in bed asleep and she had just come in from working at Max's.
"Who's calling so late?" she said, as she picked up the phone. "Hello .... Who is
this? ... It's awful late-OK.... Hold on."
She held out the phone to Marty.
"Who is it?" he whispered. She shrugged. Marty wasn't quite awake and he
cleared the sleep from his throat. "Make it quick," she said, as she passed him the phone.
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"Hello," he said. "Uh-huh .... Yeah ... Yeah ... What do you want? ... What the
hell are you talking about? ... Who is this? Don't hang up. Don't hang up. Hello ...
Hello."
Marty dropped the receiver and it bounced noisily on the linoleum floor, spinning
at the end of its coiled cord like a crazy top. "Marty, God, what's wrong? Sit down." She
guided him to a kitchen chair.
"Knew I shouldn't have let... Tell me what's wrong."
Finally, he heard her through the voice still echoing through his head. Marty
swallowed dryly. "Said M-Kim's dead." His eyes focused on her slowly. "M-Kim's
dead? Mom, no. Oh, mom. Not again, not M-Kim. Oh, no. This can't happen. Not again.
Not M-Kim. Not M-Kim."
She took him by the shoulders and forced him to look into her eyes. "What else
did he say, Marty? Tell me."
As best he could, he retold what the man had said, even though tears began to
stream down his face and he sobbed. He hadn't recognized the voice.
"Said ... said ... 'your precious M-Kim's dead and buried.'" Marty collapsed into
his mother's arms.
She rocked his shoulders gently. "Shhh, babe, gonna be all right. Shh-sh-sh. I'm
so sorry. Gonna be all right. I'm here."
After he had calmed down and was able to talk, she listened with difficulty while
he confessed to her that somehow he had brought this on. "It's my fault. It's my fault. If
I'd had gone to the police sooner, made them understand. It's my fault."
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He sounded so much like her when she first found out that Martin had been killed
that it sent fingers of eerie recognition scaling her spine; she didn't know what to say to
him. If I'd only seen how depressed Martin was . ... Could have gotten him help ... could
have...

"Stop it," she said aloud without realizing it.
"What?"
"Nothing, hon. I don't mean you."
"No. I don't believe it," he said. "It isn't true. He was lying. It can't be true, Mom,
it can't be."
"Marty ... it makes sense, hon. It just makes sense. Look how long he's been
missing."
"Don't say that. Don't you say it. It's not true."
"Marty, think you're going to have· to--"
"No mom. Noooooooooooo. First Dad, now Master Kim? I don't believe it, Mom.
God wouldn't do that. Oh, God, mom. It's my fault. It's my fault. If I'd made the police
listen .... Just like Dad."
"Marty. Listen to me. You're not making sense. Now listen." She took his hand in
one of hers and lifted his chin with the other. "It's not your fault."
"Yes, it is, Mom. Don't you see? Dad ... Dad couldn't take me to the show. You
know, you must remember."
"No, son, I don't know. What do you mean?"
"I was so ... so mad at him. He must have been upset. I told him ... I told him ... "
"You told him what?"
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"That I hated him, Mom. I told him I hated him."
"And you think ... you think the accident was your fault?"
Marty nodded and looked at his hands in hers.
"Because you told him you hated him? ... Oh, no, no. Marty. It wasn't your fault.
Listen, Marty, I didn't want to tell you this, not until you were older. Maybe never."
"What mom?"
"Marty, your dad. He ... Oh, this is so hard. Marty your father killed himself."
"What? What do you mean."
"He killed himself Marty."
Suicide. It all made sense to Marty. He'd been right. It had been his fault. And
now he had caused Master Kim's death.
"Marty. It wasn't your fault. It just wasn't. Your dad ... he was so depressed."
Marty wasn't listening. The self-blame rose to the surface. Briefly he thought of
his father explaining how sometimes some lakes turned over, bringing all the muck from
the bottom to the surface. That's how he felt now. "I gotta get out of here." In his voice,
she heard a strangled, high-pitched panic, close to how her shrill grieving had sounded
when she read the n<Jte from Martin Sr., attempting to justify it to her.

My dearest Sarah ... I'm sorry sorry ... sorry ... sorry ... sorry... can't go on ...

goon ... go on ...
"Where do you think you're going? Marty. No. It's after 1 o'clock in the
morning."
She tried to hold onto him but he slipped his hands out of hers and dashed out the
door, nearly ripping the screen door from its hinges.
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She went after him, but no way could she catch him, not on foot. She yelled after
him but the night took him, and her pleas came back to her in eerie echoes.
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Chapter Fifteen

Silence closed in on her. Never before had she felt so confined in their trailermobile home, she reminded herself. It was a small thing, always referring to it as a
mobile home, somehow less demeaning. But it-a home-meant something in her life,
otherwise filled with emptiness.
The car hadn't started. She knew she would have to go through the routine: Wait a
half hour and it would start. A halo of blue smoke circled her head. She turned the faucet
in the kitchen sink. The stream hit the cigarette's orange fire, hissed and turned the tip
black. She threw the butt in the trash. It had been her third this evening, the last of a pack
she'd stashed in a large wash basin on top of the refrigerator.
The silence and the box they lived in seemed to conspire against her, seemed to
close in on her, make her think thoughts she wanted to forget. Yet she began to see
something. She didn't know what it was she was feeling. Something. She had packed
away most of her memories of her husband in a dark corner of her mind where she never
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entered. She laughed ruefully. "Martin Kaden Senior," she said aloud. Even saying his
name drove her outward, away from the pain. She had to let go of her husband. She had
to let Martin go. An easy task, she thought. Yeah. Well, why haven't I done it?
Then it hit her. Long ago she had recognized her anger at him and stashed it in
that same dark comer. Left it to rot and fester. It had taken awhile to untangle the anger
from the grief over his suicide, her loss, but she had gotten through the worst of it. Or had
she? She thought she had forgiven him. Now, with Marty who knew where, it reared up
in her as fiercely as ever.
"It's your GODDAMNED fault Marin Kaden Senior!" she screamed. The walls
of the trailer only stared back at her. No answer. "How could you? ... No ... No ... No
more tears ... not over you, you bastard! Look what you've done." Her hands scrubbed
the tears from her eyes. Looking up at the ceiling, she swept one arm in a long arc as
though he could see her pointing out the wasteland of her life.
The futility of her anger rocked her. She realized that she had harbored as much
anger at herself as at her dead husband. She had allowed it to control her, blinding her. As
long as she had someone else to blame she could wallow in her own self-pity. No one
could blame her. No one ever had. Except for her own self hate. She saw the utter
simplicity of it. Somehow she had to let herself off the hook, then maybe, just maybe she
could forgive him.
The answer seemed to rise up in her, and she felt lightness enter her chest. Why
hadn't she seen it before? Marty was the spitting image of his father. Had she been so
blind as not see that she had transferred her anger at her husband onto her son?
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She dared not wait any longer. Sarah worried over whether she should call the
police. Instead, she snatched the handset of the phone and punched in Diek's number.
His reaction would have surprised her if she hadn't seen a preview in the car
Saturday. "Hell, no," he said, when she asked him to come help her search for Marty.
"You baby him too much. Let him stew awhile. He'll be back when he gets hu-"
She racked the phone cutting him off.
She snatched the keys off the cabinet and hoped the car would start this time. At
least one thing seemed constant. The Chevy groaned, sparked and revved to shaky,
rattling start. She pumped the gas to get it warmed up. If she pushed it, she knew it would
die and not start again.

God, what if he ... Like father, like son. "Stop it. Stop, now," she said out loud.
She'd try the do-chang first. He had always gone there in the past when he was
upset about anything. Master Kim had listened. Too bad she hadn't had the time.
No use kicking herself, she thought. She'd had little choice but to work two jobs.
There had been no life insurance money. The company wouldn't pay off on a suicide
She'd had to start from scratch, just recently paying off his funeral expenses.
"Get over it," she said out loud, as she revved the engine. Satisfied, she shifted to
reverse and backed out slowly.
A broad stroke of a lighter shade of blue spread across the sky to the east. She
hoped she found him soon. She'd have to call in sick.
Why would he be at the do-chang? If M-Kim wasn't there, Marty surely wouldn't
be. Maybe he went by to see if he'd come back. She doubted it, but it was worth a try.
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She saw right away as she crossed the highway, he wasn't there. No one was in
the dark building. The only life in the strip mall was in Donuts 'n' More, and it was only
preparing to open its doors. She could use a cup of coffee.
She supposed he might have gone to Wabar's or Laurie Jean's but doubted it. She
had only two more ideas-Master Kim's house, and the cemetery.
She sat in the parking lot, listening to the engine idle roughly, debating which to
try first. She wasn't sure why but settled on the cemetery.
Traffic was sparse downtown and she was.able to zip through without catching a
red light. The speedometer read fifty, but she knew it was about ten miles per hour fast.
Still, she slowed to thirty-five; she couldn't afford to lose time waiting while a cop wrote
out a speeding ticket. She glanced in the rear-view but there were no headlights.
It had been two years since she'd visited her husband's grave. It stirred up too
many emotions. She wrestled with the demons as she sped toward Memorial Gardens,
two miles past the interstate on Wheeler Road.
The blue streaks of dawn hadn't stretched to the Western horizon, and the
darkness swallowed her once outside the city limits. The white dashes on the black
pavement flicked by. The orange speedometer needle leaned over to ninety and the frontend of the Chevy shimmied badly, but she didn't care.
She nearly passed the entrance to the cemetery, braked hard and backed up. The
taillights reflected blood red on the black pavement. The backup lights were out and she
had to let off the accelerator or she'd run off the road.
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She had never been to the cemetery in the dark and fought off an eerie feeling.
She wound around the cemetery drive. Marble headstones glowed and flashed like
mirrors in the bright headlights. Her husband's plot was near the back of the cemetery.
Her heart thudded in her chest as she steered left around the last comer. She
breathed easier. Silhouetted against the golden strands of light in the east was movement
in the area of her husband's grave.
Right away, she made out the rhythmic movements. It was Marty, doing what she
had seen him do so many times before-the rhythmic motions of Koryo, his first black
belt form. She at least knew that much about what her son did, what he loved.
Suddenly she understood; Taekwondo was as comforting to Marty as an old
friend, maybe even a protector. Why haven't I figured out all this before? And as much as
it could, it made up for the loss of a father, and for a mother too busy to mother her son.
Master Kim embodied that for him, kept it safe. Now, if Master Kim was dead, even that
might be taken away.

The sun cleared the horizon and set the gravestones on fire. Marty's shoes were
sopping from the wet grass. He'd done Koryo twenty or thirty times. He'd lost count. His
arms and legs were lead weights. He saw the lights of the approaching car, recognized the
growling of their old Chevy and relaxed. Besides, he didn't really care who it was.
He ignored her when she pulled up. She left the car running. The smell of carbon
and oil wafted on the moist night air. He inhaled it and a tiny cough escaped.
His shoulders ached from the effort, and his clothes were drenched in sweat. He
began to chill in the cool morning air. A car door squeaked and slammed with a rattle.
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"Marty. Sweetie, you need to get in the car."
"Not yet, Mom. One more time."
"Marty ... OK. One more, then please get in. You'll catch your death."
He faced the rising sun, his feet spread slightly wider than his own shoulder
width. He bent his knees slightly, lowering his center of gravity. His hands dropped
inside his knees as though grasping a barrel at his feet.
While tensing his entire body, simultaneously exhaling, he raised his hands,
flipping them in the air just as they reached eye level, fashioning a triangle with his index
fingers and thumbs. He held the triangle steady as he exhaled fully.
He readjusted the triangle slightly lower so the sun perched perfectly in its center.
He paused, then began the form-double knife-hand blocks, high snapping double
sidekicks, face level front kicks--inhaling, then exhaling into each movement. He
finished with a tiger-mouth strike that lashed the air, then dropped his hands to his sides,
exhausted, too tired to feel much. He looked over at his father's tombstone, and his eye
released a single tear tracing its path down his cheek to his chin, where he swiped it away
with his bare arm.
He became aware of his mother's footsteps scrunching in the damp grass but
didn't move. He let her wrap her jacket around his shoulders and give him a one-arm hug.
He glanced at her. In the light of the headlights, her eyes gleamed with moisture.
"Now, Marto?" she asked softly.
He relaxed and allowed her to guide him to the car.
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"Maybe we should tell the police ... about the phone call," she said, on the way
back to town.
"They didn't do anything before," he scoffed. "Why would they now?"
Even by the dim glow of the liquid green dash lights he could see the weariness
on her face. "Mom, I'm sorry. I just ... I couldn't handle it. Seems like I can't handle
anything anymore. Guess I really messed things up this time."
"It's OK. Just don't go running off like that. Scared me to death."
He nodded. "I just couldn't believe it, I don't believe it. He can't be dead. He
can't be."
"I know. I pray you're right." A little time went by.
"You know, you were right Saturday," she said. "I don't talk ... we don't talk.
Not about you, me or your father, not about much of anything really. Oh, we do our share
of yelling. That's for sure. But we never really talk. It's just that it's so hard, especially
'bout your dad. It still ... hurts."
In the green glow he could see her eyes, wet with tears. She sniffled and wiped
her eyes with her sleeve.
"Know what?" she said. "I had no idea you blamed yourself. All this time, you
blamed yourself. I should have known. I shoulda ... I shoulda done something." She
shook her head.
"Don't be too hard on yourself, Mom. I never told anyone."
"Well, you listen here. It wasn't your fault." She paused. "It wasn't mine neither.
Nope. Your dad pointed that car at that tree. Me or you wasn't in there with him. He did
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it all by himself. It wasn't our fault." She heard this in her head, as if she was outside
herself, reminding her of what she was trying to convince Marty of.
"Guess you're right," he said. "I just-"
"No, listen, Marty. It wasn't your fault. He left a letter-I tore it up and threw it
away. Wish I wouldn't have."
He straightened up in his seat.
"Yep. Didn't say much. Just that he loved us both but couldn't go on anymore and
that he was real sorry. Yeah. Real sorry. Gan you believe that? ... It wasn't our fault,
Marty."
"And," she added quickly, "you're not to blame if something's happened to Master

Kim either. You didn't do nothing. You told the police."
"I don't know why, Mom, I just have a feeling Master Kim's OK. I know it. What·
am I going to do?"
"You mean, what are we going to do," she said. "I'm taking the day off. It must
be close to 7:30. Library opens at nine or ten. We'll see what we can dig up together."

The librarian helped fill in the blanks around what Marty already knew about the
Internet. He'd watched Wabar browse the Web for years but had never really done it
himself. He wished he'd paid closer attention.
They worked through the morning, tapping various search engines using the key
word "injured" with various combinations-"Korean," "Asian," "unidentified," "male,"
"man"-anything that might narrow the search.
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Using the mouse, Marty awkwardly guided the pointer to the search button at the
top of the screen. His mother sat by him, watching the screen fill with words and red and
blue blocks.
In the blank at the top, he entered "Kentucky AND Newspapers." He figured he'd
try that. Sgt. Murphy had called Louisville without luck. They'd search the archives of
newspapers of cities in that area. Then, if they had no luck, he'd trace backward through
newspapers in cities along the route M-Kim had probably taken.
The monitor screen filled with a list of sites containing "Kentucky" and
"newspapers." He clicked on "NAA@Hotlinks: Kentucky Daily Newspapers."
A page, blank except for the message "Http/1.0 404 Object not found," appeared.
Marty clicked on the back button and the screen blinked, then opened the original search
results.
He tried "Kentucky links" and under the heading of "News," got a short list of
three. "Newspaper Association of America-list of newspapers" sounded promising so he
tried it. The same message appeared.
"This is frustrating," he said. His head ached between his eyes.
"Come on, we just got started. Keep trying," she urged.
He nodded and tried the next one on the list, "Kentucky Kernel UK Student
Paper-Lexington."
He sighed at the message that flashed onto the screen, "We have moved. The
Kernel's new URL is http://www.kykemel.com."
"This is a college newspaper, Mom."
"Try it," she said.
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"What's the point?"
"Try it."
"All right." He clicked on the link.
At the top of the page "Kentucky" appeared in a black box and "Kernel" in a
larger blue block appeared below it. He found "archives" under "Etcetera" and clicked it.
The articles that appeared were arranged by season and year: 1997-fall, summer
and spring. He clicked on summer. The list was narrowed to dates., He tried "Thursday,
July 10."
An article under the "News" heading at the bottom of a list of articles drew his

· attention: "UK Police seek identity of injured man."
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Chapter Sixteen

Campus Police Seek Identity of
Injured Man Found on Campus

-Staff report
UK campus police are seeking
the identity of a man found early
Monday
badly
beaten
and
unconscious near the Gluck Equine
Research Center on South Campus.
Police described the man as
Asian, in his mid-40s, 5 feet 10
inches tall, and approximately 180
pounds with muscular build.
He remained in critical condition
today in the intensive care unit at
University of Kentucky Chandler
Medical Center, according to a
hospital spokesperson.
He had suffered massive head
injuries, multiple fractures and
numerous internal injuries.
The man, who was found half
submerged in the pond on the research center grounds, also suffered from hypothermia.
Police suspect robbery as the
motive for the beating, because the
man had no wallet, identification
or money.
Anyone with information about
the man should call the campus
precinct.
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Marty read the printout of the article for the fifth time as they left the lights of
Louisville behind. It seemed like the car barely moved against the dark, punctuated by
masses of blinking taillights and turn signals. Traffic was terrible on the interstate.
They had gotten little over the phone from the medical center, just that the man's
condition was still serious. He was in a coma. They still were no closer to knowing the
Asian man's identity.
The Lexington police had suggested, as if they'd had to, that they come down to
help identify the patient. After leaving the library, they had slept for a few hours. His
mom had called in and taken off the next day as well, packed the car and off they went.
There was no question about it, the description the officer had given them over
the phone fit. But he tried not to get his hopes up; as the police officer had suggested, the
odds weren't good. Still, it seemed to Marty and his mother too much of a coincidence to
be a dead end.

If it was him, he was in a bad way. They had moved him from intensive care to
the long-term care ward, and he was still in a coma.
Marty couldn't believe that his mother had gone so far to help him find M-Kim.
"You awake, Mom?"
She chuckled, "Better hope so, kiddo." Marty couldn't help but join her. It had
been days since they'd laughed together. Maybe it was almost over. He leaned his head
against the headrest and closed his eyes.
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When he opened them again they were in the parking lot of a Best Western motel
in Lexington. The clock on the radio said 11 :00, which meant it was midnight in
Kentucky.
They checked in and immediately left for the medical center. It didn't take long to
unload. They brought only a change of clothing each. They wouldn't need anymore than
that, because they couldn't afford more than one night in a motel away from home.
"I'm scared," Marty said. "What if it's not him mom? What if it is him and he
never wakes up? He's just got to be all right. He's just got-"
"Listen, hon. When I went through this with your dad-when I got the news about
your ... " She swallowed hard. "All the way to the hospital I kept telling myself it couldn't
be, it just couldn't be him. But it was.
"I didn't think I'd live through it; he was my life, you and him. It took a long long
time, but I made it. We made it." She smiled at him.
"No matter what, Marty, least this way you'll know."
He nodded and took a deep breath.
The route to the medical center was plainly marked and it took only a few minutes
to drive there, but took a half-hour to park, even at the late hour. It took another twenty
minutes or so for them to navigate through the maze of the medical center.
By the time they reached the nurses' station on the long-term care ward, the clock
above the nurses' desk read 11:55.
"Excuse, me, ma'am," Sarah said. Marty's heart beat so loud in his chest that he
thought his mother had to hear it.
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"Can I help you?" the nurse asked. She removed her bifocals and let them dangle
from a thick beaded cord around her neck.
"Yes. Me and my son would like to see that man you got here, you know, the one
you can't identify."
"I'm sorry, visiting hours were over at eight. You'll have to come back tomorrow.
Visiting hours are-"
"No, ma'am, you don't understand. We just drove eight hours to get here. We
spoke to the police. They said it'd be OK."
"I don't care what the police said, I'm charge nurse and visiting hours are over."
"Look, nurse, this man ... the police found him beat up, beat up bad."
"I'm aware of that," the nurse said.
"Good. We're getting somewhere. We might know who he is."
"He'll be here tomorrow. You'll have to wait."
Marty looked over at his mother. Even as tired as she looked there was something
about her face he'd not seen before.
She crossed her arms and leaned on the counter. "You gonna keep this boy from
seeing if this is his daddy?" she asked.
The nurse stuck her glasses back on her nose. "You think he might be his father?"
"That's right, and my husband."
Marty nodded quickly at the nurse.
"But ... he's-"
"We know, he's Korean."
"Very well, but just a few minutes. Room 448, to the left."
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"Thanks, ma'am."
"Just a few minutes though." But they were already walking down the long
hallway.
Marty stopped short of the room and watched his mother walk ahead. She turned
and walked quickly back to him, took his hand in hers and led him to the open door.
Marty could see the foot of the bed in the darkened room but couldn't bring
himself to take another step.
She guided him through the door. Still, he just couldn't bring himself to look.
She gasped. "Marty, it's ... it's him. He's alive!"
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Chapter Seventeen

A box attached to the IV pole at the head of the bed ticked softly, pumping what
looked like water through a long plastic tube attached to his wrist. A digital readout
glowed red on the front of the box. Thick brown liquid worked its ways through a tube
inserted in one nostril. Marty's stomach twisted. It didn't seem right that this man
bursting with strength and power could be reduced so easily.
Marty noticed how thin Master Kim had become. The blankets tucked close to his
body revealed a man of little more than flesh and bones. His light-olive complexion had
turned sallow and his skin hung in loose folds, especially around his throat. To Marty it
looked like the loose skin of a chicken.
He couldn't keep his eyes on the limp figure for long; it frightened him. His last
memory of M-Kim in no way resembled this deathly figure. Death. Terror flooded him,
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washing away the hope that had flooded him when he realized his search was over.
Another box on the other side of the bed hissed and sighed in tune with the rising and
falling of Master Kim's chest, driving home just how badly they had beaten him. But
why and who? How had he gotten here? In Lexington? Why had he come here from
Louisville? Too many questions to answer and no one to answer them.
His mother went to the desk to talk to the nurse. Marty sat in a chair close to the
head of the bed. It was his face that Marty had trouble looking at the most. The
occasional glances he could manage took in a frightening picture. Bathed in half-light, his
face showed shadows where once so much life had existed. Darkness pooled in his
sunken cheeks and in deep-set eye sockets. His eyes, bare slits of white and black,
glistened with some kind of salve, far from the strong, determined eyes Marty knew. He
thought it strange that he couldn't remember a time when he had seen his master's eyes
closed.
He had a dark strawberry scar at the hollow of his throat, from a tracheotomy, one
of the nurses would later tell them. He had been on a ventilator since the beating. His
windpipe had been damaged and they'd had to make a special hole in his throat until the
swelling went down. Now, a thick tube disappeared into his mouth at the corner; it jerked
against the tape that fastened it to his cheek each time the machine hissed.
He lay motionless, propped at an odd angle on a pillow beneath his side. His head
was thickly bandaged, as were his hands. He had chalky casts clear to the thighs on both
legs.
He finally built up enough nerve to speak. "Master Kim. Uhm ... " He picked up
his bandaged hand carefully. It was stiff and claw-like through the bandages, yet heavy
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with limpness. "Master Kim, it's me, Marty. Can you hear me? Please M-Kim. Can you
hear me? Wake up, sir. Please wake up. You have to wake up."

The nurse had been true to her word, especially when his mother let it slip that
she'd lied about Master Kim being her husband and his father. She told them they would
have to come back tomorrow.
In the elevator, he nearly lost it. "Maybe it'd been better if we hadn't found him. I
can't stand looking at him. I can't stand it. He's so ... It's not him."
"He's been through a lot. Nurse said they nearly lost him a couple times. Said he
was lucky to-"
"Yeah, real lucky. Look at him."
"Least he's alive."
Marty knew she was right, but he hadn't been at all prepared for his condition.
Master Kim could defeat anyone or anything as far as Marty was concerned. Marty
thought that somehow M-Kim would just wake up and talk to him.
It wasn't to be. When they had said good night and left his side, he hadn't moved

a finger. He tried to question the nurse about his injuries, but she said she was too busy
and they would have to talk to the doctor early in the morning.
"Maybe it's not as bad as it looks," his mother said. "Don't give up on him yet,
we haven't even talked to the doctors yet. Keep your chin up."
Back at the motel, Sarah called and left a message for Detective Clayton to meet
them at the hospital in the morning. Before crawling into bed she called the front desk for
a 6 a.m. wake-up call.
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She craved sleep but couldn't stop her mind from circling around and around. She
didn't know much about medical stuff, but to her it didn't look good at all for Master

Kim. She didn't know how Marty would take it if Master Kim's condition went down
hill. Then again, this could drag on for years. That might be worse for Marty.
She felt a trace of guilt because she hadn't told Marty all of what the nurse had
said. She didn't want to douse all hope. The nurse told her the chart said the prognosis
looked poor. His skull had been fractured badly, and the odds weren't good, this far
along, for him to come out of the coma.
In the darkness, she heard Marty tossing about, tugging at the sheets.
"You asleep?" he whispered.
"Nope," she said.
"Can't stop seeing his face," he said.
"Know what you mean."
"What was it like for you, I mean, with Dad and all?"
"There wasn't any hope for your daddy. None at all. He was too broken up. There
wasn't anything they could do. He was gone when I got to emergency."
"Yeah, but didn't you think that. .. "
She could tell by the change in his voice that he had turned toward her.
"Didn't you think that no matter how bad it looked, they were wrong?"
"What do you mean?"
"Well, I mean like didn't you think it was a lie?"
"You mean that your father might not be gone?"
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"Yeah."
"Guess a part of me still does ... sometimes."
"Like when?" he asked.
She paused. "Well, like right now. Nighttime. That's always been the worst. We'd
talk for hours and hours, sometimes all night long."
"About what?"
"Oh, us, what we wanted to do, that we wanted to remodel, maybe even build a
new place. That sort of thing. Married stuff." She hadn't thought of that in years.
Somehow, talking to Marty about it lessened the pain. "Then when you came along, we
mostly talked about you. We were married ... let's see ... I guess, ten years before I got
pregnant with you.
"Your daddy was quite a bit older than me."
"I didn't know that."
"Yep. Nine years."
"Wow," he said, then was quiet. She could tell he was thinking it over in the
darkness.
"Know what?" he asked.
"What?"
"I thought of something, at the cemetery, something I forgot, something he told
me that morning, the day ... the day he died."
"What's that?"
"I don't know if he was trying to tell me or what."
"Tell you what, Marty?"
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"Maybe nothing, but when I got up in the night to use the bathroom, he was
sitting at the kitchen table with the light off. Scared me half to death. He sat me on his lap
and talked to me."
"About what? What did he say?" She hadn't heard this before.
"Not much really. Just that ... I mean I can't remember much. He said something
about kids not understanding grown up things. And that sometimes, no matter what, we
can't change the way things are."
"That's all?"
"All I can remember. What do you think he meant?" he asked.

"I don't know, Marty. I just don't know. Wish I did." Something tugged at the
back of her mind, nothing she could get a handle on, but something. She slipped across
into sleep, taking it with her.

He was awake in the cold dawn light that seeped through the gap in the curtains,
thinking about a dream that had awakened him when the phone rang. He jumped. His
mother picked up the phone after the first ring.
"Thanks," she said, and hung up. "You awake?"
"Yep."
"We better get moving. That nurse said the doctor makes his rounds by seven or
so."
He dressed while she showered. He didn't really know what he felt-mostly
numb. The dream hadn't helped much either.
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He'd been alone in the trailer when a storm blew up like they often did around
that part of Illinois. He knew he had to get out of the trailer; he and his mom had gone
over it time and again: Get to the Smith's across the street. Mrs. Smith used to sit for him
when he was younger and had offered them the safety of their basement in just such an
emergency.
But he couldn't open the door against the howling wind and the windows
wouldn't budge. He threw a chair at a window but it bounced off without so much as
cracking the glass.
The last thing he remembered before he woke, the trailer tilted wildly and
furniture crashed down on top of him. He had the same fear he had awakened with again
as he tied his shoes. He could see M-Kim lying there, helpless ..
Would they find out anything different today? He hoped they would but doubt~d
the doctor could make him feel better. "Ready, Marto?" she asked, as she toweled her
hair. "Thought we'd get some breakfast after we talk to the doctor."
He nodded. He was surprised when she tossed him the keys and said, "Why don't
you start the Chev?"
He snatched them out of the air and unlatched the door. It was misting and colder.
He'd hoped it would be a little warmer here than home and hoped the car wouldn't act up
any more than usual because of the weather. He turned over the key. The car coughed,
fired and fell quiet. He pumped the accelerator three times, just as his mother did, and
turned the key again. This time the engine roared to life, belching blue smoke out the
exhaust.
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If it had been hard last night finding a place to park, this morning proved almost

impossible. After driving around and around the sprawling complex, she found a small
lot on the other side of the medical center from where they had parked last night. She
took the last spot.
The desk clerk told them that Dr. Snodgrass was charting and would meet them in
the patient's room. "His name is Nak Son Kim," Marty said.
"Well, then, we'll have to write that down for the record, won't we?" she said,
grinning. "The doctor will have lots of questions for both of you. We don't have a thing
about this pati en ... uhm, Mr. Kim."
The only change Marty could see from last night was that the pillow was propped
up beneath his other side. He didn't know what he'd expected.
Marty heard a man talking loudly in the hallway outside the door. "Good
morning. I'm Detective Clayton. And you are?"
"Sarah. Sarah Kaden," she said, as she shook his hand. "This is my son, Marty."
Detective Clayton took two steps and swung his hand into Marty's outstretched
palm. "Hmm. Nice grip, young man.
"Well I'm glad you could make it. The nurse tells me you all can identify our
John Doe."
His mother nodded. "Marty'll know more than me. They're pretty close."
"Good," he said. "Tell me, son, how do you know, uh ... "
"Master Kim, Master Nak Son Kim."
"Hmm. That's interesting," he said, scribbling it into a small notepad. "He's a
master of ... martial arts?" he asked, as though he already knew the answer.
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"Taekwondo. He's my instructor."
"Not surprised. He looked like he could do some damage. Powerfully built. I'd
say that explains some of his injuries," he said.
"Why, what do you mean?" Marty asked.
"Well, the defense wounds on his hands and arms. Whoever attacked your friend
here didn't come out of it unscathed, not at all. He had several broken fingers and his
knuckles were just about torn clean off. Probably from striking back or fending off the
attack. They used a ball bat, you know?
"Anyway, I'm not going to try to give you any false assurances. We don't have
lead one. He had nothing on him. Nobody saw anything. Kind of surprising with the .
students out late on campus and all. We'll keep at it, but I tell you, I doubt we'll ever
catch them. Doesn't mean we'll give up. We've done all the routine stuff. We've checked
to see if anyone used his credit cards. Nothing. We often catch them that way. Unusual
case. Maybe personal."
"You think there was more than one?" Sarah asked.
"Do now. Helps explain the number and nature of injuries. He must have put up
one hell of a fight. They probably had to beat him half to death just to get him down."
He scratched his chin. "You know, I don't think they were out to finish him off.
Why else would they have taken the trouble to break both knees? No, ma'am. I think they
were trying to teach him a lesson of some sort. Don't know what. Hope you all can help
us figure that one out."
"Detective, the newspaper said he was robbed," she said.
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"We thought so, at first. Now, I'm not so sure about that. Sure, they had to knock
him out to get at his belongings, but breaking both knees? Well, that doesn't add up. Why
go to all the trouble? A gun would have been more efficient. Then they never bothered
with credit cards. He did have them. Credit cards?"
"Yeah, several. ... I want to help," Marty said. "I'll tell you everything. Afraid
it's not much." Marty eyes slid to his Mom then to the detective.
"Well, son, you never can tell. One clue might blow this whole thing wide open.
You just never know."

Doctor Snodgrass didn't hold out much good news for them and seemed to want
to get it out of the way up front.
"I don't want you to lose hope," he said. "But I think we have to look at this in the
long term."
"He could still come out of this, couldn't he?" Marty tried not to sound like he
was pleading but didn't think he had succeeded. He swallowed a hard knot in his throat
but his voice still wavered.
"Yes, of course. It happens. In this case I wouldn't expect too much. He suffered
a massive head injury, plus all the trauma-broken legs, ribs, a punctured lung and what
have you. And he lost a lot of blood. We gave him five units of packed cells.
"So even if he does come out of it, we have no idea what he'll have left. If his
brain isn't permanently damaged from the blunt injury, I'm afraid the blood loss will
have taken its toll. Then there are the effects of hypothermia. His core temp dropped to
96. That's not good, I'm afraid.
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"Having said that, I must tell you-don't want to give you any false hopes-I
have never seen a patient fight so hard. Thought we'd lose him that first night and a
dozen times afterward." He shook his head. "He fooled us all, I'm glad to say. So I don't
think I would count him out just yet. Just don't expect too much."
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Chapter Eighteen

Behind them among the receding lights of the city lay Master Kim. Ahead lay
hours of waiting, wondering, exhilarating hopes and sickening setbacks. Marty could
imagine it. Every time the phone rang, hope and anguish at once would race through him.
Marty knew that the ride home would be the longest of his life.
It had taken them longer than his mother expected at the hospital. Someone from

the business office showed just as the doctor finished talking to them. Marty gave her
Coltrane's name and phone number. He should know about any medical insurance MKim might have.
Involving Coltrane didn't exactly thrill Marty, yet he had no choice. He was the
only one who would know that kind of personal information about Master Kim.
No, he didn't know of any living relatives in the U.S. or in Korea. That didn't
seem to satisfy her, but it was all Marty knew to tell her. She'd have to get any other
information from Coltrane.
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They didn't make it back to the motel until almost noon. The desk clerk tried to
charge them for not making 11 o'clock checkout but his mother bad argued him out of it.
Good thing, too, she said. They had only enough money for gas and one more
meal-if they stretched it by eating fast food.
She was sitting on the big blue suitcase on the bed while Marty latched it when
the phone rang. "Who in the world could that be?" she said.
Marty answered it. "Hello ... Hold on." He held his hand over the receiver and
could hardly speak. "Mom. It's the hospital!" was all he could manage.
She took the phone out of his trembling hands. "Hello. Yes .. ,. What? ... Are you
sure? ... We was just up there-. OK. OK. What does that mean? ... What's the doctor
say?"
"What is it, mom?"
She held up her hand. "OK. ... We'll come right over.... Thank you. Thank you
so much."
She hung up the phone and sat down on the bed.
"Mom, tell me, what's going on?"
"Don't get your hopes up. There's been a ... change. They're not sure, so don't
get too excited, not yet."
"I knew it. I freaking knew it. They can't keep M-Kim down. No way." He let
out a loud whoop, picked his mother up off the bed and hugged her.
"Slow down, you nut," she said, laughing. "Wait'll we talk to the doctor."
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But he couldn't wait. He couldn't contain himself. The world had been lifted off
his back and he felt as light as a cloud. He felt like doing a jump-spinning-heelkick and
did, nearly whacking his head on the ceiling and brushing it with his foot.
He loaded the suitcase in the trunk while she started the car. For one anxious
moment, it sounded as though the battery had finally given in, but the engine sputtered
and roared to life. The unburned fuel irritated his nostrils as the exhaust spewed out.
She nearly ran a red light on the way to the hospital but managed to stop with a
squeak of the tires. They got lucky and found a parking space nearer the front door.
Ten minutes later they were at the nurses' station, asking for Doctor Snodgrass.
The ward secretary directed them to Master Kim's room. They both sprinted down the
hall.
Dr. Snodgrass was flashing a penlight across Master Kim's eyes when they burst
into the room.
The smile melted off Marty's face as quickly as it had appeared. Dr. Snodgrass
read the disappointment. "Hey. Good news, huh?"
"But he looks just the same," Marty managed.
"He hasn't moved for months now, and a while ago he turned his head and
opened his eyes."
"That's it?" Marty said.
"Marty," Dr. Snodgrass began. "That's the first step of a long and painful process.
Now, I won't kid you, I don't know where it will go, what to expect. But it is definite
progress. It'll be weeks, months before we know the full extent of any recovery. But, I
didn't think he would come this far. It's a good sign. Really."
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Something was different. Then he realized the hissing box was quiet and the tube
was gone from his mouth.
Dr. Snodgrass picked up Of! Marty's confusion. "Oh yes. We took him off the
ventilator. He's breathing on his own. That's the best news."
He glanced at his wristwatch. "I have to get back to the office, I'll tell the nurses
to call me if there is any change. You, young man, try to be patient, and don't expect too
much."
Dr. Snodgrass nodded to his mother as he left the room, leaving them alone with
Master Kim. "I thought-"
"I know," she said. "I know what you were thinking. Couldn't help but think it
myself. At least it's something. You heard the doctor. Who knows? Maybe Master Kim
here 'll be right as rain before you know it."
"I can't leave him here," he said.
"Marty, we can't stay. We don't have enough money. Besides, I got to get back to
work and you've got school."
"How can I leave him like this?"
"We'll give them our number at the desk, even my work number at the office and
Max's. If anything comes up, they'll call."
"No way. I'm not leaving him, not like this. What if ... what if he can hear us,
huh? The doctor said it was possible. I could talk to him, maybe make him feel ... better.
Keep him company. He's alone, mom. I won't go. I'm not."
She sighed heavily and put her hands on her hips. "You can't, you just can't stay.
What am I going to do, leave you?"
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"Yeah, leave me here. I can sleep in the lounge or in here, I can sleep in a chair."
"No, no more arguing," she said and crossed her arms.
"You can't make me leave, Mom. You can't!" Marty was shouting but didn't
care. He'd made up his mind. "You force me to go home and I'll run away, hitchhike
down here. I did it to St. Louis, didn't I?"
"You're not thinking, Marty. Use your brain."
"I am Mom. I am using it. I couldn't be there for my father, I'll be damned if I'll
abandon-"
"Marty, you not talking to mother that way." The voice was raspy, hardly a
whisper, but both of them had heard it. ...
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